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Graduates and Degree Candidates

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Conferred August 2, 2019

Doctors of Philosophy
Sophie May Abramowitz
English
Dissertation: Playing the Folk: Black & Native Vernacular Performance, 1880-1940

Haniyeh Barahouiepasandi
French
Dissertation: Beyond the Borders: The Transversal Adventures of Graphic Novels

Thomas Andrew Berenato
English
Dissertation: The Look of Forgiveness

Alison Christin Broach
Anthropology
Dissertation: Voices of Spirit and Blood: Garifuna Language Endangerment

Danilo Buscatto Medeiros
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Extremism and Polarization: How Income Inequality Affects Legislative Behavior in Brazil

Wenqiang Cai
Economics
Dissertation: Three Essays on Employee Benefits Policy

Alyssa Danielle Collins
English
Dissertation: Racing the Posthuman: Blackness, Technology, and the Literary Imagination

Logan Aaron Combee
Chemistry
Dissertation: New Methods Towards Efficient, Catalytic C-O and C-N Bond Forming Reactions

Leeza Constantoulakis
Nursing
Dissertation: The Evaluation of Fruit and Vegetable Incentive Programs on Childhood Obesity Prevalence in the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children

Brynn Sequoia Cook
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Assessing the Potential of Tropospheric Oxidants to Interfere with Insect Host Location, Mate Location, and Foraging Choice

Heather Lynn Cook
Statistics
Dissertation: Characterizing Standard Variable Importance Measures and Growth Modeling of Bangladeshi Children Over Two Years of Life

Steven James Dakermanji
Chemistry
Dissertation: Applications of Redox Processes to Molybdenum and Tungsten Dearomatization Agents

Catherine Lynn Debban
Biology
Dissertation: Reproductive Isolation and Gene Flow Vary Among Contact Zones Between Incipient Species

Mark Dombrovsky
Biology
Dissertation: Neuroethology of Cooperative Behavior in Drosophila Larvae

Karl Cheng Heng Fua
Psychology
Dissertation: More than One Way to Say I Love You: An Internet-Based Intervention for Training Flexible Thinking in Romantic Relationships

Sheng Gao
Physics
Dissertation: Synthesis and Thermoelectric Studies of a Narrow Gap Semiconducting Alloy for Cooling BiSb

Alison Elena Glassie
English
Dissertation: Novels of the Floating World: Ocean, Climate, and Contemporary Sea Fiction

Ryan Michael Grippo
Biology
Dissertation: The Influence of Dopamine Signaling on the Central Circadian Clock: Implications for Jet Lag and Obesity

Lucy Adelina Guarnera
Psychology

Julia Jong Haines
Anthropology
Dissertation: Intimate Spaces and Plantation Landscapes in Nineteenth-Century Mauritius: Archaeology of Indented Laborers in the Western Indian Ocean

Joshua David Hinkle
Chemistry
Dissertation: Antibody Sequence Analysis by Controlled Proteolysis and Ion-Ion Chemistry

Fauzia Husain
Sociology
Dissertation: Walking and Talking the Gendered State: Women, Security and Authority in Karachi, Pakistan

Patrick Krauss King
Astronomy
Dissertation: Gas Dynamics Near and Far: Observational MHD of Interstellar Molecular Clouds and X-Ray Ablation of Asteroids for the Earth’s Defense

Dajun Lin
Economics
Dissertation: Multi-Dimensional Abilities, Task Content of Occupations, and Career Choices: A Dynamic Analysis

Nicholas Wilson Lindberg
History
Dissertation: A City of Rivals: Civic Notables and the Creation of the Hellenistic World

Candace Nicole Miller
Sociology
Dissertation: Race, Entrepreneurship, and Urban Revitalization in Detroit

Peter Nathaniel Miller
English

Rachel Kathleen Narr
Psychology
Dissertation: The Connection Project: Effects of an Adolescent Social-Bonding Intervention on Social Belongingness, Social Skills, and Mental Health

Xinyan Peng
Anthropology
Dissertation: We’ve Always Worked Professionalizing Life Among White-Collar Women in Contemporary Urban China

Chuleeporn Prompahakul
Nursing
Dissertation: Moral Distress Among Thai Nurses: A Mixed Methods Study

Meghan Hill Puglia
Psychology
Dissertation: The Noisy Brain in Infancy: A Neurobiological Marker of Normative Social Development

Syed Ali Raza
Physics
Dissertation: Interplay of Symmetry and Interactions in Topological Phases of Matter

Christina Ross
Nursing
Dissertation: African American Female Adolescents’ Perspectives Regarding Their Sexual and Reproductive Health Needs While in Foster Care: A Qualitative Descriptive Study

Lauren Kathleen Rudenko
Biology
Dissertation: Intraneuronal Tau Misfolding Induced by Extracellular Amyloid-β Oligomers

Adi Shaked
Psychology
Dissertation: On the Same Wave-length: Shared Emotions as Information for Social Evaluation

Andrew Howard Sorber
History
Dissertation: To Avoid Future Peril: Signs, Portents, and Prophecy in the Carolingian World, ca. 771-840

Anthony Paul Sparacino
Government
Dissertation: The Democratic and Republican Governors Associations and the Nationalization of American Politics

Oscar Hernan Tovar-Argueta
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Historicism and the Question of Normativity: From Georg Hegel to Karl-Otto Apel

Diana Catalina Vallejo Pedraza
Sociology
Dissertation: Pricing Suffering: Compensation for Human Rights Violations in Colombia and Peru

Cory Andrew Weller
Biology
Dissertation: The Evolutionary Implications of Adaptations to Stressful Environments on Time Scales Spanning Days to Millennia

Masters of Arts
Bushra Abdelmalak
Hayley Anna Austin
Lindsay Cheatle
Hongying Dong
Evan Hall
Michael Lam Ly

Masters of Science
Solianna Herrera
Jacob Daniel Higgins
Michael Gilman Vitz
Ray Hess Bair Watson

Conferred December 19, 2019

Doctors of Philosophy
Caleb Paul Agnew
English
Dissertation: A Form that is Many: The Stanza in Postwar Anglophone Poetry

Alice Fay Besterman
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Macrogalgal Distribution and Impacts on Intertidal
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Yunlu Zhu
Biology
Dissertation: Novel Roles of Glial Precursors in Early Neurogenesis

Masters of Arts
Grace Elizabeth Alvino
Yoona Bak
Jenna Marie Blochowicz
Clayton Jonah Butler
Elizabeth Catherine Cable
Dennis James Campbell
Jessica Lee Canada
William Benjamin Chenault
Moonchu Cho
Rebecca Claxton
Katharine Elisabeth Daniel
Alida Ashley Davis
Matthew DeSelm
Jeremy William Ebere
Erin Elizabeth Fegley
Matthew David Frierdich
Jesse Howard Grabman
Matthew John Grant
Matthew Isidore Lambert
Matthew James Logan
Matthew James Logan
Matthew John Grant
Matthew Isidore Lambert
Matthew James Logan
Matthew James Logan

Masters of Science
Shan Chen
Chemistry
Dissertation: Magnetic Behaviors in Amorphous

Charles Philip Clark
Chemistry
Dissertation: Microfluidic Applications in Forensic Science

Danning Di
Physics
Dissertation: High Momentum Transfer Nucleon Elastic Electromagnetic Form Factor Measurements Using Super Bigbite Spectrometer at Jefferson Lab

Elizabeth Milda Duselis
Chemistry
Dissertation: Ion/Ion Reactions in Primary Structure Interrogation of Intact Proteins by Mass Spectrometry

Jeremy Allen Fisher
Religious Studies
Dissertation: A Promising Godlessness: Recovering the Religious Atheism of Ludwig Feuerbach

Julia Fisher
English
Dissertation: The Redemption of Allegory

Flavio Alessio Geisshuesler
Religious Studies

Pingu He
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Globalization, Firm Behaviors, and Local Labor Markets

Trina K. Kumodzi
Nursing
Dissertation: Violence in St. Kitts and Nevis: A Retrospective Analysis of Homicides, 2000-2018

Rafael Lopez
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Innovating in War: Risk, Organizational Cost and Successful Adoption

Heather L. Lohrker
Nursing
Dissertation: Exploring Patient Treatment Decision Making in the Context of Ovarian Cancer Recurrence

Chung Ting Ma
Physics
Dissertation: Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Novel Magnetic Behaviors in Amorphous Ferrimagnets

Dominique Maurice Mafucci
Chemistry
Dissertation: Methods of Astrochemical Modeling: A Multidimensional Approach

Sumanth Manohar
Biology
Dissertation: The Role of Homeobox Transcription Factor SIX3 in Vertebrate Eye Development

Aleksander Viktorovich Morgan
Mathematics
Dissertation: Bounded Generation of Some Linear Groups

Julian Roche
Chemistry
Dissertation: Dynamic Assembly of the Type-3 Secretion System in Versinia Enterocephalitica Probed by Super-Resolution Fluorescence Imaging

Jason Sumantha
Psychology
Dissertation: Minority Stress and Parenting: A Study of Stress and Resilience Among Parents in Same-Sex Relationships

Sean Tennant
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Space Syntax Analysis and the Domestic Architecture of the Roman West

Nicholas Trautz
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Legacy of the Eight Teachings: Revelation, Ritual, and Enlightened Violence in Classical Tibet

Martin Pothier Volaric
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Oxygen Exchange and Hydrodynamics of Tidal Flat Ecosystems Along the Virginia, USA Coast

Aaron Michael Wegner Physics
Dissertation: Local Atomic Effects in the Phase Transition of TiSe2-xTex and NaMnBi Semiconductors

Myungwhwan Yoo
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on International Trade, Offshoring, and FDI

Xin Yuan
Biology
Dissertation: Coordination of Insulin-Mediated Neural Stem Cell Proliferation and Stem Cell Niche Development

Depei Zhang
Physics
Dissertation: Crystal Structures, Rotational, Vibrational Dynamics, and Optoelectronic Properties of Two-Dimensional Hybrid Organic-Inorganic Perovskites

Yinxin Zhu
Biology
Dissertation: Novel Roles of Glial Precursors in Early Neurogenesis

Masters of Arts
Grace Elizabeth Alvino
Yoona Bak
Jenna Marie Blochowicz
Clayton Jonah Butler
Elizabeth Catherine Cable
Dennis James Campbell
Jessica Lee Canada
William Benjamin Chenault
Moonchu Cho
Rebecca Claxton
Katharine Elisabeth Daniel
Alida Ashley Davis
Matthew DeSelm
Jeremy William Ebere
Erin Elizabeth Fegley
Matthew David Frierdich
Jesse Howard Grabman
Matthew John Grant
Matthew Isidore Lambert
Matthew James Logan
Matthew James Logan
Matthew John Grant
Matthew Isidore Lambert
Matthew James Logan
Matthew James Logan

Masters of Science
Shan Chen
Chemistry
Dissertation: Magnetic Behaviors in Amorphous

Charles Philip Clark
Chemistry
Dissertation: Microfluidic Applications in Forensic Science

Danning Di
Physics
Dissertation: High Momentum Transfer Nucleon Elastic Electromagnetic Form Factor Measurements Using Super Bigbite Spectrometer at Jefferson Lab

Elizabeth Milda Duselis
Chemistry
Dissertation: Ion/Ion Reactions in Primary Structure Interrogation of Intact Proteins by Mass Spectrometry

Jeremy Allen Fisher
Religious Studies
Dissertation: A Promising Godlessness: Recovering the Religious Atheism of Ludwig Feuerbach

Julia Fisher
English
Dissertation: The Redemption of Allegory

Flavio Alessio Geisshuesler
Religious Studies

Pingu He
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Globalization, Firm Behaviors, and Local Labor Markets

Trina K. Kumodzi
Nursing
Dissertation: Violence in St. Kitts and Nevis: A Retrospective Analysis of Homicides, 2000-2018

Rafael Lopez
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Innovating in War: Risk, Organizational Cost and Successful Adoption

Heather L. Lohrker
Nursing
Dissertation: Exploring Patient Treatment Decision Making in the Context of Ovarian Cancer Recurrence

Chung Ting Ma
Physics
Dissertation: Experimental and Theoretical Studies of Novel Magnetic Behaviors in Amorphous Ferrimagnets

Dominique Maurice Mafucci
Chemistry
Dissertation: Methods of Astrochemical Modeling: A Multidimensional Approach

Sumanth Manohar
Biology
Dissertation: The Role of Homeobox Transcription Factor SIX3 in Vertebrate Eye Development

Aleksander Viktorovich Morgan
Mathematics
Dissertation: Bounded Generation of Some Linear Groups

Julian Roche
Chemistry
Dissertation: Dynamic Assembly of the Type-3 Secretion System in Versinia Enterocephalitica Probed by Super-Resolution Fluorescence Imaging

Jason Sumantha
Psychology
Dissertation: Minority Stress and Parenting: A Study of Stress and Resilience Among Parents in Same-Sex Relationships

Sean Tennant
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Space Syntax Analysis and the Domestic Architecture of the Roman West

Nicholas Trautz
Religious Studies
Dissertation: The Legacy of the Eight Teachings: Revelation, Ritual, and Enlightened Violence in Classical Tibet

Martin Pothier Volaric
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Oxygen Exchange and Hydrodynamics of Tidal Flat Ecosystems Along the Virginia, USA Coast

Aaron Michael Wegner Physics
Dissertation: Local Atomic Effects in the Phase Transition of TiSe2-xTex and NaMnBi Semiconductors

Myungwhwan Yoo
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on International Trade, Offshoring, and FDI

Xin Yuan
Biology
Dissertation: Coordination of Insulin-Mediated Neural Stem Cell Proliferation and Stem Cell Niche Development

Depei Zhang
Physics
Dissertation: Crystal Structures, Rotational, Vibrational Dynamics, and Optoelectronic Properties of Two-Dimensional Hybrid Organic-Inorganic Perovskites

Yinxin Zhu
Biology
Dissertation: Novel Roles of Glial Precursors in Early Neurogenesis
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Masters of Science
Zhizhang Chen
Nicholas Lee Collins
Kelsey Susanne Huelsman
Siyi Ji
Yanyan Ju
Han Joong Kim
Jinhui Li
Kunlang Li
Jinhui Li
Siyi Ji
Kelsey Susanne Huelsman
Zhihang Chen
Juan Esteban Suarez Encalada
Tyler James Wake
Chad Day Truslow
Tyler Austin Spears
Wyatt James Semmerling Smith
Shannon Marie Savell
Natasha Rosanna Emilienne Mona Rowland
Shannon Marie Savell
Nicholas Christian Roman
Wyatt James Semmerling Smith
Yuyao Song
Tyler Austin Spears
Chad Day Truslow
Tara Lucile Valladares
Tyler James Wake
Sidong Zhong

Master of Fine Arts
Juan Esteban Suarez Encalada

Masters of Science
Zhizhang Chen
Nicholas Lee Collins
Kelsey Susanne Huelsman
Siyi Ji
Yanyan Ju
Han Joong Kim
Jinhui Li
Kunlang Li
Jinhui Li
Siyi Ji
Yiwen Liu

Yangxue Ma
Amanda Rose Metell
Bihui Qi
Weijie Qi
Qingling Shen
Jialing Shi
Morrison Adam Turmansky
Lindi Wang
Yang Xu
Dayu Xue
Xuexin Yang
Zitian Ye
Jinghang Zhang
Yilin Zhang

Conferred May 17, 2020

Doctors of Philosophy
Sharisa Joy Aidukaitis
Slavic Languages and Literatures
Dissertation: Lyrics of Home and Nation: The Poetic Geographies of Anna Akhmatova and Lina Kostenko

Sana Alaya Seghier
French
Dissertation: The Islamic State of Contemporary Literature in France and the Maghreb

Asaf Almog
History

Matthew Salette Andler
Philosophy
Dissertation: The Social Ontology of Sexuality

Cory-Alice Andre-Johnson
Anthropology
Dissertation: Between Birth and Bones: Not-Knowing in the Mesoamerican World: The Creation of Sacred Space in the Spanish California Missions, 1769-1823

Thomas Antorino IV
Spanish
Dissertation: Feminine Bestsellers: Gender and the Question of Modernity in the Spanish Short Novel, 1907-1936

Renette Marie Arroyo
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Loca Sancta in the New World: The Creation of Sacred Spaces in the Spanish California Missions, 1769-1823

Maura Comeau Belanger
Chemistry
Dissertation: Development and Characterization of Analytical Tools to Study Immunity Ex Vivo

Emily Michelle Benton
Nursing
Dissertation: Enhancing Informed, Shared Decision Making in a
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Chronic Population: Use of an Advanced Directive Decision Aid for Patients Living with Heart Failure

Irfe Aminu Binti-Farid
Anthropology
Dissertation: “We Don’t Marry Them”: The Politics of Kinship, Migration, and Nation-Building in Contemporary Oman

Nicole Bonino
Spanish
Dissertation: “Hacerse la América”: Procesos de hibridación imaginados en la literatura migratoria italo-argentina

Jeffrey William Brulet
Chemistry
Dissertation: Sulfur-Triazole Exchange Chemistry for the Global Targeting and Liganding of Functional Tyrosine Sites

Clayton Jonah Butler
History
Dissertation: True Blue: White Unionists in the Deep South During the Civil War and Reconstruction, 1860-1880

Nicholas Richard Buttrick
Psychology
Dissertation: False Growth Mindsets: An Exploration

Jordan Buyesse
English
Dissertation: The Word and the Bit: Information and Twentieth/Twenty-First Century Literature

Anna Catherine Cameron
Sociology
Dissertation: Video Games and Social Inequalities: Understanding Gaming Culture Through Online and Offline Practices

Tracie Canada
Anthropology
Dissertation: A Team of Brothers: Race, Kin, and Order in College Football

Zachary Ralph Carson
Physics
Dissertation: Probing Fundamental Physics with Gravitational Waves

Josh Yin Pei Chen
Sociology
Dissertation: Institutional Pathways to Racial Integration in Non-Dominant Organizations

Emily Elizabeth Cook
Economics
Dissertation: Competing Campuses: An Equilibrium Model of the U.S. Higher Education Market

Hannah Thankful Cromattie
Astronomy
Dissertation: Massive, Bright and Brand-New: Millisecond Pulsars as Probes of Fundamental Physics

Huy Quoc Dang
Mathematics
Dissertation: Hurwitz Trees and Deformations of Artin-Schreier Covers

James Darcy
Philosophy
Dissertation: Grounding, Hierarchy, and Haecceities

Robert Anthony D’Ippolito
Chemistry
Dissertation: Analysis of Proteins and the Investigation of Concentration Effects of an Immobilized Aspergillopepsin I Reactor

Aubrey Lynn Doede
Nursing
Dissertation: The Impact of Drought and Airborne Pollutants on Pediatric Asthma in Imperial County, California, United States

Caitlin Nicole Dreisbach
Nursing
Dissertation: The Influence of Maternal Obesity on Microbial Function and Impaired Glucose Tolerance During Pregnancy

Gengyu Du
Chemistry

Sierra Lenore Eisen
Psychology
Dissertation: The Role of Play and Adult Guidance in Children’s Spatial Development

Anna Ruth Eisenstein
Anthropology

Salim Ergene
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Bailouts

Brett Charles Evans
Classics
Dissertation: Callimachus and the Exchange of Cultural Capital at Court

Elizabeth Barnes Fox
English
Dissertation: Rebellious Youth: The Development of Fiction for the Adolescent Audience, 1850-1900

Rebecca Anne Frank
Classics
Dissertation: Plutarch and the Delphic Oracle

Van Nok Torrance Fung
Philosophy
Dissertation: Perceptual and Cognitive Qualia

Andrew DiMaggio Gates
Government
Dissertation: Reclaiming Rights: Subaltern Praxis and Counterhegemonic Strategy in French and Canadian Social Movement Politics

Devaki Ghose
Economics
Dissertation: Trade, Internal Migration, and Human Capital

Charles Joseph Glaser III
Physics
Dissertation: Preliminary Analysis of PEN Experiment: A Precision Measurement of the Pion Electronic Decay Branching Ratio

Justin Garrett Greenlee
History
Dissertation: Bessarion’s World: Art, Science, Crusade

Alexander Solomon Gross
Economics
Dissertation: Bargaining in the Supply Chain

Erik David Harrington
History and Architecture
Dissertation: Natural Relaxation: Defining Dutch Pleasures and Pictorial Conventions in the Seventeenth-Century Winter Scene

Christian Rochford Hayes
Astronomy
Dissertation: Dwarf Galaxy Accretion in the Milky Way: Viewing Dwarf Galaxy Accretion Through the Eyes of Large Surveys

Meret Sarah Hofer
Psychology
Dissertation: Constructing Officer Perspectives on Service: The Mutual Influence of Role Orientation and Role Strain on Police Officers’ Orientations to Their Work

Adam Chase Huckaby
Biology
Dissertation: Mechanisms and Genomic Features of Copy Number Variation in Malaria Parasites

Juyeon Kang
Anthropology
Dissertation: Striving for a Good Death: Palliative Care Practices in a Tertiary Hospital in Korea

Caroline Malory Kelsey
Psychology
Dissertation: Exploring the Role of the Gut-Brain Axis in Infant Brain and Behavioral Development

Andrew Kohin
Mathematics
Dissertation: Wild Ramification and Stacky Curves

Brittany Rae Leach
Government

Diego Adolfo Legal Cañisa
Economics
Dissertation: Consumer Bankruptcy and Labor Market Policies

Samuel Vincent Lemley
English
Dissertation: The Antiquarian Mode: English Literature and the Tropics of Antiquarianism, 1600-1660

Huazhong Li
Statistics
Dissertation: State-Space Approaches for Mapping Brain Networks Using fEEG Data

Jue Liang
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Conceiving the Mother of Tibet: The Life, Lives, and Afterlife of the Buddhist Saint Yeshe Tsogyel

Ye Lin
Statistics
Dissertation: Estimating the Dynamic Diarrhea Effects on Childhood Growth with Statistical Models

Sean Thomas Linden
Astronomy
Dissertation: Contrasting Normal and Extreme Environments: A Multiwavelength Census of Star Clusters and Star Forming Regions in Nearby Galaxies

Alice Jia Liu
Statistics
Dissertation: Errors in Variables in Random Forests: Theory and Application to Eyewitness Identification Data

Erin Elizabeth Maher
Psychology
Dissertation: The Organization of Synapses on Visual Thalamus Dendrites in the Mouse: A 3D-Connectomics Approach

Jessica Frances Marroquin
Spanish
Dissertation: Figures of Death: Hybridity and Violence in la Santa Muerte

Christopher Lloyd Maternowski
History
Dissertation: The Importance of
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Being Insular: Tristan da Cunha and the British Imperial World
Victoria A. Mauer
Psychology
Dissertation: “We Need” A Complete Change of Culture: Bystander Intervention Programming and Campus Safety
Isaac Benjamin May
Religious Studies
Jennifer Marquita McDaniel
Biology
Dissertation: Understanding Molecular Strategies of Resistance Used by the Malarial Parasite, Plasmodium Falciparum
Megan Marie Miller
Economics
Dissertation: Essays on Health Policy
Robert Glenn Moulder, Jr.
Psychology
Dissertation: Latent Multivariate Maximal Lyapunov Exponent
Justin Craig Mueller
Music
Dissertation: Aural Dramaturgies: A New Approach to the Operatic Soundscape
Brian Carl Neumann
History
Dissertation: Last Hope of Liberty: Unionism and Nullification in South Carolina, 1828-1836
Michael James Nilon
Religious Studies
Dissertation: American Zen Hospital Chaplaincy: The Practice of Mindful Spiritual Care
Karen Deanna Huang Pan
Statistics
Dissertation: Covariance Estimation for Small Sample Data with Applications to Forensic Glass
Andrea Lee Pauw
Spanish
Dissertation: Verses to Live By: Aljamiado Poetry in Mudejar and Morisco Communities
Pumidech Puthongkham
Chemistry
Dissertation: Novel Microelectrodes and Methods for Real-Time Electrochemical Detection of Neurotransmitters
Gillet Gardner Rosenblith
History
Dissertation: Criminalization, Empowerment, and the End of Public Housing as We Knew It, 1969-2000
Jeremiah Aryeh Rozman
Foreign Affairs
Dissertation: Socializing Militants: How States End Asymmetric Conflict with Non-State Opponents
Oscar Ruiz Hernandez
Spanish
Dissertation: Crossings: Identidad, trabajo y movilidad social en el teatro del largo Siglo XVIII en España
Thomas Wirt Sale IV
Mathematics
Dissertation: Quantum Symmetric Pairs and Quantum Supergroups at Roots of 1
Tierre Sanford
Slavic Languages and Literatures
Dissertation: Memory of the Minsk Ghetto: The Interaction of Genre and Generations After the Holocaust
Daniel Flint Schmidt
Environmental Sciences
Dissertation: Hadley Cell Expansion and Shifting Subtropical Highs
Mark Allen Schreengost, Jr.
Mathematics
Dissertation: Finite Generation of RGD Systems with Exceptional Links
Spyridon Simotas
French
Dissertation: Brouillon.net: The Legacy of the Writer’s Notebook on the Web
Jacob Smith
Chemistry
Dissertation: Strategies Toward Nucleophilic Additions to eta-2 Bound Arenes
Ellen Hutchins Speers
Aromatics
Dissertation: Mass Spectrometry Characterization of Post-Translational Modifications on the Arabidopsis Growth Regulator Protein RGA
Mae Rose Speight
Religious Studies
Elizabeth Doe Stone
History of Art and Architecture
Dissertation: Cosmopolitan Facture: John Singer Sargent and Anders Zorn, 1871-1915
Madelyn Corbett Stuart
Slavic Languages and Literatures
Dissertation: Madness, Mental Institutions, and Transcendence in the Work of Garshin, Chekhov, Bulgakov, and Pevlevin
Ying Sun
Statistics
Dissertation: Bayesian Inference of Directional Brain Network Models for Intracranial EEG Data
Nicole Kay Swope
Chemistry
Dissertation: Spectroscopic Studies of Glycosylated CEACAM1 Ectodomains and Membrane Protein Folding in Lipid-Detergent Mixtures
Jessica Ann Taggart
Psychology
Dissertation: As Good as the Real Thing? A Mixed Methods Study of the Perceived Impact of Pretend Play on Children’s Self-Efficacy and Competence
Ashley Marie Tate
Religious Studies
Dissertation: Reading from the Inside Out: The Biblical Generation of a Feminist Hermeneutic
Doyle Payne Tate
Psychology
Dissertation: Norms for Lesbian and Gay Parenthood as a Function of Gender and Sexual Orientation
Nguyen Nu Thi Ton
Physics
Dissertation: Experimental Study of the 3He and Neutron Spin Structures at Low Q2 and the Upgrade of the JLab Polarized 3He Target
Justin Benjamin Weinstock
Statistics
Alexander Thomas Welch
Government
Dissertation: Rise of the Tariff Man: Donald Trump’s Conquest and Ideological Redefinition of the Republican Party
Justin Henry Wilde
Chemistry
Dissertation: Synthetic Applications of Molybdenum and Tungsten Deamortization Agents
Xuedan Wu
Chemistry
Dissertation: Fluorescent Phase-Based Enantioselective Fluorescent Screening for Asymmetric Catalytic Reaction and Enantioselective Fluorescent Recognition of Amino Acids
Chunling Yan
Philosophy
Dissertation: Scientific Realism and Quantum Theories
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Shen Zhang
Chemistry
Dissertation: Genetically Encoded Fluorescent Biosensors to Light Up Biological Signaling
Meng Zhuang
Chemistry
Dissertation: Boron Dye-Polymer Materials for Oxygen Sensing and Imaging
Paul Jeffrey Zivick
Astronomy
Dissertation: Understanding Satellite Galaxies Through the Kinematics of the Small Magellanic Cloud in the Age of HST and Gaia

Masters of Arts

Katelyn Marie Aberl
Josephine Sleeper Adams
Eniola Afolaran
Savannah Muriel Aigner
Justin William Aimonetti
Bader M. Alfarhan
Rachel Apone
Maura Austin
Ian Daniel Becker
John Alan Boyd III
Lydia Grace Brown
Beau H. Bryan
Daniele Lorraine Celano
Summer Shaw Chambers
Courtney Hannah Cox
Kelly Danner
Richard Karl Siron Deang
Isabella M.K. Nguyen Dillon
Cori Jordan Doyle
Kathleen Eleanor Dunbar
Amy Victoria Fedeski
Donovan Patrick Fifield
Anna Isabella Fleming
Joseph Robert Foley
Brigid Catherine Hanrahan
Erik David Harrington
John Pollard Henshaw
Meghan Victoria Herwig
Christopher Hiebert
Stephen Matthias Hoyle
Melissa Ann Ivanco
Ian Iverson
Jingjie Ji
Celeste Rain Johnson
Corinne Elise Johnson
Connor Joslin
Jiyeon Kang
Conlan Joseph Kastanias
Sumudu Kushan Katugampola
Amy Danielle Kislyakov
Dejia Kong
Jennifer Hannah Levin
Hannah Gabrielle Lukowski
Shreya Maini
Alexandra Nicole Martinez
Charlotte Clothier McClintock
Zachary Martin McKeeby
Savannah Muriel Aigner
Eniola Afolayan
Katelyn Marie Aberl

1 Distinguished Majors Program
College of Arts & Sciences

Distinguished Majors Program

Oliver Knocklein
Nicholas John Harris
James Yishu Hu
Erzhen Hu
Samer Jamal El-Abd
Arthur Carl Conover
Christopher Kok Tking Chung
Zheng Chen
Vishal Prem Bajaj
Jessica Marie Walker
Christian Chase Swalling
Kathleen Anna Stomps
Katherine Marie Stefl
Aimee Seu
Katherine Rice
Justin T Poruban
Caleb Nolen
Emily Bacot Nason
Emily Elizabeth Sparzo Lawson
Anita Olivia Koester
Justin Kellum Perl
David Cobb Priester, Jr.
Leah Elisabeth Putnam
Xian Qu
Nina Raby
Mary Lynn Radhuber
Rachel Gabrielle Rambo
Bridge Teresa Reilly
Stephen Eain Riopelle
Rebecca A Robinson
Jhordan Nathaniel Rogers
Jennifer Melissa Saunders
Katherine Olivia Shaffer
Gustav Ryan Sjobeck
Enhaoo Song
Wenxiao Song
Lauren Elizabeth Staton
Elizabeth Doe Stone
Anna Laing Stormoen
William John Stover
Lloyd Kevin Alimbeyo Sy
Jeffery Tyler Syck
Darya Tahan
Tirajeh Tahvildar Akbari
Nicole Stephanie Talavera-Arbonies
Paige Katherine Tierney
Jillian Turner
Shane Weitzman
Junlin Wu
Luotong Yao
Xuan Ye

Masters of Fine Arts

Julie Catherine Briski
Helena Haerin Chung
Cassie Marie Davies
Lauren Midvette Duffie
Justin Keenan
Anita Olivia Koester
Emily Elizabeth Sparzo Lawson
Anna Martin-Brecher
Emily Bacot Nason
Caleb Nolen
Justin T Poruban
Katherine Rice
Aimee Seu
Katherine Marie Stell
Kathleen Anna Stomps
Christian Chase Swalling
Jessica Marie Walker

Masters of Science

Shawn Nipun Anand
Vishal Prem Bajaj
Zheng Chen
Christopher Kok Tking Chung
Arthur Carl Conover
Samer Jamal El-Abd
Erzhen Hu
Yishu Hu
Nicholas John Harris James
Oliver Knocklein

Lauren Elizabeth Liske
Zhe-Yu Daniel Lin
Michael Patrick Lynch
Xiaoyuan Ma
Matthew McCarthy
Madeline Jeanne McCombe
Andrew John Meyer
Brian Mills
Jeffrey Michael Niznik
Mingyu Qi
Cameron Marie Rangecroft
Bennett Ames Renner
Hannah Richstein
Richard Austin Seifert
Adam Charles Simon
Huaxin Song
Andrew Jacob Taylor
Sarah Kellogg Vaughan
Catherine Alissa Vincent
Yaoian Wang
David Andrew Will
Jiawei Wu
Shenghao Ye
Yameng Zhang
Yuan Zhang
Xingchen Zhou

Slater Fair
Alexus LuAnn Ferguson
Deborah Marie Finney
Alexander Brent Gilmore
Sean Robert-Michael Groves
Ilhaha Haidari
Jonathan Haynes
Victoria Herrera
Jade Hill
Ashley Doriel Hill-Meggison
Andrew Carleton Hunt
Brendan Kenneth Hunt
Christopher James Jackson
Joseph Leslie Jennings IV
Maya Nicole Johnson
Priyashama Joshi
Jaeyoung Jun
Dylan Richard Justice
Kelly Keng
Muhtasim Hossain Khan
Ammad Mufif Khokar
Rahmeen Khurram
John Casey King
Caroline Kinsella
Gemma Alexander Lawson
Joseph James Lawton IV
Jacqueline Elizabeth Fischer Leary
William Zhou Li
Katelyn Ellen Lynch
Shreya Mami
Danielle Martin
Steven Chase Matchett
Austin James Meier
Adin Scott Mengel
Christopher Joseph Merrill
Lydia Michael
John Andrew Miller
Shaun Alexandra Miller
Liam John Murphy
Uzoma Nwabueze Njoku
Samah Abdalla Nour
Kennedy Chimemerem Nwabia
Simeon Okoro
John Wesley Montgomery Orton
Katherine Barrett Palumbo
Dylan Nitin Patel
Camille Marie Elsa Paulston
Olivia Sabin Peabody
Alexandra Piorkowski
Melaina Pope
Joseph William Reed
Megan Marie Richards
Mihum Amos Richardson
Joanna Seung-Hyun Ro
Jonathan Edward Sanders
Tsering Yangzom Say
Peyton Hilliard Schwartz
Mason Scott
Brock Savage Showers
Rafael Eduardo Silva Macias
Adam Charles Simon
Taylor Rowley Smith
Anna Clarece Taylor
Jameicia Allowyne Unique Thomas
Gregory James Toms
Sydney Allison-Lyne Ward
Diana Wilson
Devon Yi
Zulimra Yusuf
Jonathan Ari Zegler

Tommy Zheng
Naomi Zinat
Aman Zulfiqar
Areej Zulfiqar

Bachelors of Science

ASTRONOMY-PHYSICS
Niklaus Martin Dollhof

PHYSICS
Albert Tooma Bryant
Patrick McCormick IV
Kyle-Thomas Flournoy Pressler

Conferred December 19, 2019

Bachelors of Arts

Bugrahan Abdulkarim
Ch’E. Emilio Abrego
Robin Emeka Alamefuna
Tala Rasem Ansari
Katherine Rebecca Atkeson
Lauren Brooke Baber
Ju Hee Baek
Charles Clay Bailey
Brendan Sean Baker
Sophia Elisabeth Bandurco
Aidan Earl Barnes
Christian George Baumgardner
Kimberly Bazemore
Julia Jean Bennett
Amar Monytwic Bioung
Sallie Marie Blankens
Eva Jeannine Bogdewic
Caroline Marie Bondi
Ariana Shelly Bowers
Maria Paola Bracho Ruiz
Casey Dawn Breneman
Kenneth Kodama Brunson
Sara Brunsstetter
Christene Jordan Buchanan
Isabella Chloe Burnette
Godfrey Forest Cathcart
Lucy Hunton Catleth
Ana-Maria Cerne
Jasmine Mei-Ling Nicole Chen
Keyu Chen
Yishi Chen
Sarah Youngju Chin
Dustin Choe
Sydney Michelle Clark
Abigail Kathleen Chukey
Kathleen Katayoon Connelly
Samantha Hardoby Conway
Anthony Thomas Corso
DeVante Cross
Osiris Crutchfield
Elizabeth Culbertson
John Spencer Culbertson
Bryce Cuthriell
Thien Dang
Marcel DaSilva
Ashlee Nicole Davis
Catherine Elizabeth Davis
Charles Sylvesta Davis
Joshua William Davis
Eric Alphaeus Devairakkam
Mamadi Diakite
Jordan Emmanuel Divina

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Distinguished Majors Program

Bryanna Lindberg
Megan Amanda Leonard
Andrew Joseph Leon
Gregory Gyu Ho Lee
Mia Isabel Larsen
Kevin Alexander Larsen
Ryan Gregory Lamb
Cassity Elizabeth Lacy
Samantha Rose Kunkel
Samuel David Krivus
Christopher Ross Koffman
Lauren Brook Knight
Olivia Ehrin Klahn
Devin Donggyu Kim
Frederick Henry Kessler
Tomoya Kanno
Abigail Lei Jordan
Yuxin Ji
Shin Myeong Jeong
Justin Tyler Jeffrey
Joyce Xinyi Hong
Lauren Elizabeth Higgins
Taylor Hicks
Brooke Anne Henderson
Charles Frederick Helling
Kelly Blake Hayden
Mi-Jin Esther Han
Mark Gregory Iles, Jr.
Yuyang Huang
Adriana Tiffany Allen
Claire Adelaide Allard
Asad Emaan Ali
Audrey Alexander
Cole Stevenson Aldrich
Alazar A Aklilu
Temiloluwa Opeoluwa Akinola
Abiola Ganiat Ajibola
Funmilola Felicia Aiyeotan
Mark Doxrud Aitken
Jonathan Dave Alfaro
Caleb Hyunsu Ahn
Nardin Mohsen Ageeb
Devansh Agarwal
Olatunji Samuel Afolabi-Brown
Ernest Okaitei Addy-Nettey
Tobias Kim Addis
Brooke Adams
Nicholas Adam
Sofia Esther Ackerman
Christopher Guy Acciai
Liya Nuru Abseno
Nathaniel Robert Abraham
Monica Abouelsaad
Brago Aboagye-Nyame
Javaria Khalid Abbasi
Ali Emaad Abdel-Rahman
Essey Abebe
Brago Aboagye-Nyame
Monica Abouelsaad
Nathaniel Robert Abraham
Caitlin Marie Abramson
Nicholas Arthur Abramson
Liya Nurun Abseno
Christopher Guy Acciai
Sofia Esther Ackerman
Nicholas Adam
Brooke Adams
Lauren Delaney Adams
Tobias Kimmis Addis
Ernest Okai Kyei Addy-Nettey
Olutunji Samuel Afolabi-Brown
Devansh Agarwal
Nardin Mohsen Aageb
Yasmine Abkaim
Caleb Hyunsu Ahn
Jonathan Leonard Aiello
Mark Doxrud Aitken
Fumiimila Felicia Aiyetan
Aishola Ganiat Ajibola
Temiloluwa Opeoluwa Akinola
Alazar A Aklilu
Shawn Akram
Sulaiman Mohsen Al Samet
Cole Stevenson Aldrich
Audrey Alexander
Asad Emaan Ali
Sakeena Zainab Akaltee
Claire Adelaide Allard
Adriana Tiffany Allen

Bachelors of Science

Biology

Julia Cornelius
Sai Rav Teja Munagala

Environmental Sciences

Rebecca Harper Hostetter
Lauren Nicole Johnson
Cassandra Brown Whitesell
Jennifer Yates

Conferred May 17, 2020

Bachelors of Arts

Michelle Abban
Javaria Khalid Abbasi
Ali Emaad Abdel-Rahman
Essey Abebe
Brago Aboagye-Nyame
Monica Abouelsaad
Nathaniel Robert Abraham
Caitlin Marie Abramson
Nicholas Arthur Abramson
Liya Nurun Abseno
Christopher Guy Acciai
Sofia Esther Ackerman
Nicholas Adam
Brooke Adams
Lauren Delaney Adams
Tobias Kimmis Addis
Ernest Okai Kyei Addy-Nettey
Olutunji Samuel Afolabi-Brown
Devansh Agarwal
Nardin Mohsen Aageb
Yasmine Abkaim
Caleb Hyunsu Ahn
Jonathan Leonard Aiello
Mark Doxrud Aitken
Fumiimila Felicia Aiyetan
Aishola Ganiat Ajibola
Temiloluwa Opeoluwa Akinola
Alazar A Aklilu
Shawn Akram
Sulaiman Mohsen Al Samet
Cole Stevenson Aldrich
Audrey Alexander
Asad Emaan Ali
Sakeena Zainab Akaltee
Claire Adelaide Allard
Adriana Tiffany Allen
Madison Paige Allen
Summer Amanda Allen
Tatayana Allen
William Neumann Allocca
Anahissa Almaraz-Camacho
Catherine Anne Altemus
Lincoln Thomas Ambrose
Victoria Grace Ambrosi
Jonathan Amezquita
Ihtisaam Amin
Shuchi Amin
Ama Esaaba Amissah
Hung Quoc Khanh An
Charles Gustav Anderson IV
Conor Ross Anderson
Emma Kathryn Anderson
Jessica Claire Anderson
Matthew Robert Anderson
Nicolas Anderson
Reilly Christina Anderson
Isabelle Ballard Andrews
John Wesley Andrews
Emily Ives Angelotti
Vilas Annavarapu
Arshiya Ansari
Nicholas Andrew Anthony
Christina Suzanne Anton
Chino Anukwuem
Ophelia Anwah
Jinah Sofianda Aridhi
Elisabeth Rebecca Arnold
Gregory Vincenzi Arnold
Samuel Kahir Arora
Krithika Reddy Arrabothu
Umar Arshad
Tara Arya
Nana Yaa Asamoah-Mensah
Jacob Asch
Tanner Michael Asmussen
Griffin Michael Asnis
Trevor Wells Atkeson
Adrienne Virginia Atkins
Lamont Atkins, Jr.
Azaria Monet Atkinson
Sarah Colleen Atkinson
Erick Rexa Avrora
Elizabeth Bryan Ayres
Deborah Lillian Ayres-Brown
Arian A Azizi
Celeste Mary Azzi
Parker James Bach
Samuel Bachman
Evan Grayson Backer
Daniel Joseph Bader
Abigail Suzanne Badway
Jun Seok Bae
Mira Mariam Bagous
Jared Mitchel Bagwell
Robbin Nian Guan Bai
Noor Ambani Baig
Julia Elizabeth Bailey
MaKenzie Brooke Bailey
Tyler Seth Bailey
Ryan Paul Baille
Jordan Danae Baker
Marron Kathleen Elaine Baker
Mica Baker
Ryan O`Connor Baker
Ian Alexander Balbus
Nickolas Baldwin

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Matthew McQue Coates
Amy Cochran
Matthew Dandridge Cockrell
Christine Elizabeth Codd
Alexander Stone Cohlan
Benjamin Coleman
Kristina Patra Colevas
Christopher Lee Coller
John Wesley Collier
Callie Jeanne Collins
Jackson Wade Collins
Naomi Collins
Leonardo Andres Colon
Fernando Luis Colon-Sifer
Caroline Elizabeth Coulan
Jared Conners
Lauren Considine
Alexander Joseph Conte
Edward James Contreras
Kelsey Cook
Sarah Patricia Cooke
Matthew Coomer
Elise Cooper
Abigail Copley
Sumner Wheeland Potter Corbett
Sarah Frances Corning
Kristin Elizabeth Cors
April Nicole Corwin
Willow Kate Cosenza
Ryan Patrick Cosgro
Sarah Cowan
Elizabeth Crafton
Colin Huston Craig
Sarah Nicole Craig
Mercer Forbes Craighill
Brittany Anne Cramer
Andrew Douglas Crane
John Taylor Cranwell
Justin Ray Crawford
Riley Christine Cramer
Hannah Elizabeth Gregg
Katja Maria Cresanti
Corban Cress
Cas Diana Crim
Parke Marie Critzer
Ethan McCree Crockett
William Thomas Cronin
Timothy Wright Crump
Daniel Harrison Crystal
Sydney Cubbage
Travis Colton Cabbage
Matias Felipe Cueto
Tianyi Cui
Leah Sage Cullen
Jessica Evelyn Cummings
Charlotte Holland Cunningham
Jacob Tyler Cunningham
Kendall Elizabeth Curley
Amber Lee Kabo Curran
Samantha Beth Currie
Jennifer Christine Elisabeth Curry
William Alexander Curry III
Henry George Curtis
Braden Thomas Cuttler
Jennifer Emy Cyphers
Nisha Kishor Dabhi
Ian Cole Dabney
Margaret Page Dabney
Tithitta Demek Dagachew
Nadia Doudja Dahimen
Sylvia Claire Dahlhauser
Arnold Du
Eleanor Margaret Dainko
Claire E Dalby
Sarah Grace Daly
Victoria Anna Dancu
Naaz Daneshvar
Mi Van-Hoang Dang
Katherine Brooke Daniel
Sallie Brooke Daniel
Ivana Alisandra Daniels
Zachary Danik
Tuyet-Nhi Thi Dao
Arindam Datta
Xara Natasa Davies
Anna Marie Davis
James Austin Davis
James Ian Davis
Maura Madeleine Davis
taelor Brionna Davis
Cecilia Pilar de Armas
Charles Christopher Wilson
de Venoge
Christopher Allen Deal
Jacob Tanner Dean
Ryan Elizabeth Deane
Michael Patrick Dearing
Arianna Daisy DeCorte
Margaret Grace DeDomenico
Jonathan Deeds
Michael Eric Degen, Jr.
Quintin DeGroot
Robert Jude Dehney, Jr.
kendra Eden Delahunt
Sarah Veronika Delaney
Ariana Marie DeLaurentis
Jay Michael Delgadillo
Kobe Gaianne Dellers
Tanner Col Delletti-Wion
Anthony Donald Del Rosso
Fiona Rose Delzell
Theresa DeMaria
Kelvin Deng
William Florian Deng
Joseph George Dennie
John Bryce DePew
Kathryn Marie Deppmeier
Emma Rose Deberry
Sirsh Kumar Desai
Olivia Lee Descarnelle
Emily Louise Deschambault
Luke Thomas Desperito
Anne Camille Devlin
Jasmeen K. Dhillon
Emily Lauren Dhue
Carolyn Diamond
Jimena Alessandra Diaz Cornejo
Caroline Claire Dibble
Robert DiCicco
Joseph Albert DiConsiglio
Julia Rose DiFabrizio
Lukas Jon Paul DiFazio
Caroline Bliss DiGiacomo
Pauline Innes Dilenore
Alexandra Marianna Dumas
Joseph Edward Peabody DiMeglio
Courtney Brooke Dineen
Elinor Rose Dinkin
Alexandra Caisa Dizon
Bashan Do
Megan Do
Amy Doan
Daniel Francis Dobson
Annie Rebecca Dodd
Trevor Doerflinger
Julia Elizabeth Doherty
Zachary David Dolack
Misran Dolan
Aline Ai-Linh Dolinh
William Baker Donahoe
Michael William Donnelly
Rachel Lauren Donovan
Benjamin Newman Dooley
tate Sayer Dorman
Jordan Christopher Dosey
Sarah Randolph Doss
Alexis McMackin Doswell
John Emil Dour
Margaret Hollis Downes
Andrew Woodward Downing
Maire Rose Doyle
Caïtoel Noel Dozier
ci Clare Hill Draper V
Savannah Scott Draper
Tess Anne Driscoll
Shreyah Dubey
Mark Thomas Duemmelm
William Buchanan Dunavant IV
Sally Ann Duncan
Thomas MacNeil Duncan
John Landers Dunkenberger
John Noble Dunlap
Jordan Taylor Dunn
Kayla Rae Dunn
Daniela Mireya Duran Garcia De Paredes
Zane Thomas Durham
Brenton Gabriel Durham
David Rice Dustin III
Alois Louis Duston de Villereglan
Antony Joseph Eapen
Raven Starr Earnest
Page Ellyson Easter
Hailey Kendall Eaves
Juliette F Eberle
Eliza Appleton Eddy
Evelina Edens
Haley Sue Edmonds
Courtney Linden Edwards
Reilly Teresa Edwards
Savannah Marie Edwards
Nelie Margaret Egan
Maame Esi Anyema Eghan
Tomoka Ehara
Lilly Virginia Elder
Patrick Claybrook Elder
Omar Elijii
Stephanie Roberta Ellen
Elizabeth Ford Elliott
Kirsten Elliott
Julian Elmasry
Aaron Kad Elyaderon
Gillian Bergen Emerson
Jack Maguire Emilius
Ashion Emmanuel
Kelly Elise Emson
Nicole Ender Azencang
Harrison Allen Enright
Adam Epstein
Sophie Mae Ericsson
Andrew John Ernst
Soﬁa Andaya Espinoza
Jonathan Thomas Esteva
Francis Evans
Ryan Lee Everhart
Molly Elizabeth McCann Ewald
Isabelle Alexandra Ezratt
Audrey Elizabeth Fahlberg
Jonathan Tyler Fairbanks
Brian Tidong Fang
Lucas Fanning-Haag
Peter Sarratt Fant
Mina Farah
Mannaal Farhan
Grace Campbell Farmer
William Clark Farris
Natale Edward Fata
Madeleine Diana Faunce
Camille Andree Favero
Mark Louis Feinberg
Ghita Fekkak
Chencheng Feng
Yai Feng
Naira Feraidon
Alden Crawford Ferguson
Julianne Elliott Ferguson
Thomas Stoddghill Langdon Ferguson
Alexandra Frances Ferrell
Reeves Hunter Ferry
Rachel Claire Fidlow
Yasmine A Figueroa-Hudson
Elana Filipos
Katherine Stepper Firsching
Luke Thomas Fischer
Benjamin Jacob Fisher
Elizabeth Atterbury Fisher
Evan Charles Fisher
Madeline Faye FitzGerald
Jack Everton Flanagan
Shawn Flanagan
Carolina Marie Flecha de Lima Nasr
Madeline Rose Fleischmann
Caitlin Elisabeth Flippin
Madison Jayce Floyd
Holden Davis Fockler
Mathieu Bric Fondin
Christopher Ryan Ford
Autumn Lynn Forehand
John Alexander Forehand
Benjamin Chase Fournillier
Daniel Hayes Forsman
Patrick Forster
Zachary T. Forstot
Haley Elizabeth Fortner
Kaja Alexcia Foskey
Stephen James Foulke
Andrea Elizabeth Fowkes
Clayton Armstead Fralin
Virginia Randolph Fralin
Jacob Nash Francis
Matthew Frank
Paul Broadus Franklin, Jr.
Rachel Lovelace Franklin
Aurora Midlant Blue Fraser
Ian David Corning Fraser
Grant Douglas Frazier
Ellia Sib Obyahisi Fredriksen
Alisha Jeanne Freitas

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Noah Jacob French
Kaitlyn Laven Friedricks
Linea Alexandra Fuller
Mason Olivia Fuller
Laura Marie Fulton
Quinn Lydia Funston
Alicia Jain Furlan
Alexandra Noelle Futrell
Kayla Joelle Fyock
Jonathan Abram Gacharna
Zhengyu Gan
Shannon Yu Rim Gang
Caleb Parker Garber
Andrew Frank Garcia
Sara Garcia-Pretelt
John Everett Gardner IV
Scott Elliott Gardner, Jr.
Virginia Garey
Nicholas Willem Garfinkel
Frederic Howard Garner, Jr.
Camryn Michael Garrett
Mary Gabrielle Garvey
TreShauna Nikole Gary
Mary Gabrielle Garvey
Nathan Andrew Hellmuth
Christopher Ellis Heishman
Alexander Adam Heimberg
Ryan Edward Heilman
Abigail Marion Heher
Matthew Hecker
Brooke Marie Hebert
Matthew Healey
Connor Virginia Haynes
Amanda Louise Haynes
Raul Guzman
Tharida Madushan Gunawardena
Nicholas Warren Grossman
Olivia Grothenhuis
Han Gu
Andrew Guess
Tristen Gulley-Davenport
Chloe Lynn Gillickson
Raul Guzman
Sarah Grace Guzik
James Vandall Gwinn
Pearl Ha
Justin Habert
Caroline Hackler
Alexander Keefe Haden
Catrina Maria Haden
Sean Henry Hagerup
Mahlet Berhan Haile
Moriah LaShaun Hairston
Demitra Christina Hajimihalis
Caroline Olivia Hajzak
Christopher Stuart Hall
Jonathan Lee Hall
Philip Jordan Hall
Zada Morgan Hall
Sydney Halleran
George Jacob Hamby
Alexander Hamilton
Elizabeth Wilkes Hamlin
Samantha Jane Hammer
Courtney Claire Hammond
Samara Jamie Hamou
John Divine Han
Matthew Lee Han
Grace Ann Handakas
Ruyci Sebastian Haney
Maya Kay Hankins
Colin Christian Hanley
Katherine Anne Hanna
Sarra Hanna
Eliot Louise Hanson
Greyson Allen Hardison
Benjamin Adam Harker
Brittnie Lynn Harmond
Sahara Dorothy Harris
Spencer Bryant Harrell
Kelly Brooklyn Harrington
Kelly Weber Harrington
Rebecca Fan Harrington
Ariel Harris
Maeve Murphy Harris
Maria Tucker Harris
Patrick Finnian Harris
Hope Joelle Harrison
Jalen Chad Harrison
Matthew Brooks Harrison
Robert William Harrison
Kellie Marie Hartless
Jemalyn Alexis Harvey
Summer Victoria Harvey
Taylor Ashton Harvey
Lachlan Stewart Hassman
Katharine Hastings
Anna Caroline Hauser
Jula Zuzana Havel
Michael Hawses
Elizabeth Cambrai Hayes
Louis John Hayes
Amanda Louise Haynes
Connor Virginia Haynes
Michael Butler Hays
Autumn Logan Heal
Matthew Healey
Brooke Marie Hebert
Matthew Hecker
Abigail Marion Heher
Ryan Edward Heilman
Alexander Adam Heimberg
Christopher Ellis Heishman
Nathan Andrew Hellmuth
David Henderson
Niki Henci
Justin Francis Hennessy
Elizabeth Henning
Kellyn Eileen Henry
Lawrence Henry
Favio Herbas
Emily Ann Hernandez
Marcel Alexi Hernandez
Lillian Rebecca Herrell
Emmaline May Herring
Kaha Farah Hersi
Jenna Marie Hertzer
Jason Hess
Blake Hesson
Ashley Rochelle Heuser
Anne Elizabeth Dorothy Heyse
Ana Cristina Hidalgo Carvajal
Elizabeth Jane Higdon
Noel Marie Higgason
Jillian Hill
Morgan Hill
Emma Katherine Hilldrup
John Henry Hillles
Bradley Stockton Hilliard
Gabriel Jordan Himellfarb
Laura Ann Hinnenkamp
John Samuel Hissong
Andrea Elizabeth Hitt
Brian Cookman Hnat
Ashley Marie Hoang
Bryan Hogg
Alexander Hoggan
Kathryn Morgan Holland
Marah Alexandria Holland
Henry Gresham Hollandsbrough
Andrew Holmes
Chelsea Olivia Holt
Lauren Holt
Serena Louise McCord Holz
Sarah Cushman Holzgreve
Brian Gudie Hong
Lina Colleen Hong
Steve Jae Hong
Lucy Rose Hopkins
Marion Sealy Hopkinson
Jane Elizabeth Horner
William Valentim Hornsb
Camille Michelle Horton
Dana Horton-Geer
Katherine Hosey
Lauren Rachel Hotung
Justice Howard
Sean Douglas Howard
William Harrison Howell
Brittany Kayla Hsiao
Pengwei Hu
Austin Geng Ming Huang
Claire Elizabeth Huddleston
Joshua Gregory Huerbin
Sarah Hulman
Audrey Huggins
Jonathan Harrison Hummer
Sarah Grace Hunderup
Lily Grace Hungarland
Phillip Michael Hunter
Xitong Huo
John Lawrence Hurst
Joshua Charles Hurwitz
Zoha Husain
Nicki Hussini
Alec Michael Husted
James Reed Husson
Sierra Lynn Hutchens
Merhawi Huwarshek
Jacqueline Hong Ngoc Huynh
Jefferson Thai Huynh
Kelvin Chi Huynh
Ehan Hyman
Zachary Jerome Hyzy
Leslie Soledad Ibarra
Muhammad Ibrahim
Catherine Im
Shermene Salma Imam
Shahroz Imtiaz
Thomas Corbett Inglis, Jr.
Erskine Bronson Ingram III
David Jeremy Maitland Innes
Mohammad Hisham Iqbal
Paige Elizabeth Irvine
Kelsey Alexander Irwin
Margaret Moran Isaacson
Halima-Huda Ismail
Emily Cale Ivers
Nicolae Gaston Izzuratregui
Lisa Briggita Jablonowsk
Daniel Robert Jachim
1 Distinguished Majors Program

Claire Thomas Keeler
Henry Carr Keel
Karl Keat
Joshua David Katz
James Connor Katz
Austin Katstra
Nitika Kataria
Alyssa Dawn Kassebaum
Alexander Ross Kash
Anna Karoll
Anya Karaman
Joseph Frederick Karaki
Harrison Andrew Kapp
Andrea Vaughan James
Hee Joo Jang
Jungyun Jang
Jovera Javed
Dejah M Jay
Danica Paige Jeffries
Robert Austin Jennings
Alexander Robert Jenson
Emily Jane Jensen
Eun Ji Michelle Jeon
Quentin Jepson
James Wilkinson Jersey IV
Dennis Xin Jiang
Yifei Jiao
Rosie Johanson
Alexander Emil Johnson
David Alexander Johnson
Dove-Anna Johnson
Lamar Amos Johnson
Maryanne Johnson
Nico Marie Johnson
Olivia Reid Johnson
Sarah Naomi Johnson
Tristan Rowe Johnson-Hodges
Erin Marie Johnston
Timothy Richard Jonas
Kobe Jones
Lauren Elise Jones
Owen Lawrence Jones
Thomas John Joyce, Jr.
Wyatt Cury Joyner
Yae Eun Jun
Virginia Tabb Justis
Sohan Kabiraj
Nausheen Kachru
Amrutha Kadali
Brian Thomas Kael
Sairaj Kaur Kahlon
Vanezza Kalsee
Michele Olivia Kabwe1
Rakib Kamal
Chad Kamen
Allison Sara Kammelman
Ryan Thomas Kampmueller
Sreekar Bharadwaj Kandlakunta
Deborah Minjoo Kang
Erin J Kang
Jennifer Kang
Juhee Kang
Rebekah Kang
Swapna Kannan
Ericens Parker Kaplan
Sejal Kapoor
Harrison Andrew Kapp
Joseph Frederick Karaki
Anya Karaman
Anna Karoll
Alexander Ross Kash
Alyssa Dawn Kassebaum1
Nitika Kataria
Zachary Rewalt Kathol
Austin Katstra
James Connor Katz
Joshua David Katz
Isabel Rose Kearley
Jared Keat
Henry Carr Keel
Claire Thomas Keeler
Skyeler Grant Keesing
Devan Kathleen Kesling
Dominic Keilty
Abigail Kelly
Claire Christopher Kelly
Katherine Jane Kelly
Olivia Adelaide Camille Kelly
Samantha Jo Kelly
Matthew James Kemper
Allie Stephanie Kendrick
Lucas Bradley Kenley
Jonathan David Kerr
Charles Hunter Kerrigan
Grant Lewis Kersey
Christopher Quinn Kester
William Damon Keyes
Wafa Ibrahim Khalil
Naseerullah Khan
Zafar Khan
Noah Alexander Khan-Rafi
Yasmin Mohtarum Khodaee
Aradhana Khubani
Syed Ashhal Khurshid
Trevor Adams Kidd
Kathleen Morgan Killcoyne
Calvin Kim
Christine Kim
Dana Kim
Dongwook Kim
Eung Chang Kim
Grace Kim
Hae Eun Kim
Ilenna DaSeul Kim
Jeewoo Kim1
Jeun Kim
John Faithful Kim
Jonathan Sung-Eun Kim
Jooa Eun Kim
Joseph Kim
Lydia Da Young Kim
Min Jea Kim
Rachel Jiyoon Kim
Robbin Min Kim
Ryan Jin-Young Kim
Seoyoung Kim1
Suk Jun Kim
Yehyun Kim
Clare Kinsella
Richard Taylor Kinsley
Athanasios Kioupis
Daniel Lee Kirakle1
Matthew Ryan Kirby1
Kiara Renee Kirton
Zadiyah Anissa Kissai
Laura Claire Kister
Annie Klein
Emily Peyton Klein
Frederic Wakefield Klostermyer
Bradley Alexander Klayas
Justin David Kniley
Benjamin Aaron Kohnin
Ravi Teja Kodali
Peter Gibson Kohler
Catherine Elise Kolo1
Xiangkun Kong
Paul Christopher Kosanovich
Jackson David Kosmacki
Srirak Kosuri
Julia Raleigh Kothmann
Daniel James Kovach
Michael Jacob Kozloff
Christopher Mark Kozlowski
Samantha Kay Krasker1
Michael Kelly Kraus
Kara Marie Kreiling1
Rachel Grace Kreth
Asha Krishnakumar1
Ashwin Krishnamurthi
Sara Grace Krivacsy
Sierra Nicole Krug
Mary Alice Kukoski
Gabriela Raquel Kulesz
Chirag Kulkarni
Arushi Kumar
Ryan Keenan Kunc
Samantha Chashin Kuo
Caleigh Quirk Kupersmith
Alexander Kwalovy
Caithlin Elizabeth Kwalwasser1
Suen Hyun Kwon
James Sadler Kyne
Noah Nathaniel Labs
Victoria Willis LaCivita
Dylan Jacob Lackey
Charles Mack Ladd
Jessica Sarah Laffarree
Kristen Ann Lafayette
Alex LaFountain
Katherine Eleanor Lake
Virginia Campbell Lake
Thomas Bowers Lam
Elizabeth Kathryn Lammers1
Stephanie Francis Landas
Thomas Benjamin Landes
Julia Marie Landini
Emma Nicole Lappin
Bailey Larkin
Olivia Danielle Larron
Juliana Shayne LaRose
Camille Moni Larsen
Kathryn Nicole Larsen
Christina Marie Laskey
Rashid Elfi Lasker
Cassidy Grace Laskodi
Kevin Lawlor
Charlotte Larion Lawson
Shelby Skye Laychak
Matthew W. Lazar
Kevin Mong Le
Nghi Phuong Le
John Fitzpatrick Leahy
Claudia Nicole Leal
Alyson Cheryl Lee1
Christine Margaret Lee
Christopher Lee
Elys Noelle Lee
Haerhee Lee1
Jin Hambuly Lee
Mira Faith Lee
Philip Hui Lee
Skylar Rose Lee
Su Ji Lee
Teresa Clare Lee
Woo Ju Lee
Samuel Jacob Lefar
Samuel Garland LeFew
Quinn Avery LeGallo-Malone
John Gardner Kallimahulele
Legris
Hanchao Lei

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Noah John Midliff Mabe
Aimee Rae Macatangay
Peter MacDonald
Kyrue De'André Mack
Maxwell Shayan Madani
Vaishnavi Madhavan
Darby Sara Madonick
Samantha Magargee
Michael Campion Magee
Caitlin Barbara Magro
Ayah Mahdi
Susanna Elizabeth Maheras
Miles Logan Mahlock
Erin Marie Mahon
An Bao Mai
Seara Isabel Barros Mainor
Abrar Majidi Idrissi
Anthony Stuart Malabad
Alisha Malak
Aven Malik
Roohan Reddy Malladi
Camela Melissa Mallek
Eric Louis Malmgren
Edward Wade Maloney
Nathan Jordan Malta
Joseph Tyler Manderfield
Andreas D Mangham
Kristy Mangold
Vasudha Manikandan
Nicholas Mann
Srilatha Venkata Mannava
Jessica Caroline Manning
Jessica Grace Manning
Priya Ambika Manohar
Katherine Luisa Mansoor
Anne Manville
Kimberly Montserrat Maravilla
Villanueva
Olivia Marie Marcantoni
Monica Katherine Marciano
Michael Marget
Christopher Joseph Margraf
Steven Christopher Marinaro, Jr.
Jordan Elizabeth Markham
Elana Gabrielle Marmorstein
Alexandra Michelle Marquis
Michael David Marrow
Dakota Aaron Marsh
Grace Heilig Marshall
Phebe Elizabeth Martin
Noah David Martini
Samuel Raines Martino
Tyler James Marx
Jenna Barbara Marzougui
Ryan Michael Masak
Araceli Masias Moreyra
William Degrove Mason
Emelia Malin
Connor Joseph Masterson
Thomas Alexander Mastri II
Eve Elizabeth Matheson
Theresa Marie Matthews
Carlin Ruth Maurer
Sarah Maured
Walker Todd Maxey
Megan Marie Masxon
Hildy Caitlin Maxwell
Summer Maxwell
Lauren Christine Maze
Owen Miceal McCall
Kayla Marie McCampbell
Kaycie J. McCarthy
Nicolas McCarthy Rivera
Pheobe Lynn McClenon
Audrey McClung
Clara Beckett McCool
Meghan McCool
John Joseph McCormack
Cooper Israel McCoy
Caroline Carson McCraw
Elizabeth Asher McCraw
Kaylind Jordan McCullough
Nicholas O'Neill Mc Dermott
Haley Elizabeth McDonald
Scherly Jordan McDonnell
Carolyn Elizabeth McElroy
Caetlin Whitman McFadden
Ryan A McGloin
Bryce Campbell McGrothin
Lauren Rose McGrothin
Madison Grace McGonnigal
Bailey Jo Ellen McGrew
Elizabeth Moore McIntosh
Anastacia Rose McKean
Katherine Elise McLaughlin
Willbur Hall McClaughlin
Andrew James McMahon
Grant Sellers McMillan
Jack Harrison McMullen
Paul Benjamin McNeil
Claire Ruthanne McPeak
Katherine Mary McPherson
Aidan Hennessy McWeeny
Katherine Anne Mead
Received Laurence Deala Meana
Geoffrey Simonson Mears, Jr.
Simran Mehta
Tuerxun Meheriguli
Reilly Meineer
Sarah Elizabeth Mejia
Catherine Ann Melley
Julia Maria Melton
Margaret Elizabeth Melton
Ana Stefany Mendez Medina
Sarah Hong Meng
Daisy T Menos
Kiran Kumar Menon
Michael Joseph Mensah
Steven Andrew Merrick
William Francis Merrick
Edward Merrigan
Balthazar Merrin
James Albrecht Merten
Marisa Midis
Jess Peck Miller
Kelsey Lee Miller
Logan Elaine Miller
Victoria Rose Miller
William Campbell Miller
Matthew David Millian
Bailey Elizabeth Mills
Daniel Mills
Najla Shehada Mills
Kyung Yun Min
Andrea Joy Minicus
Michael Evan Minson
Aazrin Ha Que Min
Annelle Marie Miranda
Leilani Janay Miranda
Eimara Mirza
Sara Chandler Mitchell
Rachel Milcho
Ali Mobtaker
Ahmed Mohamed
Aza Mohammed
Michelle Molina
Johanna Meliza Moncada Sosa
Kelly Eleanor Monroe
Christopher James Montero
Jeylin Melissa Montes Alarcon
Jenna Elizabeth Moody
Ryton Alexander Mooney
Shannon Mary Mooney
Addison Mooradian
Sabrina Danielle Moore
Jasmine Imani Moore-Mangone
Tyler Adam Morgan
Magda Elena Morice
Amanda Nicole Morenelli
Samantha Morley
Martin Moro
Christine Morrello
Brittany Elizabeth Morris
Heather Morris
Rebecca Evan Morris
Robert Wayne Morris
Maria Catharine Morrissey
Zoe Anne Morse
Luc Nelson Mortemouque
Nicholas Mortensen
Saidi Ruth Moseley
Daisy Alexander Mosqueda
Warren Alfriend Moss
Caroline Nabaterrega Mubiru
Carrington Ann McKinley Mueller
Jack Michael Mueller
Fariha Aisha Mujeebuddin
Butilonsi Jelonta Teluzi Mulazzi
Katherine Alice Mulder
Avery Madison Mullaney
John Mullin
John William Mulquion
Kiera Anne Mulroy
Lucia Munoz Rodriguez
Maitlynn Ann Ingle Murphy
Meredith Ann Murphy
Carter Murray
Milan Murray
Walta Muruts
Hadassah Magrah Kasyoka
Muthoka
Pia Claudine Mutia
Sam Averil Nadjari
Rishabh Nagpal
Athira Anil Nair
Rupa Nallamothu
Sarah Catherine Nanzi
Madhumita Napa
Sneha Narain
Shanker Narayan
Caroline Stephanie Narvaez
Aasritha Subramanian Natarajan
Katarina Anna Naworol
Ariana Mei Nazari
Randall James Neish
Ann Nelson
Brenton Nelson
Jacob Paul Nelson
Jessica Nelson
Sara Nelson
Carolyn Barreto Neves
Grady Everett Newberg
Tiffany Que Tran Ngo
Emily Nguyen
Gia-Han Song Nguyen
Julia Minh Thu Nguyen
Justin Tuan-Kiit Nguyen
Megan Thaonhu Nguyen
Nhi Tuyet Nguyen
Olivia Vivian Nguyen
Phu Tan Nguyen
Toby Van Nguyen
Dion Niuazi
Ashley Margaret Nichols
Samantha Nicklas
Matthew Carroll Nightingale
Jerren Nixon, Jr.
Benjamin Samuel Nochinson
Jinwoo Calvin Noh
Sandu Nolan
Colleen Norair
Robert Nordin
Monica Kathryn Norton
Dorysauru Nuene
Jean Milagros Nunez
Elsa Olivia Nyland
Benjamin Isaac Oberholtzer
Denica Rosin Ochs
Bridgit Eileen O’Connor
Adelaide Odame
Margaret Claire O'Donnell
Brittney Ezinne Ogbonna
Emma Kate Ogilvie
Oluwafumilayo Aderonke Ogungbade
Ji Su Oh
Lauren Grace Oken
Adela Mae Oldham
Alexandra Jillson Oldham
Mia Araquel O’Leary
Jane Houston Oline
Rafael Fontinha Olivas
Amy Elizabeth Omms
Thomas James O’Neal
John Timothy O’Neil
Celine Arthur Opoku
Priscilla Amma Opoku-Yeboah
Emily Ord
Meaghan Cameron O’Reilly
Andrew Ronald Orgel
Andrew Orschak
Amare Dakar Osei
Sebastian Nicolas Osorio
Courtney Ott
Isabel Nicole Ott
Jierui Ou
Joseph Hunter Outten
Madison Asha Oxford
Caroline Elizabeth Oyler
Elizabeth Ozer
Belle Sinclair Pace
Jay Yogesh Padalia
John Hughes Page
Lindsey Andrews Page
Christian Johnson Paget
Alyssa Jordan Paige
Eri Elizabeth Paige
Teddy Breece Paisley
Rosanne Elena Paley

Distinguished Majors Program
Distinguished Majors Program

Lauren My-Linh Phan
Tina Pham
Elijah Park
Han Wool Park
Jay Young Park
Joowon Park
Kelly Park
Sesun James Park
Soo Jung Park
Su Bin Park
Sujin Park
Katherine Jean Parker
Madeleine Danielle Parker
James Davis Parkerson
Taylor Brooke Parsons
Ryan Henry Partridge
Ayasha Pasha
Francesca Passe
Anjali Patel
Dhaval Kiran Patel
Poonam Patel
Rikin Anil Patel
Sham Patel
Kirtana Pathak
Vibha Patil
Nikhil Patla
Addison Ruth Patrick
Erin Leigh Patterson
Morgan Staley Patterson
Nathan Keith Patterson IV
Bryce Kristian Patton
Celina Paudel
David Andrew Payne
Ethan Elliott Payne
Ana Paz
Daniel Fitzpatrick Peake
Nelson Pearsall
Amanda Elise Peck
Jessica Marguerite Peck
Christopher Andrew Pede
Bryan Michael Pedersen
Blake Landon Peffer
Nora Jane Pehrson
Stephanie Ana Pekic
Sean Penaranda
Chenchen Peng
Allie Margaret Perez
Avelina Perez Arteta
Catalina Victoria Perez Parra
Stephany Perez-Rojas
Daniel Gordon Perkins
Emily Perkins
George Donald Pernick
Erin Kenna Perry
Alekhya Peruri
Maria Peters
Michael Lloyd Petersen
Ryan David Peterson
Elizabeth Logan Perkosek
Ha Viet Pham
Tina Pham
Britney Do Phan
Lauren My-Linh Phan
Charles Bradley Phillips
Olivia Phillips
Robert Smith Phillips
Sarah Ashley Phillips
Zachary Michael Phillips
Spencer Douglas Philips
Ariana Marie Pacquiao
Inanna Cascadia Picking
Lasapryna Pudapantha
Fletcher Nelson Pierce, Jr.
Annie Ahn Pliland
Jack Richard Pipatti
Isabella Andrea Pizzo
Megan Jessie Plam
Sydney Marie Poehls
Ashby Atkinson Poindeexter
Nisha Reddy Polam
Lauren Elizabeth Poland
Margaret Wells Poler
William Jackson Polk
Tyler Robert Porzeniski
Abby Potter
Alan Richard Pouliquin
Gwyneth Edna Powers
Alexander Prashant Pradhan
Anand Solomon Prashas
Balram Krishna Prasad
Keaira Frances Price
Lindsey Elizabeth Priest
Lydia Keza Prillaman
Andrew Cooper Prince
Lyle Sacks Prockop
Molly Sharp Prockop
Serena Dana Profaci
Alysa Morgan Pugmire
Kaila Alexis Pulley
Thomas Joseph Pulliam
Lucas Alexander Puranen
Wang Qi
Yuangun Jimmy Qing
Kai Qi
Paul Frederic Qualey
Emma Suzanne Quaterman
Ethan J Queen
Helen Elizabeth Querry
Zahra Hussain Quettawala
Savannah Chappell Quick
Catherine Eliza Quinn
Jason Thomas Quinn
Mauro Kevin Quiroga Claros
Reeya Vada Rabena
Katherine Rabinowitch
Marcus Franklin Raboy
Benjamin Brooks Radomsky
Vernon Overton Ragland IV
Rana Sharmeen Rahman
Andrew Jay Raj
Monique Rajhandari
Christopher Raley
Nikhil Ramachandran
John Ramirez
Briana Ramirez-Navarro
Alyssa Raschke
Naima Kamran Rasul
Matthew Francis Ratchford
Eli Joseph Ratlaff
Taylor Cassidy Rauch
Kavyasri Ravikanti
Emma Jeanne Rayder
Leila Rayyan
Iqra Razzaq
Catharine Kane Reagan
Ian Vodder Rector
Vivienne Beverly Reed
Patricia Harte Reese
Abigail Shai Reeves
Joseph Michael Reeves
Nuna Salim Rehmani
Henry Carter Reid
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Reid
Carrie Jade Reidinger
Joseph Gottshall Reigner
Caroline Annalle Reilly
Connor Kevin Reilly
John William Reilly
Lindsey N Reiter
Kathryn Olivia Renneker
Jack Powers Renner
Genevieve Kay Repich
Jonathan Evans Repke
Phoebe Retta
Arielle Therese Reyes
Ava Storm Reynolds
Shaquel Deontae Reynolds
Kylie Wright Rhoads
Jake Murphy Rhodes
Michael Alexander Rhodes
Robert Charles Rice
Taylor Tithiwa Rice
Vittoria Katherine Richards
Cayman Andre Richardson
William Francis Rieke
Ronald Jennings Rife
Baylee Virginia Riggins
Ronak Rijhwani
Kyndia Santeshe Riley
Ryan Riley
Joseph Andrew Rilling
Megumi Christine Ritchie
Sardi Esmirna Rivera Johnson
Saim H Rizvi
Bridget Elise Rizzo
Mira Roark
Ian Christopher Roberts
Jeffrey Thomas Villalobos Roberts
Jonathan Thomas Roberts
Andrea Renee Robertson
Jamie Marie Robertson
Jennie Beth Roberts
Madeline Elizabeth Robinson
Virginia Machree Robinson
Alejandro Martinez Robiloi
Jarrett Jamal Robly
Leanna Rodriguez
Chloe Shoko Rogers
Quinn Catherine Rogers
Andrew Christopher Romanus
Luke Andrew Romero
Morgan Taylor Romero
Megan Rachel Romoilo
Jessica Ceronne Roeke
Ariel Issai Rosa
Javier Rosas Ruiz
Lettic Caroline Rose
Bryce Patrick Rosenberg
Healy Rosenberg
Rebekah Hosenfeld
Jason Samuel Rosenthal
Annie Laurie Ross
Harriot Robinson Ross
Shenley Bethany Ross
William Henry Rosser IV
Emma Alston Rountree
Camille Christine Rovani
Jessi Katelyn Rowell
Sarah Roya
Claire Louise Rubinger
Dalton Adrales Ruhi
Sierra Nicole Ruiz
Matthew Michael Ruland
Austin Patrick Rule
Corey Nash Runkel
Julia Marie Rupp
Katherine Claire Rusnak
Constantino Antonio Rusodimos
Amado
Victoria Russell
Hannah Margaret Russell-Hunter
Morgan Jean Ryan
Hyun Suk Ryoo
Elisha Timothy Rypkema
Allie Shae Saldana
Olivia Hyemin Ryu
Lea Chenoweth Sachner
Mauna Jennifer Sadeghi
Emma Marie Pauline Sadick
Nargis Sadar
Lalah Saal
Hamid Saleh
Colleen Melissa Salvatore
Jackson David Samples
Philips Cherian Samuel
Monica Essam Sanad
Ivy Nicole Sandberg
Sarah Sanfilippo
Sashank Sankar
Katerina Caryl Sankow
Lily Ann Sanigati
Nathaly Janeth Santos
Charlotte Saul
Andrew Christopher Saunders, Jr.
Caitlin Elise Saunders
Sterling Andrews Saunders
Raymond Lee Savage III
John Richard Savino III
Ann McKenna Savoza
Abigail Blair Sayer
Wolf Luke Schaap
Emese Janka Schaft
Camilla Carmen Schanche-Perret
Gentil
Alexander Robert Schattner
Mary Kathryn Schenning
Robert Joseph Scherer
Caroline Samantha Schetlick
Colleen Marie Schinderle
Trevor James Schlepenbach
Alex Brendan Schnapp
Nicholas Andrew Schreiber
Frederick Theodore Schubert III
Joshua David Schuck
Sara Lauren Schultman
Julianne Grace Schultz
Kathryn Mackenzie Schultz
Hayley Rose Schulz
Erica Schumann
Phoebe Burnett Schuyler
Claire Taylor Schweiker
Justin Bryan Shenken
Jennifer Scoler
Gavin Russell Scott

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Distinguished Majors Program

Caroline Rose Simmons
Haley Jordyn Silverman
Tori Sylvester Silver
Veridiana Veneroni Silva
Hope Caroline Sikora
Elizabeth Jordan Sieracki
Jacqueline Siegel
Nader Sidhom
Jordan Casey Sicklick
Colin Alexander Shutler
Marwah Shuaib
Aishwarya Shrestha
Peter Alexander Shmorhun
Meghan Shinton
Kristen Jihee Shin
Josef Gui Chan Shim
Yung-Hsiang Shih
Katrina Ashley Shih
Margaret Mary Shields
Jason Daniel Sheridan
Allison Elizabeth Shields
Margaret Mary Shields
Katrina Ashley Shih
You-Hsiang Shih
Josef Gui Chan Shim
Krisen Jihee Shin
Andrew Thomas Shinkle
Meghan Shinton
Peter Alexander Shmorhun
Lucy Lin Shoemaker
Aishwarya Shrestha
Sarah Shah
Mazzen Samer Shalaby
Divya Meena Shan
Evelyn Parshad
Stephanie Patricia Shand
Meghna Sarojini Shankar
Stephanie Patricia Shand
Divya Meena Shan
Evelyn Parshad
Stephanie Patricia Shand
Meghna Sarojini Shankar

Taylor Renee Slocumb
Caroline Skiles
Caroline Soli
Caroline Soli
Caroline Skiles
Taylor Renee Slocumb
Matthew Alexander Slook
Shelby Lynn Slother
Teresa Ann Smallz
Carlin Taylor Smith
Connor Joseph Smith
Eleanor Lambeth Smith
Emma Caroline Smith
Justin Alexander Smith
Landon Phillips Smith
Leon George Smith III
Madison Mackenzie Smith
Manette Marie Smith
Jordan Christine Smithson
Lily Catherine Snodgrass
Alexander Todd Snow
Katherine McMahon Snyder
Robert Thomas Snyder
Katie Caroline Socolow
Carl Stefan Lars Soderlund
Eliza Holmes Sofinski
Jessica Sommerville
Jim Sik Song
Atman Parimal Soni
Ramatoulaye Yacine Sonko
Rosibel Soriano
Cara Siobhan Sorrentino
Stella Bailey Sotos
Courtney Grace Spagna
Anna Christine Spearman
Austen David Spence
Michael Haynesworth Spessard, Jr.
Alexandra Grace Spratley
Samuel Schubert Spreen
Mira Sridharan
Karishma R Srikanth
Elizabeth Gordon Staas
Alexandra Stampf
Jonathan Hunt Standbrook
Sydney Alexs Stand
H Emmett Stark
Carly Danielle Starobin
Bridget Therese Stairs
Kathryn Michelle Statler
Abigail Joy Staub
Matthew Burch Steelberg
Tiannah Angelique Steele
Emma Steinson
Clare Marie Stemberger
Travis King Stephens
Tanaja Stephenson
Asli Raniaa Sterling
Peter Sterling
Alexander Cole Stern
Kenneth Cunningham Stevens
Lindsey Anne Stevens
Thomas Jakob Steward
Ashley Marie Stilo
Kyle Colen Stiltsner
Maureen Elizabeth Stinnett
Erin Noelle Stith
Olivia Del Gallo Stone
Frederick Paul Stoney
Lauren Elizabeth Stover
Charlotte Elizabeth Strawley
Katherine Jane Steissguth
Anabella Morreale Strickler
Evelyn May Strobel
Samantha Marie Strohm
Alexandra Elizabeth Strosnyer
Olivia Jean Stuckey
Caleigh Grace Sturgeon
Aikebaier Subinayar
Madeline Elizabeth Sugg
Faith Isabelle Suhre
Ashley Howell Sullender
Emmet Sullivan
Gabrielle Cherrie Sullivan
Lauren Campbell Sullivan
Margaret Ann-Marie Sullivan
Emily Grace Sumlin
Anna Elizabeth Supniter
Jae Yoon Sung
Siddharth Sriman Surapaneni
Nora Surby
John Miller Surette
Thomas Stephen Susa
Aneesh Susarla
Dominic Alan Sutermester
Madeline Leigh Swank
Gabrielle Catharine Swann
Alyssa Sweeney
Katherine Elizabeth Swenson
Lindsey Swiennick
Elizabeth Carew Swindell
Lucy Cotton Swindell
Nickolas Patrick Switzer
Maren Elizabeth Sword
Claire Szpszky
John Anthony Allen Smynder
Sofia Francesca Spertus
Grant Thornton Table
Jake Reilly Talarico
Carson Karch Talbott
Mary Elise Talkington
Annika Emily Talis
Yizhou Tang
Panpapon Tangtrongstitkul
Mary Tansill
Mary Tansill
Yizhou Tang
Panpapon Tangtrongstitkul
Mary Tansill
Hannah Tarro
Alexandra Elizabeth Tattersall
Aaron Matthew Taylor
Bailey Marie Taylor
Crystal Nicole Taylor
Evelyn Marie Taylor
Jeanne Elizabeth Taylor
Virginia Grace Taylor
Zukhruf Ahmed Teherem
Samuel Augustus Teller
Connor Patrick Tembe
Adam Jett Temple
Ryan Joseph Ten
Carly Kendrick Tereskerz
Aaron Terrasa
Beshou Hani Thabet
Jared Thadwitz
Austin Lee Thieleimer
Aidan Thies
Austin Waters Wingfield Thomas
Chloe Marie Thomas
Hannah Janney Thomas
Sarah Ann Thomas
Brandy Richard Thompson
Eleanor Louise Thompson
Griffin McLain Thompson
Julia Webster Thompson
Rosa Batte McLaughlin Thompson
Webster Thompson
Melissa Paige Throckmorton
Kelvin Phyo Thuukha
Alexis Paige Timmons
Teresa Ann Tingay
Vinutha Tirupurpanane
Alena Titova
Grant Tolben
Elizabeth Burwell Toheason
Noah Mitchel Toney
Hauqi Tong
Mariella Fairchild Toro
Ann Caroline Totty
Berkeley Ellis Toufas
Dominique Nicole Toussaint
Susannah Wyatt Townes
Julia Rebecca Deaern Trachtenberg
John Flynn Trinum
Katherine Tramone
Angela Le Tran
Bryan Tran
Christine Tran
Kelly Dinh Tran
Stephanie Tran
Peter Joseph Trapp
Catherine Carr Trefy
Emma Savannah Trimble
Marianne Elise Trimble
Katheriane Fay Tripp
Jessica Marie Troug
Charlotte Lena Troyan
Jeya Ayten Turker
Katherine Lee Turlington
Dillon Ray Turner
Kevin Gregory Turnamian
Caroline Ann Turner
Valerie Heyinwa Uduji
James McIlhenny Ukrop
Alzyeh Khalid Umerani
Joseph Hartwell Upchurch
Priyanshu Uperey
Omer Ustunel
Andrew Scott Vaaler
Joseph Christopher Valle
Michelle Elizabeth Vallone
Emma Margaret van Beek
Michael Lawrence Van Meter
Matthew Molloy Van Slyke
Audrey Elizabeth Van Winkle
Jacob Thomas Vanaman
William Vanorden
Brittny M Vargas
Rachel Noelle Varon
Charline Javon Varo
Baily Nicole Vaughn
Sophia Marie Vella
Lisel Anne Vergara
Claire Margaret Vermillion
Alison Joy Verster
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Mythili Vigneshwar
Anzel Viljoen
Bryan Kenneth Villanueva
Tarun Kumar Vippa
Jared Vishno
Dan Ngoc Linh Vo
Hailey Grace Voell
David Quentin Vogt
Anna Emilia von Spakovsky
Madeleine Kaye Vonderhaar
Stephanie Vongphakdy
Jacob William Voyzey
Pauline Tran Vu
Tiffanie Le Vu
Victoria Waddell
Wesley William Wade
Susan Gabrielle Wagner
Casey Wagner
Drake Barton Wagner
Michael Wagner
Heidi Johanna Waldenmaier
Rachel Blaisdell Walet
Glen Dalby Randolph Walker
Madeline Walker
Madeleine Louise Wallach
Andrew Benjamin Walsh
Riley David Walsh
Timothy John Walsh, Jr.
Jessica Lynn Walther
Meghan Reidy Walther
Hawken James Wanamaker
Albert Wang
Derrick Wang
Jenny Jing Ran Wang
Jun Yi Wang
Linquan Wang
Qing Wang
Tingyu Wang
Yicheng Wang
Yizhou Wang
Brandon Peter Ward
John Philip Le
Anusheel Varma
Kia Denham Wassenaar
Anna Elise Wasserman
Elizabeth Kathryn Wat
Savannah Coharie Watkins
Thomas Frederick Watson
Shweta Abhay Watve
Mary Evelyn Maggie Weaver
Alexis Nichole Weber
Christina Ren Wei
Ziming Wei
Brian Stanley Weingast
Matthew Daniel Weisenfluh
Jacob Kyle Weitzman
Ashley Weldon
Evan Bradley Wells
Jacob Granger Wells
Sean Wells
Katherine Elisabeth Welsch-Lehmann
Carrie Wentzel
Jamie Lynn Wertz
Kaylyn Ann Wertz
Evàn McCaleb West
William Townes West
Emma Westerhof- Schultz
Eleanor Schaefer Westermann
Adam Wever
Katherine Anne Weyback
Ansley Reese White
Emma Taylor White
Reilly Ashton White
Isabella Whitlefield
Anne Elizabeth Whitney
Brielle Marie Wichelt
Noah Benjamin Widel
Abigail Wierschem
Catharina Wiersma
Adelaide Jane Wilkerson
Jenna Robin Wilkey
Jackson Gillespie Wilkins
Samuel Isaac Wilkinson
Ashley Meilin Williams
Derek Vincent Williams
Emily Anne Williams
Madeline M Williams
Margaret Anne Williams
Ozias Keway Williams
Sophia Molly Flores Williams
Taylor Marie Williams
Bethany Karis Willis
Catelys Bucur Willis
Devin Willis
Catherine Rees Wilson
Eliza Pearse Wilson
Ellie Wilson
Marshall Rowe Wilson
Parker Riley Wilson
Ryan James Wilson
Samuel Barbour Wilson
Amelia Wilt
Jennifer Morgan Wihelmsen
Taylor Marjory Wingen
Caitland Jane-Celeste Winsett
Madison Corinne Winter
Isabelle Famke Witeveen
Joshua Kegan Wohlgemuth
Matthew Ryan Wohlenbein
Tadeusz Wojcik
Hannah Michelle Wolfe
Jamie Jungha Won
Johnny Wong
William Wong
Abby June Wood
Fred Marshall Wood III
Zachary Wood
Sarah Rush Woodard
Alexis Woodley
London Ashley Woolidruff
Margaret Woods
Stefan Woodson, Jr.
Rachel Teresa Woolery
Sarah Eliana Woolf
Gabrielle Woolley
Kevin Woolsey
Madeleine Haynes Word
Alyssandra Vanessa Worrell
Andre Alexander Wowk
John Stuart Wren
Duncan Wrenn
Hana Patricia Wright
Julia Ann Wright
Madison Justice Wright
Margaret Randall Wright
Morgan Wright
Jennifer Wu
Melissa Wu
Ran Wu
Sofie Mae Wyatt
April Hui Xie
Kelly Xie
Christie Xin
Joanna Yan
Muxuan Yan
Shen Yan
Chenyang Yang
Dennis Hao Yang
Yifei Yang
Hao Yao
Jenny Yao
Yun Yao
Regina Yap
Daniel Tadele Yenegeta
Sanghoon Ryan Yi
Timothy Chun-Tien Yin
Eileen Ying
Jin Yong Yoo
Rebecca Hahn Yoo
Eugenie Yoon
Joanne Claire Yoon
Kincaid Joseph Youman
Amelia Hope Young
Hannah Elizabeth Young
Willie-Lec-Triania Mollie-Bette Young
Zahibullah Yousuf
John Yuan
Emily Deanna Yuhas
Joshua Edward Zabin
Elizabeth Cabell Zakas
Chi Zama
Andrew Laurent Zazzeri
Janelle Elizabeth Zellers
Wuxin Zeng
Geraldine Mariela Zenteno Garnica
Maria Janine Zeris
Liam O’Grady Zeya
Amy Zhang
Andrew Shen Zhang
Jiakai Zhang
John Zhang
Kexin Zhang
Tianyu Zhang
Xiaotong Zhang
Yuke Zhang
Yajun Zhao
Zhiping Zhao
Zhisu Zhao
Zhiqiang Zheng
Natalia Zhiltsova
Nancy Zhou
Xinyao Zhu
Tianchen Zhu
Justin Alexander Zollar
Noah John Zorzi
Noelle Zorzi
Emily Zou
Nicholas Brian Zylstra
Catherine Gloria Zysk
Eric Connor Rohr
Jasmin Elizabeth Washington
Yara Youssef

BIOLOGY

Ngozi Damilola Akingbesote
Valerie Elizabeth Cyphers
Eva Sichen Du
Grace Anne Duncan
Melinda Ellen Fulper
Krishna Gandhi
Tess Gibson
Eden Nicole Hentschel
Xi Zi Hu
Priyanshi Jain
Megan Elizabeth Kelley
Joseph Leonard Mancusi
James Wyatt Miller
Tyler Wesley Mills
Alexandra Rose Ngo
Bryan Javier Nolasco
Christopher Brian Oliveira
Tejal Atul Patki
Joseph Pizzuti
Kate Emily Stutz
Grace Rebecca Suhrie
Amber Thaxton
Matthew Tolerico
Kendra Nicole Walker
Sydney Desiree Williams
Fionna Williamson
Elizabeth Meade Wilson

CHEMISTRY

Mehdi Alexander Abed
Kristen Michelle Atkinson
Hailey Ann Blair
Anna Brokaw
Jacob Austin Butler
Anna Francis Carey
Andrew Francis Carro
Tina Shuqiao Chai
Chelsea Cho
Andrew Douglas Chung
Michael David Clare
Shelley Rose Collins
Antea Cooper
Jaime Dooley
Andrew Thomas Dudzik
Lauren Eller
Madeleine Helene Engel
Robert Stewart Fisher
Lucas Isaac Frye
Ryan Alexander Gates
Mairin Margaret Glenney
Sadecchya Gurung
Kevyn Coley Hadley
Duncan James Hart
Connor Vincent Headley
Aaron Ho
Dylan Tuan Hoang
Umme Hasna Hossain
Andrew Hushpeth
Monica Ajay Jinsi
Sunmin Kang
Mark Robert Kelly
Milner Kennedy
Merly Tess Konathapally
Mehron G Kouhestani
Merly Tess Konathapally
Mehron G Kouhestani

ASTRONOMY-PHYSICS

John Gregory Apostolou
Thomas Earlie Kellison
Megan Noelle Kenny
Ben Manfred Pitts

Bachelors of Science
School of Medicine

**Conferred August 2, 2019**

**Doctors of Medicine**

Aria Shakeri
Terrell David Smith

**Doctors of Philosophy**

Peter Balogh
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: A Role for RUNX3 in Balanced Erhythroid-Myeloid Differentiation

Camille Michelle Dews
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Characterization of Papillomavirus E6 Proteins that Bind Cellular E6AP

Kelly Christopher Dews
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Glucosylceramide Maintains Influenza Infection Through Regulation of Cellular Endocytosis

Jacob David Eccles
Microbiology
Dissertation: Defining Memory B-Cell Responses to Human Rhinovirus Infection

Benjamin Brown Holloway
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Control of Blood Pressure, Breathing, and Acute Stress Via the Rostral Ventrolateral Medulla

Thomas Collins Stevenson Keller IV
Physiology
Dissertation: Endothelial Alpha Globin Controls Nitric Oxide Signaling

Alexander Ksendzovsky
Physiology
Dissertation: Metabolic Control of Neuronal Activation and Epilepsy

Ellen Mintz
Experimental Pathology

Sarbajit Nagdas
Microbiology
Dissertation: A Role of Dymamin-Related Protein 1 in Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma

Brandon Anthony Newmyer
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Cell Type-Selective Regulation of Food Intake and Novelty Driven Investigatory Behavior by Neurons of the Mouse Medial Prefrontal Cortex

Luke Timothy Oostdyk
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Regulation and Function of the Nuclear Transport Factor KPNAT

Olivia Lauren Sabik
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Integrating Genetic and Genomic Analyses to Identify Novel Genes with a Role in the Complex Genetic Architecture of Osteoporosis

**Masters of Public Health**

Danial Mahmood
Tony Savirnder Singh

**Masters of Science**

Luke Timothy Oostdyk
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Regulation and Function of the Nuclear Transport Factor KPNAT

Olivia Lauren Sabik
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Integrating Genetic and Genomic Analyses to Identify Novel Genes with a Role in the Complex Genetic Architecture of Osteoporosis

**Masters of Science**

Andrew T Grainger
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Integrative Analysis of Epigenomics and Transcriptomics: Identifying Genes Necessary for Chemoresistance

Aditi Upadhye
Microbiology
Dissertation: CXCR4 Maintains a Unique Bone Marrow B-1a Population and Regulates Atheroprotective IgM Production

**Masters of Public Health**

Rebecca Lee Brookman
Anna Jae DiNucci
Adetokunbo Goncalves
Brogan Grace Jones
Stephanie Kye Melmer
Alexandra Pentel

**Masters of Science**

Brady Barron
Ashley Catherine Bolte
Tatiana Clarissa Coverdell
Mateusz Piotr Czub
Justin Matthew Ellman
Patrick Faughnan
Michael Antal Kovacs
Bao The Le
Katharine Bast Moosic
Claire Adoree Elaine Ruddiman
Xinrui Shi
Jason Paul Smith

**Conferred May 17, 2020**

**Doctors of Medicine**

Emmanuel Larbi Abebrese
Erin Sheridan Adonnino
Emily Rebekah Aladnani
Jomar Nii Ayi Ayree
Brianna Belle Bagalkotkar
Michaela Skylar Banks
Merveise Khalid Baray
Corey Antonio Benjamin
Roy Charles Billey IV
Allison Dillon Bosch
Brian Riley Brenner

---

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Doctors of Philosophy

James Colin Blair
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Patterns of Pathological Progression in Parkinson's Disease Revealed Through Cytoarchitectonic Mapping of Brain MRI

Tracy Anne Caldwell
Biophysics
Dissertation: Conformational Dynamics of the Membrane Enzyme Lipoprotein Signal Peptide (LSP) and Characterization of Bicelle Membrane Mimetics

Ajay Charrath
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Germline Variation Affects Tumor Progression and Informs Clinical Therapy Decisions Across Cancers

Awndre Elijah Gamache
Microbiology
Dissertation: Natural Killer Cell Recognition of Viral Infection: Paired MHC I Receptors Facilitate Viral Detection and Clearance

Katrina Colleen McNeeley
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Regulation of Cytokinesis in Neural Stem Cells During Cerebral Cortex Development

Christopher Bernardo Medina
Microbiology
Dissertation: Intercellular Metabolite Communication via Pannexin 1 Coordinates Inflammation

Stephanie Jean Melchor
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: IL-1R Drives Acute Disease Tolerance, Liver and Skeletal Muscle Fibrosis, and Sustained Cachexia During T. Gondii Infection

Nadine Michel
Neuroscience
Dissertation: Genomic Stress in Human Neurodevelopment: The Role of p53

Victoria Osinski
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: Inhibitor of Differentiation 3 Has Distinct Cell-Specific Roles in Vascular Disease

Katherine Margaret Owseany
Biochemistry and Molecular Genetics
Dissertation: Defining Roles for Phenotypically Transformed Smooth Muscle Cells in Atherosclerosis

Carol Angela Rowley
Microbiology
Dissertation: Enterobacteriaceae

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Masters of Science

Chad Michael Aldridge
Experimental Pathology
Dissertation: How to Create an Attractive Legal System for Foreign Direct Investments: The Kuwait Case

School of Law

Conferred December 19, 2019

Doctors of Juridical Science

Maha O A A M Alshesharar
Dissertation: Host Adaptation Driven by Intestinal Ethanolamine

Tracy Tiffany Wang
Microbiology
Dissertation: Characterizing and Targeting the JAK/STAT Pathway in LGL Leukemia

Masters of Public Health

Victoria Tatiana Bourgeois-Osborne
Avery Leigh Bullock
Madison Nicole Cirillo
Carina Marie Clawson
Joy Alexis Collins
Leslie Anne Duncan
Matilda Francis
Angelena Gaiotti
Komi Franchise Galli
Jessica Anne Grubbs
Nana-Bilkisu Adami Habib
Joseph Keith Hall
Gavin Hanks
Latifa Mohammad Hasan
Isha Vinayak Kelkar
Oumar Shakesh Kokhkar
Joseph Leonard
Jose Luis Lugo Vargas
Hajrah Maqsood Malik
Joanna McClain
Selena Young Moore
Steven James Moore
Sean Kyle Morris
Kathy Hong Nguyen
Nana-Yaw Ntimoah Owusu
Mairi Patel
Akshay Naga Venkata Pulavarty
Molly Spencer Roberson
William Luke Siebert
Elana Rachel Silverstein
Andrea Suzanne Youssef

School of Law
Daniel G. Donovan  
Dissertation: The International Legal Right to Use Armed Force in Anticipatory Defense: The Iranian Nuclear Threat to Israel as a Case Study

Hsin Hsuan Lin  
Dissertation: Tightwire of National Security and Transparency in Democracy: A Legal Inquiry into the Dynamics of Government Secrecy in the United States and Taiwan

**Juris Doctores**
Nicholas B. Lauridsen  
Michael Andrew Lunzer

Conferred May 17, 2020

**Doctors of Juridical Science**
Ana Maria Ibarra Olguin  
Dissertation: Presumptions in Indirect Discrimination

Changleng Lu  
Dissertation: Additionality, Permanence, and Leakage: Comparing Forest Carbon Offset Programs Under the Clean Development Mechanism and the California Cap and Trade Program

Ziang Ning  
Dissertation: Online Lending Platforms in China: Pure Informational Intermediary or Financial Intermediary?

Galya Savir  
Dissertation: Regulation and Tax in Space

Xiaoyan Shi  
Dissertation: Tax Policy Analysis of Private Home Rentals

**Juris Doctores**
Hamma S. Ahmad  
Justin William Aimonetti  
Basil S. Al-Hasan  
Nicholas S. Allen  
Jamie Reneé Almallen  
Shelby Anderson  
Kayla Michelle Armstrong  
Judy Baho  
Karina Shahrazad Bakshi-Azar  
Zeinab Bakillah  
Virginia P. Baldwin  
Daniel Alan Baquet  
Nicholas Barba  
Hannah Grace Barnes  
Thomas E. Barnett-Young  
Andrew J. Basye  
Erica N. Baum  
Brooke Leigh Bean  
Eric Andrew Beuge  
Benjamin L. Bevilacqua  
Grace Green Bevilacqua

Benjamin Bhamdeo  
Nellie Christine Black  
Blaire G. Bloxom  
Anna Gertrude Bobrow  
Andrew Siyab Boddie  
Alex C. Boota  
Margaret Louise Booz  
Savannah Robinson Borders  
Allen S. Braddock  
William L. Bramley  
Stephanie Rose Breen  
Paul T. Bright  
Simonne A. Brousseau  
Emily Anne Brown  
Zachary M. Brown  
Emma Reynolds Burd  
Alex S. Burger  
James Andrew Butkus  
Alexandra Dade Butler  
Mary Elizabeth Keys Buttitta  
Benjamin Jose Cabrancos  
Charles Christopher Cain  
Molly Masten Cain  
Paola Camacho  
Haley L. Cambra  
Conor A. Cannon  
Scott Matthew Caravello  
Nicholas George Carey  
Mika Bray Carlin  
Astrid Stuth Cevallos  
Maxwell E. Chaffetz  
Elizabeth A. Charles  
Manal W. Cheema  
Princelee Cresca  
Samuel T. Connor  
Jessica E. Conover  
Bradley R. Copeland  
Kaitlin N. Cotile  
Stuart C. Craft  
Hana M. Crandall  
Timothy Patrick Cusack  
Drew K. Cypher  
Irina Elena Danescu  
Ellis L. Darby  
Benjamin M. Davidovich  
Courtney Merle Davis  
Katherine Mary Rebecca Daw  
Roger Dean  
Jacqueline A. Dejournett  
Blake William Delaplane  
Eric F. Dement  
Robert T. Denney  
Michael J. Denton  
Suzanne Deuster  
Paul A. Devamitharan  
Brian McWilliams DeYoung  
Jordyn A. Dickerson  
Henry J. Dickinson  
Joseph A. Digirolamo  
Michael C. Dingman  
Caitlin M. Ditto  
Philip Emanuel Darla Doerr  
Laura S. Dona  
Jacob Michael Donnelly  
Eamon P. Dowd  
Maria Sofia Downham  
Peter N. Dragna  
Anna V. Durham  
Steven A. Eareckson  
Katherine Ellen Eayre  
Briana Echols  
Eliza S Edlich  
Anne M. Egerstrom  
Taylor Kathleen Eliegeui  
Andrew T. Ellingsen  
Samuel Francis Elliott  
Edward Benjamin Elron  
Mariah K. Fairley  
Alexander Fogg  
Luis Roberto Fortuno  
Alejandra Maria Freer  
Scott R. French  
Laura M. Friedli  
Joseph B Gadberry  
Colleen Ann Gallagher  
Raymond Michael Gans  
Zachary P. Gaver  
Ledah Elyse Geller  
Ava Gerami  
Lacy R. Giesecke  
Robert Powers Gilbertson  
Nicole Diane Gilson  
Jeremy B. Gordon  
Geoffrey Nicholas Gottbrecht  
Rachel G. Gray  
Monica Grover  
Lise K. Guerin  
Elleah Reese Gwinn  
Brendan Gary Hanley  
Conor J. Hargen  
Ian C. Hawkes  
Benjamin M. Hawkins  
Zachary William Michael Hearn  
Ethan Mayer Heben  
Robert Rame French Hemstreet  
Norman M Hbbie, Jr.  
Sarah E Houston  
William I. Hupp  
Alexandra Elizabeth Hussey  
Sarah Jean Iacomini  
Moussa Ismail  
Julia Claire Jackson  
Kevin Wayne Jackson  
Anand Himanshu Jani  
Austin L. Johnson  
Erika Bert Johnson  
Janise O Johnson  
Matthew S. Johnson  
John G. Jones, Jr.  
William Tazewell Jones II  
Rachael E. Joseph  
Jessica Leigh Joyce  
Sydney L. Juliano  
Daniel Cooper Justus  
Eleanor Maria Kaloyeropoulou  
Rebecca D. Kerley  
Hanaa O Khan  
Yasin Khan  
Jacqueline A Khutorsky  
Holly M. Kinningham  
Christian Michael Knoble  
Andrew J. Kriha  
Julian Tigel Kriz  
Mark Michael LaMonte  
Rebecca T. Lamp  
Joseph I. Lanzilotta  
Rachel Leary  
Jasmine Tyler Lee  
Laura S Lee  
Sebin Lee  
Kevin Leitao  
Isabelle Camille Lelogeais  
Samuel King LeMoyne  
Brandon T. Leppke  
Paige Elyse Levenberg  
Jennifer Moly Lewis  
Caroline Ann Libby  
Noah A. Lingwall  
Joseph A LoPresti, Jr.  
Alexa Jordan Lowman  
Benjamin M. Lucy  
Katherine H Lunt  
Chelsea Morgan MacArthur  
Mary E Maerz  
Mark D Marciszewski  
Nathan H. Mardis  
Sydney Rowan Mark  
Christopher Herman Martin  
Emily K Massengill  
Jennifer E. Mathes  
Sherry Maximoss  
Chase R Mayer  
Elijah I. McDonough  
Shannon D McGowan  
Jacob M. McHugh  
Connor R. McMillan  
Michael D. McQuerney  
Dylan Meier  
Elias Melkonen  
Shira G Mendelsohn  
Maureen G. Mentrek  
Megan June Mers  
Jack G. Messer  
Read William Mills  
Jana Marie Minich  
Katherine Skochdopole Minnich  
Taylor G Mitchell  
Massimo Antonio Morabito  
Jackson Alexander Myers  
Anna R Noone  
Sarah Ferguson O'Brien  
Brett H. O'Donnell  
Michael Ruggeri Olson  
Olutomi E Olutoye  
Emily A. Ostertag  
Christopher William Palermo-Reppe  
Nathaniel David Palmer  
Ronald E Pantalena III  
Robert Paradelo  
Nicole M. Park  
Corey M. Parker  
Lydia Catherine Parker  
Paul Wilson Parker  
Kavya Parsa  
Griffin P. Peeples  
Mariette Grace Pelhier  
Diane Michelle Phillips  
Clayton Patrick Phillips  
Sara Elizabeth Phipps  
Michael Pirmie  
Tyler Craig Pittinger  
Grace Powell  
Rachel McKenna Pruitt  
Trevor Quick  
Kelley R. Quirk  
Kareem W Ramadan  
Caroline E. Ramsey  
David W Ramzin  
Dana Allan Raphael  
Ryan Matthew Ray

1 Distinguished Majors Program

School of Law
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School of Engineering & Applied Science

Conferred August 2, 2019

Doctors of Philosophy

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Allyssa Becker
Dissertation: Novel Evaluation of Preclinical Models of Peripheral Arterial Disease Using Contrast Enhanced Ultrasound

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
James Devon Tang
Dissertation: Multicomponent and Supramolecular Self-Assemblies as Functional Biomaterials

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Gina Lissette O’Neill
Dissertation: Using LiDAR Topographic Data and Machine Learning Techniques to Identify Near-Surface Soil Saturation for Improved Environmental Planning-Scale Wetland Mapping

Dan Austin Plattenberger
Dissertation: Synthesis and Application of Crystalline Calcium Silicate Hydrate Phases

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Ilfat Afri Ninja Emi
Dissertation: A System for Recognizing Complete and Partial Daily In-Home Activities and Monitoring Activity Quality

Lin Gong
Dissertation: Insights: From Social Psychology to Computational User Modeling

AsifSalekin
Dissertation: Human Vocal Event Detection for Realistic Health-Care Applications

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Lin Bai
Dissertation: Control and Perception of Robotic Movement with Styles

Matthew Nicholas Julian
Dissertation: High-Efficiency Photon Steves and Applications

Limh Xie
Dissertation: Submillimeter-Wave Schottky Diodes Integrated on Micromachined Silicon Probes

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Miao He
Dissertation: Atomistic and Continuum Modeling of Laser-Induced Phase Transformations, Generation of Crystal Defects, and Modification of Surface Morphology in Silicon and Metal Targets

Katie Lutton
Dissertation: Electrochemical Passivation of Ni-Cr and Ni-Cr-Mo Alloys: The Fate of Alloying Elements and Implications of Oxide Dopants and Defects Towards Passivation and Breakdown

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Ayodeji Toluwanimi Bode-Oke

Varun Bollapragada

Michael Kent Branagan
Dissertation: Computational Modeling of Pad Surface Irregularities in Fluid Film Bearings

Ningning Song
Dissertation: Biomass-Derived Boron Carbide Nanowires: Growth Mechanisms, Properties, and Applications

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Heitor Haselmann Arakawa
Dissertation: Probabilistic Forecasting of Agricultural Yield

Basak Ozaslan
Dissertation: Personalized Optimization of Insulin Treatment Policies for the Management of Physical Activity in Patients with Type 1 Diabetes

Wei Zhou
Dissertation: Improving Performance and Fairness for Big Data Job Schedulers in Large-Scale Datacenters

Master of Computer Science
Mansou Shen

Masters of Engineering

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Batholomew Gavana

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Kaitlyn Marie Barger
Mazna Farrah Bilal
Connor Gabriel Hendrickson
Jennifer Janel Patterson

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Fengliang He
Weiwu Li
Zhen Li
1 Distinguished Majors Program

Mark Filip Sluzewski
Heze Chen
Colleen Curley
Melissa Anne Deschamps
John-Marschner Robert Rickel
Emily York Miller
Benjamin Lee Anton

Kristopher Rawls
Jennifer Marie Hays
Maxwell Berman
Golshad Satlikh
Stuart Thomas Forrester
Willoughby Brian Andrews
Kevin Babu Vellanki
Trevor John Powell
Samuel Heiberger

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
John Paul Donlon
Mehrdad Fazli
Ryan James Neice

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Martin Emmanuel Bolger
Timothy Lee Eddy, Jr.
Gerun Lu

Bachelors of Science

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Samuel Heberger
Heena Shah

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Trevor John Powell
Kevin Babu Vellanki

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
Edward Alden Duquette

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Willoughby Brian Andrews
Stuart Thomas Forrester
Golshad Satlikh

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Maxwell Berman

Conferred December 19, 2019

Doctor of Philosophy

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Colleen Curley
Dissertation: Development and Assessment of Focused Ultrasound-Based Approaches for Non-Viral Transfection of Brain Tumors

Jennifer Marie Hays
Dissertation: Selection and Integration of Optimal Experiments for Refinement of Heterogeneous Conformational Ensembles

Kristopher Rawls
Dissertation: Applications of Genome-Scale Metabolic Network Reconstructions to Characterize Drug-Induced Toxicity

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Zhuo Chen
Dissertation: Crystallographic Orientation in Metal Halide Perovskite

Xiaoyu Deng
Dissertation: Large-Area Printed Metal Halide Perovskite Solar Cells

Yuanyuan Ji
Dissertation: Selective Polymeric Membranes for Ion Specific Separation

Nicholas Paul Murphy
Dissertation: Investigation of Controlled Drug Release from Polymeric Microparticles on Models of Oxidative Disease and Tissue Development

Yiran Wang
Dissertation: Multi-Component Adsorption of Monoclonal Antibodies on Ceramic Hydroxyapatite

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Mohamad Alipour Tabrizi
Dissertation: Deep Learning for Robust and Efficient Automated Defect Recognition in Critical Infrastructure

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ahmed Abdelgellil Ezzeldin
Mohamed Aly
Dissertation: Experimental Studies in Pursuit of Experiential Robot Learning

Tommy James Tracy II
Dissertation: Accelerating Decision Tree Ensemble Inference with an Automata Representation

Xiaoyu Wang
Dissertation: Novel Hybrid Optical/ Electrical-Switched Networks for Energy-Efficient Operation

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Mohsin Yusuf Ahmed
Dissertation: Real-Time Dynamic Physical Phenomenon Adapted Machine Learning Pipeline for Smart Acoustics

Chunjun Bo
Dissertation: Automata Processing: From Application Acceleration to Hardware Design

Erin Rebecca Griffiths
Dissertation: Solving Human Centric Challenges in Ambient Intelligent Environments to Meet Societal Needs

Elahel Soltanaghaei Koupaei
Dissertation: Sensing the Physical World Using Pervasive Wireless Infrastructure

Li Yan
Dissertation: Data Driven Modeling and Scheduling of Hybrid Wireless Power Transfer Charging Systems to Serve Electric Vehicles

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Luisa Patricia Gonzalez Guerrero
Dissertation: ACS: Asynchronous Computing with Streams

Jesse Moody
Dissertation: Near-Zero Power Wake-Up Receivers for the Internet of Things

Alan Timothy Mulmoney
Dissertation: Anti-Ice and Condensation Properties of Microtextured Superhydrophobic Surfaces

Ge Song

Kai Xie
Dissertation: Laser Sintered Nanograin SiGe Thermoelectric Thin Film Devices

Yuan Yuan
Dissertation: Low-Noise Avalanche Photodiodes

Jingjie Zhang
Dissertation: Nanoscale Thermal Transport: Size Effects and Transport Regimes

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Matthew Anthony Diasso
Dissertation: Rheological and Colloidal Approaches to Characterizing and Producing Dispersions for Advanced Manufacturing

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Yunya Zhang
Dissertation: Graphene-Enabled, High-Performance Composites for Energy Storage and Energy Saving

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Steven Conrad Hauser
Dissertation: Shin Contact Interactions and Neural Encoding Mechanisms Underlying Social and Affective Touch

Masters of Computer Science

Vijay Lingesh Badrinarayan
Melony Melissa Bennis
Jinyu Chen
Hyun Jae Cho
Collier Crisanti
Yiwei Fang
Hao Gu
Lingjun Guan

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Yuneng Jiang
Mamudder Ahmad Jonas
Sanatkumar Jayantibhai Kondhol
Hong Jik Lee
Ruobing Li
Jinpin Lin
Juayang Liu
Kechen Liu
Rongrong Liu
Zhihan Lu
Saed Mahlouji Far
Xin Nie
Shweta Narendra Notani
Goutham Parley
Zixi Qi
Qian Qu
Parima Sahbabi
Aishwarya Sariya
Youyou Tu
Onyekachukwu Chukwuebuka
Uche
Chen Wei
Qinyi Wu
Zhipeng Xu
Jie Yang
Runman Yang
Xinyu Yang
Zoya Yeperm Gerdabad

Masters of Engineering

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Chen Cai
Colby Arthur Whitcomb

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Haddis Abebe
Ian Donovan Campbell
Liam Farrell Tobin
Faria Tuz Zahura

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Ning Ding
Ming Gong
Hussain Ayad Humadi
Hanyu Li
Hongnan Lin
Xiaoy Lin
Weihan Lyu
Brenda Be Phetsomphou
Jiaxi Xu
Yanchen Xu
Zhe Zhang

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Riley Kevin Christopher
Weiyuan Xu
Yaobin Zhang

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Chengxuan Cai
Nathan Maurice Giguere
Jonathan Paul Jones
Zhipeng Lou
Muyun Lu
Yi Lu
Yun Peng Tu
Chaokai Zhang
Distinguished Majors Program

1 Distinguished Majors Program

School of Engineering & Applied Science

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
James M Ryan
Runze Yan

Master of Materials Science and Engineering
Delanie Marie Laurentius

Masters of Science

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Kimberly C Smith

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Deniz Batu Unal

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Bulbul Ahmed
Shahnaz Wahed

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Derrick Craig Blakely

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Kevin John Rovira Dela Merced
William Trace LaCour
Nathan Joseph Olzewski

ENGINEERING SCIENCE
James Michael Dellaripa III

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Megan Julia Moroney

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Joshua Malik Williams

Conferred May 17, 2020

Doctors of Philosophy

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Ana Cristina Estrada
Dissertation: Computational Modeling of Cardiac Hypertrophy, Injury, and Therapy
Elizabeth Jean Pereira
Thien-Kloi Nguyen Phung
Dissertation: Computational Modeling to Guide Cardiac Electrophysiological Therapies
Christian Smolko
Dissertation: Methods Development for Qualifying Dynamics of Host-Viral Interactions
Amanda Meppelink Westman
Dissertation: Novel Experimental-Modeling Coupled Framework to Accelerate Therapeutic Development for Volumetric Muscle Loss Injuries

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Matthew Robert Alpert
Dissertation: Exploiting Nanocrystal Properties to Enhance Metal Hallide Perovskite Optoelectronic Devices

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Charles Richard Burgis III
Dissertation: Evaluation of Green Infrastructure for Stormwater Quality Management
Mehrdad Shafiei Dizaji

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Avnish Kalyanaraman
Dissertation: Radar Sensing Systems for Smarter Indoor Human Environments
Mu Abudey Modool
Dissertation: Human Activity Recognition and Movement Visualization Using Smartwatches

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Rajendra Bhatt
Dissertation: High-Efficiency Solar Thermophotovoltaic Systems Based on Spectrally Selective Emitters
Harold Anderson Haldren III
Dissertation: Nondestructive Evaluation of Adhesive Bonds by a Novel Ultrasonic Phase Measurement Method
Andrew H Jones
Dissertation: AlxIn1-xAssySh1-y Digital Alloy Avalanche Photodiodes for Low-Noise Applications
Syed Ali Asad Rizvi
Dissertation: Reinforcement Learning for Model-Free Output Feedback Optimal Control

Yusheng Wei
Dissertation: Truncated Predictor Based Feedback Designs for Linear Systems with Input Delay
Yuxin Xu
Dissertation: Cross-Layer Resource Provisioning for Long-Haul Fiber Optic Networks
Qianhuan Yu
Dissertation: Development of Heterogeneously Integrated Photodiodes on Silicon Nitride, Segmented Waveguide Photodiodes, and Zero-Bias Photodiodes

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Lavina Backman
Dissertation: The Design of High Entropy Ultra-High Temperature Ceramics for Oxidation Resistance
Cory Gordon Parker
Dissertation: Effect of the Air Plasma Spray Process on Rare Earth Silicate Coating Life

Pan Han
Hamed Joodaki
Dissertation: Development of a Framework for Restraint System Optimization, and Illustration for an Obese Anthropometry
Daniel Perez Rapela
Dissertation: Methodology for the Evaluation of Human Response Variability to Intrinsic and Extrinsic Factors including Uncertainties

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Jonathan Hughes
Dissertation: Online Adaptive Personalization of Supervised Learning Models in Mobile Health Treatment Systems

Kamran Kowsari
Dissertation: Diagnosis and Analysis of Celiac Disease and Environmental Enteropathy on Biopsy Images Using Deep Learning Approaches
Cody Aaron Pennetti
Dissertation: Quantifying the Resilience of Logistics Operations with Disaggregate Spatiotemporal Data for Transportation and Land Use Planning

Masters of Computer Science
Jiahao Cai
Emily Camacho
Yingying Chen
Kaiming Cheng
Yu Du
Vanshika Krishna Garikapati
Oindrila Ghosh
Minbiao Han
Tyler Michael Handley
William Zhou Li
Lu Lin
Arjun Malhotra
Bryant Hunter Murphy
Rohit Musti
Patrick Edwin Myers
Akanasha Nichrelay
Daniel Ernesto Perez Lazarte
Ahmadreza Rahimi
Chao Ran Wang
Zixinu Wang
Yingqiao Xiong

Masters of Engineering

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Helen Vanderpool Warner

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Kyle Joseph Ivester
Trung Anh Le
Scott Weinrich

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Sayed Hamidullah Adel
Sean Taylor Allen
Kristen Patricia Castilleja
Qais Ghaflari
Daniel Kenneth Golczewski
Nicholas George Vottero
Leon Vasken Vachoulian

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Bowen Chen
Yusheng Jiang
Weizhao Jin
Dawit Alemayehu Kahsay
Jyoti Kumari
Jing Li
Kai Luo
Zhidan Luo

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Distinguished Majors Program

Angelica Jasmin Melara
Seth Jacob Engel
Xutao Gao

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Jackson Christopher Collins

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Jonathan Moises Aspromonti
Eric L. Breeden
Adam Nelson Lee Carlson
Wen Ding
Michael Peter A. Donnelly
Kyle Anders Eklund
Ahmed Mahdi Habib
Allyson Marie Harris
Zechen Hu
James Hutson
Owen Robert Glover Joyce
Kenna Zeleke Kassa
Madina Mekhraliyevna
Khrushanova
Jesse Kopecynski
Elizabeth Ross Kukla
Fredrienne Elisabeth Langley
Kee Ho Lee
Shichen Li
Johanna Jean Loomba
Bryan James Martin
Andrew Christopher Moore
David Negrin
Talton Warren O’Neal
Peter Christopher Potecha
John Anthony Saad
Dalana Salyer
Andrew Patrick Schram
Randy Ladale Shields
Christopher Barrett Shutler
Sammart Singh
Paul Sira, Jr.
William Gene Truitt, Jr.
Leyla Z Urushanova
Timothy Yoth
Lei Wang
Sydney Williams
Alexander James Wilson
Xinshang Wu
Xiang Zhang
Yijia Zhang

Masters of Materials Science and Engineering
Kristyn Diane Andrey
Alexander Chmielinski
Ryan Michael Katona
Charles Thomas Miller

Masters of Science
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Xutao Gao

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Seth Jacob Engel
Angelica Jasmin Melara

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Alexander George Sarris
Sudhir K atheel Shenoy

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Faizan Ahmad
Wanyu Du
Aobo Yang

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Linyuan Guo

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
William Polk Moffat
Xuemeng Xia

MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Madeline Carlisle Collins
Benjamin Jerome Igo
Alex Ivan Jarama
Cody Matthew O’Cain
Watson Andrew Speivey

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Sanjana Mendu

Bachelors of Science
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Isabel Ruth Araujo
Sean Bergmann
Henry Thomas Blalock IV
Joseph Alexander Brink
Alejandro Britos
Alexander Young Brooks
David Austin Broome
Brett Brunsink
Seung Won Choi
Noah DeMatteo
Derrick Ebenezer Devairakkam
Max Diamond
Gino Giansante
Ari David Goldman
Cameron Barton Greer
Philip John Hays II
Conner Hsiang
Martin Keuchkerian
Sami Khatouri
Timothy Karri Mikael Mather
Joseph Anthony Medina
Matthew Taylor Moore
David Michael Normansell
Gabriel William Bodhi Norris
Andrew Bryan Oxford
Jamal Douglas Parker
Adelaide Pollard
Margaret Anne Pollard
Justin Robinson
William Anton Schafermeier
Connor Benjamin Segal
Jack Mcfarland Shea
Henry Walker Smith III
Huy D Tran
Hannah Umansky
Cristhian Vasquez Arboleda

BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
Termeh Ahi
Rohni Awasthi
Nathan Barefoot
Patrick James Beck
Caroline Bereuter
Peyton Thomas Billips
Nia Deconte Biblo
Robert Chase Boettner
Jillian Leigh Braclagia
Darryl K Brown II
Harry Worthley Burke III
Rebecca Ann Byrd
Lindsay Ann Carlesi
Chloe Yue-Shen Chang
Kevin Ly Chang
Ryan Alexander Clark
Sanamita Anne Clayton
Caitleen Anne Copeland
Matthew Kevin Cousins
Imah Atahh Diallo
Julia Kathryn Donlon
Olivia DuCharme
Regan Ashley Ellis
Lydia Erbaugh
Pamela Sofia Flintsch Medina
Briana Allison Fuller
Elzah Ghajar-Rahimi
Madison Paige Goldrich
Sally Sarah Greenberg
Connor Gilmore Grubbs
Ziyang Guo
Kelsey Elizabeth Hannifin
Lauren Elizabeth Harkins
Victoria Hinchberger
Allison Lyn Horenberg
Michael Murphy Hughes
Sruhti Savithri Jayaraman
Jessica Esther Kain
Abhishek Karkar
Brendan Patrick Kenefick
Chang Eui Kim
Anna Lam
LEYAO LI
Pai LI
Suzanne Elizabeth Litsyse
Lily May Lin
Georgia Mackenzie
Jessica Emma Mahoney
Sophia A. Martinesi
James Couper Massey
Jacob Jeffrey Mattricino
Meghan Rosemary McDermott
Patrick James Murphy
Benjamin Charles Neubert
Kaylee Madeline O’Donnell
Michael James O’Hanlon II
Benjamin Osborne
Saurav Pandey
Victoria Marie Parodi
Avinaash Krishna Pavuloori
Robert Teor Pazhwak
Brandon Minh-Truc Phan
Gabriel Victor Popescu
Christopher Edward Puglisi
Jasraj Singh Raghuvanshi
Michael Ramirez
Kelsie Lileana Reinaltt
Julia Copeland Riedy
Alma Rosa Rivera Eferigrino
Dana Katherine Schultz
Vincent Scinturro
Taylor Jovero Sealy

Radu Serbulea
Vikram Shadadi
An Thuy-Dinh Smith
Victoria Ramona Spina
Noah Benjamin Stern
Pallavi Swarup
Emma Charlotte Taylor-Fishwick
Anam Raj Tewari
Noah Brooks Vanerve
Dana Wang
Jason Woloff
Bowen Xiang
Justin Zhi-De Yao
Madison Yates
Sarah Zagorin

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Brian Abt
Naseem Agha
Julia Andreaozzi
Elias Anthony Azar
Kevin Bahati
Rachel Lee Berry
Christopher Hall Brodie
Clayton Prakash Burruss
Ethan Bush
Madeline Frances Clore
Jillian Marie Dane
Richard Thomas Dazoo
Matthew Edward Denecke
Schuyler John Dineen
Crag Nicholas Doody
Allison Kathleen Hermans
Davis Todd Klemman
Cameron Ross Lange
Michael Stephen Mace
Abby Cruse Magna
Nicholas Gabriel Malmgren
Christian Mcilvenna
Revathi Mohan
Jeremy Isaac Nathan
John Thuenan Nguyen
John Edward Pagan
Spencer Lee Plutchak
Nushaba Rashid
Gavin James Restifo
Rebecca Elizabet Richardson
Caitlin Rudy
Noah Lofton Rushin
Michael Ivan Schapowal
Sabrina Kim Stenberg
Amma Tahir
Fiona Teven-kahmawi
David Vann
Summer Angela Xu
Rahim Masoom Zaman
Jonathan Zheng

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Allyson Beaubien
Aleya Bade Bedir
Indigo Gail Breza
Samuel Adam Cave
Anna Cerf
Emily Catherine Chen
Kevin Corcoran
Richard Darrell Dobson
Joseph Kent Dunleavy
Beau Gutteridge
Charles Lewis Haywood V
Distinguished Majors Program

Jacob Matthew Hegemier
Hannah Herrmann
Klara Lahiri Hoherchak
Nicholas Ghoom Kim
Jane Pearl Long
Lindsey Elizabeth Maxwell
Marc Michael
Dorian Nguyen
Benjamin Nicholas Redfern
Michael Peyton Rice
Edler Saint-Jean
Kaila Stein
Meredith Keleigh Sutton
Brendan Charles Vachris

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Joshua Yedam You
William Tiger Zhang

RENAZ ABABOV
Andrew Abraham
Everett Stephen Adams
Pavlu Huja
Asad Ghani Aijazi
Akanksha Alok
Connor Edward Anderson
Cory Thomas Ayers
Rahul Batra
Trevor Daron Redsaul
Clark Benham
David Christopher Bennett
Michael Theodore Benos
Roman B Bohuk
Benjamin Farrow Brown
Eric Spencer Burbach
Damon Michael Cestaro
Charles Michael Chang
Kenneth Chen
Michael Edward Chinn
Jin Young Choi
Henry Daniel Clabby
Ryan James Coulter
Victor Manuel Cruz Contreras
Quinlan Emerson Dawkins
Luis Felpe de la Espriella
Luke Matthew Deni
Jillian Leigh DeWoody
Pranay Dubey
Eason Hill Duggan
Jack Houston Durning
Youssef Errami
Peter Jacob Ferrand
Yonathan Fisseha
Jacob Fullerton
Vineeth Gaddam
Draden S. Gaffney
Ivan Garg
Sean Thomas Gatewood
Owen Hans Gentry
Jeffrey Scott Gerken
Siddharth Ghati
John Philippe Girerd
Siddhant Goel
Sandra Johanna Gould
Rajayn Goyal
Sean Thomas Gugas
Robert Tate Haga
Sanjana Hajela
James Hamil
Amelia Grace Hampford
Christopher Han
Samuel Richard Hecht
Selwyn Nigel Hector, Jr.
Jack Herd
Alexander Wayne Hicks
Jiming Hu
Grace Madeline Huang
Conner Anthony Huson
Akhil Kumar Reddy Indutiri
Disha Jain
Sridharar Jayakumar
Mark Minjae Jeong
Johannes James Johnson
Chi Min Jung
Ryan Allen Kann
Habib Rahib Karaky
Ryan Patrick Kelly
Isabel Kershner
Branden Kim
Cory Junghoon Kim
Jason Ji-Ho Kim
Michael Andrezej Klaczynski
Adam Wayne Klein
Sai Kauhisut Konuri
Tanapol Kosolwatana
Samanta Marie Kosteln
Anthony James Lancaster
Corey Donovon Lando
Michael Dean Laterza
Kenneth Minh Le
Christopher Youngjin Lee
Gio Lee
Jhiyong Lee
Kane Keunil Lee
Paul School Lee
Sarah Sida Lei
Kyle David Leisure
Andrew Jacob Lewis
Eli Daniel Lifland
Tae Whoon Lim
Haotian Liu
Winston Liu
Cameron Victoria Lloyd
Mark Christian Maguire
Rahat Maini
Makonnen Makonnen
Jack Maxwell McManus
David Jacques Melani
Robert Thomas Michaels
John Xavier Morris
Steven Andrew Morrison
Carrington Williams Murphy
Amanda Marie Lorraine Murray
Kevin Naddoni
Taylor Nelson
Danielle Newman
Thien Alex Nguyen
Tho Ngoc Nguyen
Andrew Michael Niedringshaus
Nuzaha Nuzhat
Richard Francis Ohr
Benjamin William Saxton Ormond
Jacobo Pacheco
Brady Dawson Page
Nitesh Parajuli
Maxwell Truitt Patek
Daniel Patel
James Robert Patterson
John Ruben Perez
Dylan Lawrence Peters
Vivian Hoang Pham
Ryan Christopher Ritzo
Emily Louise Roberts
Cody Tyler Robertson
Shailesh Ram
Joshua Tyler Santana
Nicholas George Sarris
Nathanial Quinn Saxe
Jack Schumann
Samuel Shankman
Victor Shen
Yuelan Sheng
Kajal Sheth
Stephen Shiao
John Charles Short IV

Surbhi Singh
Vukesh Sitoula
Jacob Thomas Smith
Benjamin Douglas Spector
Nathanial Strawser
Austin Christopher Sullivan
Aditi Hemant Takte
Michael Ting
Stephen Joseph Thuringer
Samuel Ting
Peter Tran
Jii Tao Tsai
Jared Walter Tufts
Evan Tymanski
Chiraag Umesh
Ashish Upadhyaya
Frederic Scott Vallar
Matthew Edwin Vick
Aman Singh Vohra
Ian M Walk
Robert David Wallace
Hongjie Wang
John Watkins
Henry Powell Weber
Hunter Gray Williams
Michael Gerard Wood
Jack Holloway Workman
Bernice Regina Wu
Grace Wu
Tiger Wu
Jessica Tiger Xu
David Jackson Xue
Connor Shaw Yager
Ankith Gopikrishna Yennu
Andrew Jeesoo Yim
Alvin Yuan
James Yun
Daniel Zarco
Zijia Zeng
Carl Zhang
Kevin S Zheng
William Zheng
Haoran Zhu

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Dalton Nicholas Applegate
Finbar Curtin
Xiaochuan Ding
Jesse Elinor Dugan
Emily Flynn
Nathaniel Geerdts
Xiangwen Guo
Alex Handy
Jacob George Holton
Taylor Jayne Kramer
Joshua Aidan Lane
Hsing Chun Lin
Kelsi Ann Loudenslager
Thu Minh Tran
Michael Renen Traeynor
Adam Thomas Turfingr
Kathryn Louise Wason

ENGINEERING SCIENCE

Marin Blasdel
Rainie Ann Clasen
Dylan Tiger Cuffeigen
Alexander Joseph Knoop
Christian James May
Katelyn Elizabeth Salotto
Curry School of Education and Human Development

Ryan McLean Taylor
Goutham Subramanian Thiagarajan

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Justin Douglas Allen
Colin Campbell Allison
Todd Daniel Baber
Sandesh Banskota
Daniel Patrick Beatty II
Ethan Matthew Blundin
Ross Byers Bonnin
David James Braatz
Genesis Brockett
Joseph Tucker Bruce
Conner James Caruso
Katarina Jeanne Catallo
Juliana Marie Chapat
Sungwoo Cho
Joshua Choe
Miles Nicholas Coe
Maria Lilibeth Contreras
Trevor Christopher Cook
Nathaniel Thomas Craft
Emily Hope Davenport
Erika Davis
Samantha Joy Davis
Thomas James DeAngelis
Erich Demareae
Matthew Thomas Evanko
Andrew George Farrugio
Eva Fernia
Jacob Rhys Fishman
Christopher Henry Fitzpatrick
David Phillip Gordon
Emma Van Fox Grossman
Garrett Paul Hanrahan
Russell Hathaway
Adam Gregory Hershaft
William Brody Hicks
Arthur William Hofer
Joshua Max Holtzman
Dylan Scott Ishikawa
Michael Wu Jeong
Yongyi Jiang
Rojeen Hana Kamali
Yasmin Khaman
JeanLuc Zanotto Lapiere
Thomas Jae Lee
Brian Patrick Lembo
Brian Philip Litchen
Bradley Alan Mahaffey
Coke Smith Matthews IV
Megan Teresa Mazzatenta
William Vance McNicholas
Troy Patrick Meurer
Kevin Meyers
Jonathan Mattas Moon
Alexander Nazon
Ian James O’Donnell
Rachael Crystal Bynoe Osborne
Jesse Patterson
Tierra Jason-Jahnita Peerman
Kyle Anthony Peter
Dana Lee Poon
Jack Tingsstrom Purcell
Zhouchang Qiu
Jonathan Ramon Ramirez
Philip Michael Renkert
Alyssa Rorie
Zachary William Rosen

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Alexander Berton Rudin
Kristin Hannah Schmidt
Geoffrey W Shellady
Ian Bryce Shelton
Michael Shiu
Edwin Rand Sompoyrac, Jr.
Trevor Stutzman
Hong Tang
Isabella Marie Todaro
Clayton Michael Tondreau
Nathan Lee Tumperi
Samuel Tipton Varrieur
Christopher Wilks
Zachary James Wilson
Niphattha Wongwiset
Monica Lynne Wuhrer
David Fangda Xiao

Curry School of Education and Human Development

Conferral August 2, 2019

Doctors of Philosophy

Pilar Maria Alamans Valenzuela
Dissertation: Supportive Teacher-Child Interactions for Preschool Children Who Display Disruptive Behaviors

Rebekah Loughry Berlin
Dissertation: Understanding and Preparing for Ambitious Elementary Mathematics Instruction

Elizabeth A Bstrong
Dissertation: A Developmental Perspective on Bullying: Exploring Risk Factors from Preschool Through High School

James Peter Bywater
Dissertation: Designing Computer-Based Guidance to Support Teacher and Student Practices in Engineering and Modeling Projects

Yuane Jia
Dissertation: Methodological Considerations in School Climate Research

Samantha Jill Ludin
Dissertation: Teen Dating Violence: Associations with Individual and Contextual Factors

Marissa Malone
Dissertation: Grade Configuration, School Climate, and Academic Achievement in Middle Grade Students

Malachi Amon Richardson
Dissertation: Normalized Aggression: Exploring the Role of Normalized Beliefs in the Desensitization of Violence Exposed Youth

Maria Francisca Romo Escudero
Dissertation: Understanding Early Childhood Teachers’ Competence: Pedagogical Attention, Analysis, and Interpretation, and Decision-Making Skills

Andrea Dale Xisto

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Halle Rose Wine
Peter Worcester
Sophia Xiao
Amy Jia-Lu Xie
Daniel Li Xu
Angela Yi
Jacob Stephen Ziller
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Marie Martz</td>
<td>Doctors of Education</td>
<td>Dissertation: A Framework for Executive Leadership of Continuous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Counts Mauck</td>
<td></td>
<td>Improvement in K-12 Public School Districts: Learning from Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Theresa Maxfield</td>
<td></td>
<td>and Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Rainier Medrano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle B. Menezes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Nicole Hillman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Michelle Morano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarice Jeanette Morris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Anthony Myers, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Marie Nefl</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankyke Renee Owens</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Harold Phillips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Terrell Phillips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louise Hamilton Pierson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meredith Dentes Powers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Marie Purnell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachay Lynn Rachau</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melora Lane Ramos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jody McCurdy Randolph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaia Richards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Reid Roettger</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alma Geiser Sandusky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidilunde Porter Santos</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gayatri Sardana</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy Andrew Shafer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilie Siciliano</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Cecelia Simmons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susie S Smallwood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stormy Tses Darrow Stoneburner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Arthur Thompson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Taylor Thornton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Nikole Torres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Renea Ultsch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Barbara Vislosky</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Elizabeth Walker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Elizabeth Waters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Lewis Watson</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Wharam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Joan White</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Woolheater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhong Xi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Sympon Yorke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Masters of Education</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Juliet Catherine Amann</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Marie Barnes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Hubbard Barnes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Beard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Bylen Brodhead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth Walker Bryan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elaine Bunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Francis Butler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Hee Byun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phillip Raymond Call</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Beth Capobianco</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Mills Chamberlain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audrey Bernandino Clavarell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Emack Cochrane-Braswell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holly E. Cole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aimee Kathleen Connolly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Tyler Conroy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Lee Coolman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason H Croy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Marie Craft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Crichlow-Ball</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Presto Cruz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Bridges Czerwinski</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda G. Drinnon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracie V. Evans-Mastrella</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farren Diane Francis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Whitley Garber</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Sofia Gonzalez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Haag</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Elizabeth Hancock</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Marie Harkins</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shazia Amber Hashmi</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Alexis Hayman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Pritchett Hayward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Brinelle Heasley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiera Elizabeth Heatwole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Lee Hilbert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Bowe Hirth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Miller Hough</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avenlea Howard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristy Ann Huu</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Kassabian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Maitland Fossel Kelso</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasey Lam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gale Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon Sook Lee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Lynn Long</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Kyle Lowery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mollie Gallippea Luberkin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travis Adams Maddry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Lightsey Martin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Bachelors of Science in Education</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Baker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Cochran Hernandez</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Kotliar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent Alan Morris</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Amote Wanzer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Conferred December 19, 2019</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rose Marie Cole</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Higher Education for Global Citizenship: An Interpretive Policy Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gopal Midha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: Principal Meetings and the Creation, Retention, and Transfer of Professional Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Ware Stark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissertation: We’re Trying to Create a Different World: Educator Organizing in Social Justice Caucuses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Masters of Education</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Rose Allan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Bransfield Benoit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arielle Nicole Carpenter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runzhi Chen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Margaret Dill</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Finn Duffy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Elizabeth Evans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Reel Foster</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia Marie Fox</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Evans Gillman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maia Girard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Claire Haines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Michelle Hansford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orland Erad Henry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Mae Holt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinyoung Hwang</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Kristin Kersey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Krutal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derrik Thomas Legler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Kelley Liddell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Marie Long</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Rosalind Luxmoore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsie Shea McCuller</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Adriana Michonski</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Ann Mills</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Mitaritonna, Jr.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Christina Moore</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley Michelle Mshomha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lull Nachman</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Michelle Nagy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cara Norton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Molfett Priddy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evdoxia Reissis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Anne Rettie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Rae Rooney</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia August Ruth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Emile Schnyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Seymour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Curry School of Education and Human Development

Conner Stuart Bowman
Noelle Branch
Leah Beth Brooks
Monica Campbell
Erin Olivia Copeland
Collin Dean
Stephanie McRae Dugan
Katherine Ann Grossman
Bryce Donnelly Hall
Courtney Nicole Kait
Kaitlyn LeAnne Lipscomb
Jordan Tyler Mack
Valerie Joyce Martin
Emma Leah Montgomery
Kimberly Marie Rieder
Molly Roberts Roberson
Claire Michaela Robinson
Emily Mackenzie Stern
Lily Ann Winkler

Conferred May 17, 2020

Doctors of Philosophy

Andrea Louise Bacllow
Dissertation: Clinical Evaluation of Foot, Knee, and Hip Measures Relative to Patellofemoral Pain
Sarah Kate Benson
Dissertation: A Comparative Case Study of Jordanian Inclusion Policies and Practices
Stephan Gerwig Bodkin
Dissertation: Optimizing Health-care Decision-Making Following ACL-Reconstruction
Catherine Corbin
Dissertation: Understanding Teacher-Student Relationships and Teachers’ Psychological Adjustment as Multifaceted and Co-Developing Classroom Processes
Katherine Ariel Cornett
Dissertation: Elementary Social Studies Teaching and Learning in a Standards-Based Multi-Age Classroom
Nicholas Kevin Erdman
Dissertation: Clinical Utility of the Dual-Task Assessment of Sport Concussion in Collegiate Athletes
Matthew Charles Ericson
Dissertation: Community College Transfer Student Pathways in Virginia
Emily Meagan Heiston
Dissertation: The Impact of Acute Exercise on Vascular Insulin Sensitivity
Abbis Haider Jaffri
Dissertation: Examining Neuromuscular Adaptation in Foot and Ankle Injuries Using Ultrasound Imaging
Preston Lane Magouirk
Dissertation: Cross-Sector

Program Selection, Quality Improvement, and System-Building in Early Childhood Education: Evidence from a Statewide Reform in Louisiana
David Nicholas Martin
Theresa Noelle Melton
Dissertation: Staying Positive: Using a Positive Youth Development Framework to Explore the Contribution of Ecological and Individual Assets to Youth Development
Polina Pavlovna Mischenko
Dissertation: What It Takes to Teach Mindfulness in Elementary School: A Qualitative Study of Teachers Delivering the Compassionate Schools Project Curriculum
Amanda Renea Rawlins
Dissertation: Literacy Maturity and the Magnocellular Theory of Dyslexia: Implications for Clinical Diagnosis
Alexis Rutt
Dissertation: Preparing Secondary Science Pre-Service Teachers to Teach in Linguistically Diverse Classrooms
Casynd Ann Thomas
Dissertation: Examining Opportunities to Learn and Enact Ambitious Instruction, Culturally Responsive Teaching, and Culturally Relevant Pedagogy in Mathematics Education

Doctors of Education

Ernest Benjamin Allen V
Dissertation: A Seat at the Table: Using Culturally Responsive Leadership to Provide Equitable and Excellent Opportunities for All Students
John Baker
Ginger Lee Griffin
Dissertation: The Relationship of Adverse Childhood Experiences to Cognitive, Behavioral and Emotional Functioning in Children
Craig Andrew Herrig
Dissertation: A Study of Feedback Practices to Enhance Teacher Performance
Jennifer Hertzberg
Dissertation: Leadership, Organizational Routines, and Innovation: A Study of the Implementation of Project Based Learning in Three Elementary Schools
Erik Scott Maginnis
Susan Angela Ross
Dissertation: Using the Four Pillar Practices and Constructive Developmental Theory as Lenses for Transformational Learning in Principal Professional Learning

Education Specialist

Summer Lianne Hall

Masters of Education

James Alexander Adkins
Al Husain Ahmed
Stuart Wayne Akers, Jr.
Kenn Leigh Alden
Meredith Allendorff
Mark E Altemus, Jr.
Kathleen Sarah An
Alexander Fonseca Andrade
Marcus Kevin Applefield
Collin Wade Arthur
John Baer
Peyton Elizabeth Baldwin
Kelly Burke Barrett
Gregory Alan Barroso, Jr.
Anne Elizabeth Basham
Jacob Edward Bear
Katrina Bell
Lindsey Christine Belle
Melanie Holloway Blending
Eva S Blau
Marija Bogavac
Monica B. Boyce
Peyton Brooks
Aiyanna Rene Bundy
Rachel Burnett
Casey Danielle Burton
Bethany Laurel Case
Chelsea Mullaney Christensen
Randall T Clement
Dennis Wayne Clemons
Leah Danielle Coleman
Kelsey Shane Conlan
Johanna Smith Coulter
Tanner Drew Cowley
Kristina Kaye Crossman
Julia Lynn Dalby
Andrew Fanoe Davis
Lindsey Christine D’Aversan
Linda Day
Elizabeth Ann King D’Cruz
Kimberley Lee Diaz
Allison Ann Dickson-Lewis
Grant Michael Donahue
Jaclyn Dosik
Aiyana Dionne Doswell
Hannah Margaret Dowdy
Cheryl Diane Drew
Sarah Robinson Du Bose
Eiviston Gerald Duhon
Jennifer Frances Dula

Jessica Erin Dye
David Jackson Edwards
Andrew William Ern
Jennifer Wieberg Evans
Thomas Thomson Ferrier V
Jennifer Marie Flack
Cynthia Burns Flannery
Rebecca Suzanne Furth
Tucker Gamble
Regina Dawn Garrett
Julie Gellman
James Joseph Gilroy IV
Joseph J. Glover
Michael Joseph Gorman
Terry Pritchard Graff
Samantha Jean Groover
Andrew Daewon Han
Eljah James Hanback
Chesdin Reid Harrington
Jessica Marie Harris
Erin Ries Harruy
Elnora Margrethe Hobbs Heller
Sarah Lindsey Hendrickson
Courtney Marie Hevener
Sofia Hirt
James Austin Howe
Yingji Hu
Yuyang Hu
Mingming Huang
Andrew Phillip Johnson
Matthew Jones
Granville Segar Jordan
Thomas Peter Kane
Katherine Grace Kegley
Thomas Reed Kellam
John Kinney
David Kutus
Kristina Anne Marie Kyer Schools
Katherine Elizabeth Lane
Peter M Laub III
Abigail Lawhorne
Katherine Grace Lawlor
Stephany Maria Lazo
Jenna Leace
Ye Rin Lee
Tianjiao Li
Alexis Carrie Lomax
William Tyler Love
Katherine Lenz Hillgrove Lowry
Kaitlin Elizabeth Mason Loy
Szuy Lu
Jessica Leigh Lusby
Cameron Harley MacDonald
Clark Madden
Andrew James Marshall
Patrick Edward Martin
Taylor Johnson Martinez
Rebecca Anne McCallister
Rebecca Marguerite McCray
Erica Morgan McGann
Lindsay Gray Zano Millman
Madison Hart McNabb
Elisabeth Sophie Merten
Ashley Meyer
Jennifer Kathryn Mooney
Elizabeth Lyerly Moring
Katherine Meagan Munies
Ethan Burt Navarro
Kelsey Newcomb
Kelly North

1 Distinguished Majors Program
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Matthew Connor Novak
Jelena Novakovic
Karen Michele Ochoa
Catherine Olsen
Erika Osherow
Selvia Oszo
Sarah Anne Owens
Elizabeth Palmer
Sarah Augusta Parker
Jennifer Dian Paulin
Jessica Elyse Perkins
Cathleen P Pinkerton
Kirstjen Pollock
Janice Prichett
Victoria Pung
Alicia Marie Reeves
Michael Patrick Remchuk
Leanna Blake Rippey
Jessica H. Robertson
Elizabeth Secor Delaney Robinson
Natalie Elise Rodriguez-Nelson
Mannikka LaShon Rosa
Matthew Robert Rowe
Nadine Elisabeth Rozell
Miranda Salerno
Eugene Avery Sawyer
Bridget Kathryn Scanlon
Christopher Stephen Sharp
Lauren Nicole Shaw
Emily Katherine Sherrod
Alexander Loomis Simms
Elizabeth Rider Siphron
Laura Alaine Sirgany
Ainsley Meghan Jiang Lan Smith
Bianca Smith
Lucy Gordon Smith
Evan Johnson Sperling
Elspeth Splain
Christine Marie Stewart
Timothy P Straka, Jr.
Katherine Virginia Sublett
Bridge Ann Sweeney
Erin M Sweeney
Frank Alexander Takacs
Robert Preston Tata
Michael D Teter
Kirsten Bonham Theobald
Alexandra Nicole Thomas
Anna Caroline Todd
Megan Tribble
Grace Elizabeth Tripp
Jordan Albert Truda
Kiawen Tu
Rondell Tucker, Jr.
Fernando Uribarri
Kelly Elizabeth Vega
Amanda Vite
Lanitra Patrice Wade
Hannah Dianne Watson
Natalia Maria Wittek
Taylor Woloszynski
Caroline S Worcester
Vita Fay Wu
Ruohan Xia
Daniel Yonas
Haley Jo Yost
Amy G Young
Samuel Patrick Young
Nicholas Adam Zambrano
Ruija Zhang
Masters of Science
Michael Austin
Makienzie Larson
Symone' Kayla McCullough
Mitchell James Popielec
Masters of Teaching
Rachel Fischer Alberts
Megan Christine Appleton
Laura Leinaala Sumiko Austin
Jazmyn Monique Beckford
Kasey Chieko Bueno
Olivia Roxanne Bunting
Trenton David Burmeister
Emilvann Yasmine Burr
Matthew Miles Chaney
Raina Ann Clasen
Samantha Marie Clavelli
David Edgar Clower II
Christine Elizabeth Codd
Austin Roger Warner Conway
Abigail Copley
Brittany Anne Cramer
Robert Gerard Culhane
Tyler James Curran
Olivia Madison Davis
Stephanie Elizabeth Dezio
Bridget Flynn Drain
Grant Thomas Fabian
Maya Zuerner Falicov
Naira Feraudon
Justin Ferranto
Riley Jo Giles
Erikka Elizabeth Golf
Helen Farrell Goggins
Bianca Kathleen Gray
Elizabeth Wilkes Hamlin
Julia Zuzanna Havel
Molly Frances Heck
Shiny Ann Kim Henderson
Elizabeth Jane Higdon
Emma Katherine Hilldrup
Nicole Parfitt Holohan
Emily Diane Hooker
Lily Grace Hungardland
Mary Anna Husk
Lindsay Anne Jefferson
Rickquan Charliţre Whittle Jones
Kelly Tatiana Shaina La Poll
Ciara Alexis Leonard
Lauren Ann-Marie Lewis
Xinyu Li
Krista Lachelora Mahoney
Rachel Morgan Malinowski
Sarah Katherine Mast
Christine Marie McDaniel
Jessica Elaine Moskowitz
Yvonne Kim Nguyen
Ashley Margaret Nichols
Lauren Elisabeth O'Donnell
Abigail Reta Philips
Isabella Andrea Pizzo
Emily Rose Rapavi
Kyndra Santeshe Riley
Kevin Alexander Rinald
Eileen Rosenberg
Madeleine Beth Rushing
Caleb Alexander Selph
Lei Shang
Allison Elizabeth Shields
Hope Caroline Sikora
Haven Anne Simon
Emily Marie Spears
Joshua Todd Sporre
Maureen Elizabeth Stinem
Sarah Elisabeth Strong
Marshall Swing
Sana Tauchi
Sarah Ann Thomas
Charisse Jahrel Thompson
Sindhuра Vadlamani
Victoria Alexandra Whited
Brendan Wolfe
Christie Xin
Jiaqi Xu
Benjamin Murray Young
Bachelors of Science in Education
Mary Anna Adams
Fatimah Bunyaminu Alhassan
Noheini Cristine Almaguer
Victoria Adrianna Alvarez
Kelly Anne Araui
Kiley Susan Banker
Margaret Rose Barilla
Caroline Julia Beck
Makeda Berhane
Rita Moore Bodrog
Olivia Roxanne Bunting
Luke Jeffrey Burns
Kerry Bush
Callie Ilee Butler
Katheryn Bryan Butler
Kimberly Elizabeth Caceres
Emma Helwig Call
Aiden Arthur Carroll
Kayla Lynn Chapman
Leilani Me Reapor Chu
Madelyn Gillions Clevinger
Sara Travers Cliborne
Mackenzie Lauren Cooper
Kayla Marie Currie
Haley Paige Davis
Shea Marie Davis
Ryan Lee Dawson
Maeve Patricia Devlin
Kaitlynn Tatiana Diaz
Kiernan Richard DiMeglio
Grace Donohue
Gregory James Doye
Caroline Marie Dundervill
Ali Moustaľa El-Araby
Aurora Kathleen Emmons
Jack Austin Erickson
Georgia Ilganoa Farthing
Angelica Fasano
Benjamin Terhune Feldman
Eri Flores
Timothy Julian Francis
Ashley Monique Frederick
Miranda Victoria Furtado
Nicole Gannow
Celine Gil
LaMaria Miona Glass
Alisha Marie Gorzak
Keonna Nicole Gravely
Rachel Elizabeth Green
Rachel Pascual Griffin
Hannah Cailln Gross
Valeria Gutierrez Cruz
Julia Youngsue Hahn
Madeline Brown Higgins
Sarah Elizabeth Holland
Matthew Jordan Houlff
Madison Nicole Howell
Jane Kathryn Hubler
James Matthew Huff
Olivia Ashlyn Ingram
Claire Pearce Janek
Kaitlyn Rose Kalfus
Lia Karaoli
Madison Karten
Robert Todd Kirks
Allison Marie Kowalewski
Caitlin Lee
Rachel Alaina Levinson
Sarah Elizabeth Lindamood
Amy Elizabeth Murphy
Nivardo Loyo Villalobos
Jaiyi Lu
Jay Thomas Maixner
Charles Bennett Mantooth
Kelly Alexis Martin
Bryn Audrey Masson
Aleah Hewitt Michael
Caroline Regina Milikin
Mackenzie Alexander Miller
Chloe Athena Moker
Savannah Destiny Morris
Connor Rene Murphy
Ana Cristina Myrtetus
Madeline Patricia Myrtetus
Kyleigh Ryan Negus
Khuong Doan Nguyen
Sarah Anne Nordstrom
Jared Tyler Norton
Kaela Nicole Obermeyer
Timothy Oladamola Olukanni
Mary Carpenter Ottley
Kristal Nana Hemaa Owusu-Yaw
Sarah Domenique Paquette
Juliana Elisabeth Parra
Miranda Jo Perezov
Martha Claire Prioleau
Haylee Nicole Puller
Oona Quinn
Kennedy Noreen Radix
Olivia Ann Rampersaud
Katie Skye Robbins
Zoe Nelson Sadugar
Olivia Grace Sargent
Sarah Renee Saunders
Makienzie Alexis Scanlon
Charlotte Love Scharenberg
Emily Elizabeth Schmidt
Megan Lynn Schoenholtz
O’Linda Blaise Sevier
Teonna Unique Sharpe
Camryn Gray Shendow
Hailey Marie Singleton
Thomas Bailey Snead
Sarah Beth Snow
Nathan Reese Stewart
Carlee Marie Strathmann
Sarah Elisabeth Strong
Minsi Sun
Sana Tauchi

1 Distinguished Majors Program
School of Architecture

Young Ha Kwon
Leslie Johnson Ladd
Austin Michael Lake
Bevin Elizabeth Landry
Harrison Michael Lands
Daniel Anthony Lantz
Daniel James Lapshuska
James Lee Lapp
Brian Charles Larsen
Joseph Michael Lawler, Jr.
Thy Thy Linh Le
Clement Jonathan Le Royer
Burton Pierce Lee II
Stephen Matthew Leff
Rachel Marie Letier
Michael Patrick Lemon, Jr.
Rafael Fidel Leonardo
Hoylum Leung
Rodrigo Leyva Castro
Cairong Li
Chenyang Li
Fue Li
Marcia WeiYi Liang
Max Philip Linden
William Edward Loeb
James Christian Lonergan
Yun Lou
Mo Yang Lu
Timothy Paul Lu
Benjamin M. Lucy
Anne Chandler Lykes
Zachary Samuel Lynch
Meghan Elizabeth Lyons
Alison Leigh Mackenzie
Stuart Jay Mahoney
Aman Malik
William Robert Maloni, Jr.
Christopher Herman Martin
Maria Jimena Mateo
Mridul Manoj Kumar Mathur
Elizabeth Pinckney Maybank
Chloe Elizabeth Mayo
Annapriya Mazur
Alyssa Marie Mazzarini
Tyler Kenneth McCoy
Shannon Margaret McDonal
Daniel Patrick McDonough
Patrick McGarey, Sr.
Timothy Joseph McGrady
Robert Melnerney
Steven Matthew McIntyre
Lee Massey McLaughlin III
Alexandra Medack
Clovis Mendes Duarte Junior
Carolyn Estelle Mernick
Adam Miller
Davis Kirk Miller
Jane Catharine Milne
Jaron Moler
Andrew Allen Moore
Elizabeth Reagan Moore
Adrian Moral Arteaga
Elizabeth Benton Morley
Alexander William Muirohead
Michelle Mullany
Mary E Murphy
Aruna Nagarajan
Tenzin Namdol
Jagdeesh Manickam Neelakantan
Peter Alan Nguon
Naoki Nishimura
Kevin Finnap Njenga
Harold Lebron North III
Laura Jane Null
Michael Stephen Obar
Morgan Conner Oblinsky
Conor J. O'Brien
Vanessa Oliveira Lipee
Christopher George Olsen
James Olsen
Joyce Yi Su Ong
Emily Jane Orr
Isaac Graham Ostlund
Oluwasindara Bolattoy Oyekola
Hugh Martin Pace
Abyhav Pachauri
Richard Austen Packer
Jade Moona Palamino
Tian Pan
Abigail Pape
Elliott Fleming Parks
Vineet Paruchuri
Bhavin Patel
Jay Patel
Jennifer Evelyn Paucke
Lixin Peng
Alyssa Nahir Perez-Melendez
Charles Frost Perkins
Alexander Alden Peterson
Christopher Joseph Petkas
Justin Michael Perlini
Andrew Donald Pettit
Ravi Kesan Smivas Pidikiti
Yogita Pidikiti
Sean Michael Pierce
Tiffany Ann Pillifant
John Mark Pittman, Jr.
Javier Jose Pluta
Geoffrey Michael Ponting
Jonas Porc Ferrar
Robert Andrew Stewart Potts
Preejit Prakash
Christian Edwards Pratt
Elizabeth Ann Higgins Preston
Thomas Benjamin Price II
Victoria Pung
Sameer Raina
Raphael Jay Yap Ramirez
Matthew Joseph Redmer
Michael Reed
Brian Joseph Reid
Pengheng Ren
Katherine Laura Richard
Christopher Ahih Richardson
Ryan Ritchie
Chawit Rochanakit
Werth Roberts Roddy
Stephen Walter Roe
Michael Lee Roebeck
Jacqueline Nicole Rogers
Clarke Emmett Ryan
Antonio Rodrigo Periquet Salud
Jade Elise Salvador
Benjamin Louis Salvito
Ryan James Salwei
Carissa J Sanchez
Manuel Sanchez-Maldonado
Nicholas Sands
Berthin Saragh
Bridget Kathryn Scanlon
David Phillip Schippers IV
Geoffrey I. Schmelkin
Ericka Jean Schubert
Guy Andrew Schwartz
John Peter Schwarz
John Warren Shadock
Shawn Mehul Shah
Sara Shannon
Linyun Shao
Lauren Elizabeth Shaw
Taylor Anne Shepard
Parth Sethi
Elizabeth P. Sidamon-Eristoff
Gautam Siddhartha
William Christian Siemer
Aditya Pratap Singh
Aditi Sinha
Vivekanand Sista
Christopher Richard Skinner
Cassandra Marie Skittle
Jacob A. Slater
Lauren Emily Sless
Spencer Eric Small
Alexis Mary Smith
Bianca Smith
Shea Smith
Le Michael Song
Ryan Christopher Sosh
Rachel Wood Southall
Alexander James Spencer
Gretchen Marie Spencer
Scott Steever
Heleena Natalia Kanzian Stefanowicz
Chloe Marie Stegman
Natalie Russell Stoll
Nathan Adams Stratton
Ashwin Suguna Balan
Brett Joseph Sullivan
Lan Sun
Yujing Sun
Noelle Stearns Surprise
Facundo Tabbia
Brad Takei
Courtney Anne Tammin
Eugene Hong Tan
Siwa Tang
Britton M. Taubenfeld
Luz Felipe Teixeira Brandao
Daniel Thompson Tempest
Dan McKeithan Thomason, Jr.
Elizabeth King Thompson
Moroleke Thompson
Eric Tillman
Erin C. Tolsi
Sharon Torho
Ryan Eaton Tully
Robby Turk
Jason Turner
Eric Christopher Tyo
Lynden Alexis Unger
Nathaniel Valaik
Tulika Vardhan
Shalendra Kumar Varma
Frederick James Vaughn
Henrique Vaz Angolino Nobre
Gaurav Verma
Rusth Alejandro Vega Lopez
James Daniel Vetter
Alexander Church Waeschle
Eric Anton Wallace
Duoning Wang
Naida Wang
Winifred Warner
Katharine Watson
Dylan Ellis Weber
Stephen Weir
Benjamin Scott Werner
Dalton Werner
Samuel Jennings Werner
Richard Holliday Weston, Jr.
Logan White
Robert Andrew Wiederecht
Victoria Lynne Wiegand
Roger Francis Wieland, Jr.
Carson Harvey Willoughby
Aaron Matthew Wilson
Michael Paul Winston
Agnes Reddin Woltz
Cristina Isabel Wong-Nomura
Conor Buchanan Wood
Vita Fay Wu
Kyle Wyper
Li Xiao
Deepta Singh Yaduvanshi
Bingjing Yao
Adam James Yates
Michael Allan Yedell
Martin Z Zaptryanov
Carolyn Leigh Zelikow
Cong Zeng
Olivia Xiaqing Zhou
Wei Zhou
Rebecca Bryan Ziehm
Eric C Zishka

1 Distinguished Majors Program

School of Architecture

Conferred December 19, 2019

Masters of Architecture

Yudou Huang
Samuel Adams Johnson
Hutchins Thomas Landfair
Kun Liu
Sherry Xue Yi Ng
Edward Arthur Taylor
Brian Richard Waite
Weifang Wu
Zhenkang Zhai
Yaqi Zhang

Masters of Landscape Architecture

Xinhui Chen
Yu Cheng
Mengyuan Duan
Xitong He
Qiya Li
Wanyi Li
Hangxing Liu
Liwei Liu
Yuting Ruan
Huiru Shen
Kazufumi Shimomura
Yuchen Sun
School of Nursing

Edward Arthur Taylor
Yao Tong

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
David Alexander Birkenthal
Anna-Elizabeth Lawler
Stephanie Kay Lopez
Rachel Mee Moon

Bachelor of Urban and Environmental Planning
Savannah Knisley

Conferred May 17, 2020
Doctor of Philosophy
THE CONSTRUCTED ENVIRONMENT
Leigh Carroll Miller
Dissertation: Being (in) Between: Space and Subjectivity in Video Game Worlds

Masters of Architectural History
Robert Louis Brandon Edwards
Wade Hampton Goodrich

Masters of Architecture
Brandon Gregory Adams
Jiawei Chen
Xinghan Chen
Tianqi Chu
Jiaying Deng
Samuel Eric Feldman
Qing Feng
Kristina Marie Fisher
Lydia Christine Fulton
Jacob Antonio Gianni
Joshua Robert Hadley-Goggin
Xuting Jin
Rita John
Cameron Blake Kayne
Alex Kaitlyn Kiehl
Taylor Galen Kitchens
Sihan Lai
Katherine Gail LaRose
Jonathan Brian Lewis
Katherine A Lipkowitz
Yen-Han Liu
Linx Li
Jiawei Luo
Shixun Lyu
Hannah Jane Mattheis
Christopher Patrick Murphy
Mingyue Nan
Michael Joel Peterson
Jonah Matthew Pruitt
Matthew Reger
Chengxin Sha
Palak Atul Shah
Jingyi Shen
Carlos Andres Soria Galvarro Duran
Fei Wang
Clifford Barrett Weaver

Xinyi Xia
Xianwen Xu
Yi Yang
Yunfan Yang
Haitong Yu
Wenyuan Yu
Jingyao Zhang
Shuru Zhang
Shan Zhu
Zi Zhuo

Masters of Landscape Architecture
Zhenfang Chen
Kevin Thatcher Gerike
Gaelle Jeanne Alice Marie Gourmelon
Yangquanqian Hu
Jingwei Jiang
Danni Jin
Xiaowei Lin
Chloe Delaney Nagraj
Stephen Andrew Spears
Taryn Wiens
Nicholas Burwell Wintkofski
Qiheng Xu
Xingyu Yang
Ziyuan Yang
Qinmeng Yu
Shuru Zhang

Masters of Urban and Environmental Planning
Hunter A Berry
Kui Cai
Kellen Olivia Dunnavant
Joseph Tyler Hinkle
Jordan Hollinger
Julian Hyer
Jason Andres Inofuentes
Pranjal Sharma
Maria Farangese Tahamtani
Han Wang
Chenjie Xiong

Bachelors of Architectural History
Sarah Hirschfeld
Carlos Marie Latessa

Bachelors of Science
ARCHITECTURE
Waqas Al Mulhim
Katherine Lee-Ann Alexander
Evelyn Marie Andrusis
Andrea Aragon
Ariana Arenus
Telmam Bayasgalan
Zachary Joseph Bismark
Caitria Hooper Boomsma
Jonathan E Calle Silva
Kelsea Victoria Champ
Olivia Cleary
Lauren Haley Crino
Emmett Harrison DeBree
Grace Elaine Murphy Douthit
Lauryn Elizabeth Downing
Eric Joseph Duong
Karim Moustafa El-Araby
Elizabeth Fentress
Keaton Haigh Fisher
Mary Katherine Francis Graeff
Caroline Carr Grant
Andre Victor Grospe
Meghan Amber Hale
Sara Elizabeth Hall
Tristan Alexander Hamrick
Amanda Kathryn Harlow
Shelby Lynne Heard
Inhwi Hwang
Malcolm Fulton Ilinsky
Madeleine Katherine Iribarren
Gene Thomas Jones, Jr.
Tarin Alexander Jones
Anthony Matthew Kershaw
Seshi Elilam Konu
Grant Mathew Kuczler
Timothy Gray Lasley
Claire Whitman Lennarz
Emry Reed McKane
Samantha Mellecker
Holden Sho Miles
Sarah Elizabeth Miller
Thomas Rhodes Miller
Finn Sebastian Moran
Abram John Nolan
Alexa Nitin Patel
Yumeng Qu
David Willard Rodgers
Aubigail Virginia Rollette
Ryan Wiley Shih
Paige Elizabeth Simmons
Ines Sofic
Myles Shea Spadaccini
Adam Hunter Spector
Allison Vi Ta
Ailsa T Thai
Carly Michael Tominovich
Stephen Patrick Van Buren
Garret Rhys Vercoe
Nita Wareechatchai
Elizabeth Michele Wiersma
Andrea Zabkowski
Xingyu Zhang
Diyu Zheng

Bachelors of Science
ECONOMICS
Grace Eliza Murphy Douthit
Lauryn Elizabeth Downing
Eric Joseph Duong
Karim Moustafa El-Araby
Elizabeth Fentress
Keaton Haigh Fisher
Mary Katherine Francis Graeff
Caroline Carr Grant
Andre Victor Grospe
Meghan Amber Hale
Sara Elizabeth Hall
Tristan Alexander Hamrick
Amanda Kathryn Harlow
Shelby Lynne Heard
Inhwi Hwang
Malcolm Fulton Ilinsky
Madeleine Katherine Iribarren
Gene Thomas Jones, Jr.
Tarin Alexander Jones
Anthony Matthew Kershaw
Seshi Elilam Konu
Grant Mathew Kuczler
Timothy Gray Lasley
Claire Whitman Lennarz
Emry Reed McKane
Samantha Mellecker
Holden Sho Miles
Sarah Elizabeth Miller
Thomas Rhodes Miller
Finn Sebastian Moran
Abram John Nolan
Alexa Nitin Patel
Yumeng Qu
David Willard Rodgers
Aubigail Virginia Rollette
Ryan Wiley Shih
Paige Elizabeth Simmons
Ines Sofic
Myles Shea Spadaccini
Adam Hunter Spector
Allison Vi Ta
Ailsa T Thai
Carly Michael Tominovich
Stephen Patrick Van Buren
Garret Rhys Vercoe
Nita Wareechatchai
Elizabeth Michele Wiersma
Andrea Zabkowski
Xingyu Zhang
Diyu Zheng

School of Nursing

Conferred August 2, 2019
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Kathryn Ann O’Keefe
Capstone: Intervening on Moral Distress: Intensive Care Unit Nurses and the Moral Distress Map

Masters of Science in Nursing
Graeme Andrew Bannerman
Kathryn Anne Barger
Sarah Chilson
Sarah Marie Clore
Keith James Denny

Conferred May 17, 2020
Doctors of Nursing Practice
Paula Chikadoilaittey
Capstone: Assessing Health Literacy to Improve Heart Failure Self-Management Through Video-Based Education Counseling

Suzanne Webb Cobleigh
Capstone: Milesea Music Intervention Within a Complex Psychiatric Population

Keith James Denny
Capstone: Do Participants Retain Tourniquet Skills Twelve or More Weeks After Initial Hemorrhage Control Training?

Shaina Naomi Escriberno-Miranda
Capstone: Program Evaluation of a Pilot Occupational Stress Program

Kathryn May Gallanosa
Capstone: Educational Interventions for Primary Care Providers to Promote a Trauma-Informed Care Approach in a Student Health Setting

Dana Garand
Capstone: Improving Urodynamic Prediction of Non-Neurogenic Underactive Detrusor in Adult Male Patients

Jessica Green
Capstone: Program Evaluation of a Quality Improvement Intervention to Increase Provider Adherence to National Guidelines for Metabolic Monitoring in Psychiatric Patients

Suzanne Elise Laux
Capstone: Implementation of

1 Distinguished Majors Program
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a Universal Screening Program for Postpartum Depression in the Primary Care Setting

Elizabeth Lawwill
Capstone: Implementation of a Sepsis Alert to Improve Timely Sepsis Care: A Quality Improvement Project

Caitlin Michele Matzke
Capstone: Incorporating Team-STEPPS Training to Improve Staff Collaboration in an Academic Level One Emergency and Trauma Center

Tamela McGraw-Schenck
Capstone: Continuous Lateral Rotation Therapy Training to Promote Adherence to Evidence-Based Practice Guideline in a Medical Intensive Care Unit

Gabriela Emalynne Paniagua-Stolz
Capstone: Impact of a Primary Care Navigation Training for Promotoras de Salud

Robin Louise Smith
Capstone: Program Evaluation of Shared Governance Practice and Perception for Registered Nurses in a Community Hospital Setting

Susan Elaine Stuart
Capstone: Evaluation of an Education Program to Improve Self-Management in Newly Diagnosed Individuals with Multiple Sclerosis

Nana Agyeiwaa Tetteh
Capstone: Improving Intent to Exclusively Breastfeed in Low-Income Women Receiving Care at a Free Clinic in Northern Virginia

Tanya Dyan Thomas
Capstone: Effect of Multimodal Educational Intervention on Generalist Graduate Level Nursing Students' Knowledge and Confidence Related to Hazardous Medication Safe-Handling Processes

Masters of Science in Nursing

Mihwa Ahn
Cashel Ladd Ahrens
Peyton Jean Allison
Jacqueline Noelle Anderson
Ashley Kathleen Apple
Shanice Genet Artis
Clara Stewart Ballou
Anna Igorevna Baranova
Peter Hamilton Barlow, Sr.
Caitlin Elizabeth Beaman
Trisha Bhattacharyya
Jennifer Elise Blosser
Allison Nicole Botkin
Kathleen Judge Bowie
Lisa Marie Bowman
David Michael Brown
Lindsay Ann Bruno
Mary Katherine Brygider
Matthew Benjamin Burns
Colleen Lopez Bye
Katelin Cherie Campbell
Michelle Kensie Carroll
Aims Reading Chamberlain
Ashley Nichole Chenoweth
Brittney L. Christopher
David James Chvano
Curlene Clarke
Adrienne Beaumont Coakley
Anne Catherine Codd
Tiffany Marie Colavincenzo
Olivia Louise Conn
Caylee Carin Cook
Sierra Nichole Coronado
Sabrina Cherie Cumpian
Sarah Putnam Curry
Ashley Michele Davalos
Brenda Louise Smith
Morgan Stiebel Dickinson
Benjamin Burtner Dillenbeck
Han Ding
Farren Hume Dodson
Lauren Connelly Dorsey
Elizabeth Marlee Dunbar
Andrea Dunshie
Merideth Brooke Dyer
Timothy-Keith Schau Earley
Jennifer-Rose Eccles
Heather Turpin Farmer
Dawn Aimee Fisher
Deja Fuller
Bradford Tyler Garmon
Amanda Marie Gibson
John Donald Giles
Sally Christina Haines
Erik Lynn Harr
Carly Elaine Harris
Brittany H Harrison
Arianna LeKole Hawn
Amada Kaeleigh Hendrix
Juliana Golden Heyward
Wendy Diane Hudspeth
Joshua David Hughes
Brianne Rae Stout Hundley
Dawn Marie Hunt
Mattiwyn Winston Hyler
Jennifer Corser Hymel
Nkechinyere Chiudebere Ilo
Paterson Bukuma Ilunga
Christina Danielle Jones
Stephanie Elyse Keeling
Katherine Kois
Jennifer Kryntski
Colleen Ann Kupesky
Alexandra Taylor Larosa
Emily Anne Ledbetter
Hyang gi Lee
Mary Katherine Leich
Rebecca Louise Lesnoff
Kathleen Jane Lichti
Sarah Anne Loth
Morgan Pierce MacKenzie
Danny Arnette Mallory
Marcia Justice McGee-White
Shannon Lee McGuigan
Logan Taylor Mills
Joshua Evans Moore
Kathryn Baker Moore
Jordan Ashby Moorefield
Lauren Kimberly Morrison
Lucie Mukadi Ndaya
Liane Noriko Okada
Casey Anna Oot
Jazmynn Orellana-Noia
Blake Alexandra Parkes
Katherine Hetzer Peterson
Nicole Vanessa Plowman
Caroline Elizabeth Porco
Melanie Elizabeth Richwine
Jennifer Rocha
Kathleen Lee Rogers
Virginia Louise King Sargeant
Heidi Schreckenbach
Jessica Lee Shenk
Nancy Norman Simmons
Alexis Simpson
Amber Lynn Smith
Annelise Seh Smith
Millicent Euuradjoa Stettler
Tory Mae Stirling
David John Talarico, Jr.
Anthony Taylor
Erin Louise Tennyson
Morgan Leigh Torrence
Khadijah Rochelle Torres
Elizabeth Caitlin Toutain
Caitlin Marie Vande Pol
Timothy Michael Walsh
Laci Waters
William Andrew White
Rachel Cameron Wilkinson
Habibah Dixon Williams
Benjamin Henry Wilson
Schuyler Christopher Wong
Anna Cecilia Louise Wood
Chelsea Shae Wood
Seth Wood
Elle Meredith Worley
Mary Victoria Wright
Abigail Ruth Zuehlke
Kathleen B. Zumberge

Bachelors of Science in Nursing

Natalie Kathleen Bailey
DESTINY DESIREE BASKFIELD
Meredith McNair Bond
Meghan Margaret Bradshaw
Samantha Nicole Brooks
Rachel Anna Brown
Katie Nicolas Bullard
April JoAnne Burns
Arlena Faith Burns
Juliana Lucas Butzer
Holly Aurinn Camp
Gabrielle Jessica Carter
Harrielle-Beatix Castelly
Allison Centineo
Ming Tak Chan
Skyler Haze Cohen
Annie-Marie Coleman
Natasha Michelle Coleman
Tori Nicole Cooke
Cynthia Cox
Ricardo Diaz
Desiree Madlon Dixon
Aubree Duggan
Michelle Ann Eckstein
Olivia Julianna Eichner
Gabriela Regina Fables
Jessica Beverly Fei
Cassandra Grace Finkbeiner
Tyler David Gaedecke
Tionna Zhane Gathers-Epps
Arati Ghising, Tamang
Laura Elizabeth Habermayer
Emily Grace Hall
Maya Lin Hally
Lance Tyler Hardcastle
Megan Hiser
Celeigh Mae Holsteen
Kiani LaShae Hudgents
Thyra Eden Jensen
Christina Rosa Johnson
Edelmyra David John
Shamara DeShay Jordan
Lauren Elizabeth Kable
Jayla Marie Kearn
Alexus McBride Keyser
Madeline Claire King
Samantha Madison Lay
Eleni Lazarades
Jenna Levantin
Valeria Lopez vazquez
Coryn Elisiah Mayer
Elise Marie Mazzone
Amy Meehan
Pamela Ashley Michel
Matthew Benjamin Minero
Christine Malessa Minozzi
Dominique Nichole Moore
Kathryn Moore
Audrey Morton
Desiree Mosley
Katherine Rose Newsham
Eric Yatchong Ng
Kate Marie O’connor
Caroline Lillian O’keefe
Reanna Kathleen Panagides
Andrea Lynn Penrod
Annalise Harms Plater
Elizabeth Warren Pollard
Giovanna Alyssa Potenza
Teresa Scout Powell
Roseanna Marie Quinanola
Jane Quinn
Anna Foster Ransone
Selma Miriam Raphael
Esha Rawat
Kathryn Jane Rhyne
Somerst Marshall Rice
Stephanie Salinas
Bailey Josephine Sanders
Brooke Alexandra Showalter
Panasha Sue Sienshula
Patricia Davis Sites
Charles Edward Smith
Tammy Elizabeth Smith
Jessica Lynn Sookram
Kristen Ashley Spence
Kayla Stannard
Lindsey Pamela Sweet
Anna Noelle Tayas
Ryan Connor Thomas
Md Farid Uddin
Keila Jean Wallace
Jamie Amanda Wallenstein

1 Distinguished Majors Program
McIntire School of Commerce

Conferred August 2, 2019

Masters of Science

BUSINESS ANALYTICS

Razmik Abrahanyan
Samuel Douglas Adanson
Sibel Nazmiye Akdag
Jena Al-Barzini
John T Anderson III
Matthew John Arnold
Daniel R Asstalos
Joseph Daniel Atcheson
Elizabeth Jane Atkins
John William Barnard III
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Allison Weatherford Bernert
Roger Fleming Hagerty Boyce
Truc Thuy Bui
Boyu Chen
Jiaxi Chen
Yijing Chen
Tyler James Colan
Sebastian Oliver Jack Tyer Cook
Bradford Gary Corbett III
Samuel James Criscitello
Ling Dung
Christopher Joseph Dowdy
Oliver Edelmann
Robert Nestor Ends
Joseph Louis Epstein
Alden Thomas Ewing
Edward Milton Farley V
Claire Marie Fogarty
Kaysha N. Forbes
Robert Evan France
Allyson Frei
Zhenbang Fu
Robert Nicholas Garza
Benjamin Dillon Goldberg
Sahil Grover
Allison Frances Hahn
Mitchell Han
Andrew Harrison Hazelp
Jessica Nicole Herfurth
Acacia Damian Hoisington
Jonathan Hunt Holland
TianHang Hu
Xin Huang
Samir Husain
Daxon Joseph Sanders Johnson
Filip Dariusz Kawka
Benson Klingler
Justin Lagomarcino
Alex Lambropoulos
Jamieson Alexander Ledoux
Jesse Wenhao Lee
Brian Michael Lenert
Hongyi Li
Yichen Li
Lidan Liang
James McLean Long
Evon Jiang Shan Lim
Ziyue Luo
Keping Ma
Xiaochuan Ma
Samantha Carbonell Marcus
Roy Masha
William Connor Mason
Sharon Grace Mays
Erin Leigh McMahon
Samuel Lee Miller
Matthew Milstead
Paul Estenne Mortemousque
James Patrick O’Brien
Madison Danielle Orlow
Emily Pan
Zachary Michael Papin
Henry Charles Paul
Alan Clark Payne, Jr.
Conner Michael Pierson
Emily Jane Plante
Brian Joseph Plocicard
Lingxin Pu
William Alexander Raab
Carl Nolan Riley
Megan Claire Routhorpe
Michael Marshall Rozynski
Carroll Arthur Rutter IV
Austin Scott Rybarczyk
Aubrey Miles Fitzugh Salmon
Dustin Patrick Sammons
David Michael Schulte
Qasim Ahmed Sheikh
Shannon Simko
James Reilly Simmons
Oliver Song
Daniel Alejandro Sosa
Emma Marie Spadaforo
Gabrielle Maney Struckell
Ethan Christopher Swain
Parichay Swarup
Chao Tang
Charles King Thompson, Jr.
Sming Tian
Geoffrey Ryan Tidey
Jess Tighe
William Stewart Tynes
Michael James Van Slyke
Robert Adrian Versprille III
Haowei Wang
Hunter Campbell White
Mark Wallace Williams, Jr.
Yiming Wu
Pan Xiao
Shuyang Xiao
Xiaobing Xu
Yiqi Yan
Xinyan Yang
Gates Hopkins Young
Wenxin Yu
Zhan Zhang
Kunqu Zhao
Xiang Zhao
Jamin Zhao

GLOBAL COMMERCE

Samy Ahmed
Antonin Luca Maxime Amata
Jorge Gustavo Arangurz Bazan
Erin Bailey
Colleen Marie Bettik
Andrew David Broussard
Reed Hill Cawthon
Jiahui Chen
Yash Chevi
Merritt Kathleen Corrigan

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Joseph Francis Acquavella III
Moneeb Ahmed
Ralph Amoako-Kesse
Diego Anderson
Edward Routie Baird V
Pauline Winston Phillips Beasley
Sara Brooks
Claudio Manuel Bustamante
James Butler
Joseph Buzzelli
Robert Cho
Joseph Corrado
Randall Lee Crabtree
May Anh Dang Nguyen
Dexter James Doyle
David Dron
Peter Vincent Eck
Tyler James Edelman
Heidy Zully Escalante
Brett Fegley
Tetiana Gaghan
Samantha Janeen Goodnight
John Nelson Grim III
Eric Ntiamoah Gyamo

1 Distinguished Majors Program
McIntire School of Commerce

Bachelors of Science in Commerce

Addison Walter Dunn
Amro Elsir
Kari Ann Nelson

Conferred December 19, 2019

Masters of Science

ACCOUNTING

John Bryant Edralin Cragun
Kathryn Henley Rudsill
Emily Travis

Conferred May 17, 2020

Masters of Science

ACCOUNTING

Thomas Michael Abele
Simran Bajaj

Conferred May 17, 2020

Bachelors of Science in Commerce

Bettina Fouad Aboud
Ahenhu Akua Aboagye-Nyame
Otto Thomas Barrett Ackermann
Kevin Adams
John Dalton Addy
Alexander Christian Aguilera
Akua Agyeaman
Muhammad Ahmad
Benjamin Tracy Albright
Ameen Al-Dali

Christopher Robert Allen
Keegan Everett Alston
Tristan Garrett Amatruda
Grace Marie Amorosi
Matthew Robert Angeley
Theodore Joseph Arms
Christy Bacon
Katherine Beatrice Baker
Alvin Mansul Barnes III
Wyatt Sanford Beazley V
Stefan Bello
Ezikel Abraham Berg
Daniel Maxwell Berger
Nathan Koichi Berry
Milan Bharadwaj
William Wallis Bickham
Michael Luke Binet
Ciara Nicole Blackston
John Christian Blackwell
Grace Elizabeth Blanton
Joshua Blauseit
Joshua Howard Blufield
Andrew Raymond Bojanowski
Maria Isabel Bolanos Wong
Kristen Bolinger
Oscar Boscutel
Sarah Grace Bowen
Jordan Alexandra Boyd
Meredith Lynn Brainman
Kara Morgan Braith
Rachael McPherson Buchner
Joana Maria de Carvalho Buck
Pingsuan Cao
Kathryn Elena Cardenas
Riley Devin Casey
Joseph John Castelluccia
Joseph Alexander Challis
Grant Todd Chamberlain
Collin Brett Chance
Roshni Anjali Chauhan
Judy Chen
Margaret Dengmei Chen
Wenquan Chen
Yuri Chot
Elaine Haeveon Chun
Nathan Chuwait
Grant Thomas Cladning
Rachel Sophia Clark
Sasha Jonathan Clements
Taylor Nichols Cobb
Henry Jacob Cohen
Megan Elizabeth Collins
Alex Michael Conner
Emma Yafan Cooper
Emily Mae Coppa
Amanda Cosentino
Sarah Adeline Croft
Virginia Hope Cruzer
Zachary Jacob Cummings
Helen Elise Cunningham
Maria Curtichs Blasco
Alexis Nicole Curts
Ying Dai
Peyton Randolph Dandridge
David Alan Darling
Ravin Jaydeep Daver
Matthew Joseph DePillis
Thierno Amadou Sadio Diafio
Oretha Donnhef
Elizabeth Bartlett Dondoro
John Bartlett Donohue
Andrew Michael Douglas
John Thomas Downey
Han Yuan Du
Robert Michael Dunn
Courtney Ryan Dunne
Sydney Jane Dusel
Marwan Amr Elbamoutby
Sean Ethan Epstein
Aymen Farid
Elizabeth Grace Farrell
Nikhil Carmelo Fazio
Jessica Laine Feinstein
Diana Marie Felix
Nicholas Fiasco
Matthew Gregory Fickel
Christopher Michael Finan, Jr.
Elijah Fishel
Liam M. Flaherty
Alexa Theresa Flamino
Conor Flannery
Julia Meehgan Ford
Justin Raymond Fox
Daniel James Freund
Julia Donovan Frisch
Regina Katherine Gemma
Timothy Saunders Golden
Ainsley Walker Gould
John Joseph Grencer, Jr.
Nash R Griffin
Jack Andrew Grunberg
Jean-Claude Guill
Chenxi Guo
Rajiv Gupta
Sonia Monali Gupta
Jinpeng Han
William Gregory Hardin
John Fields Hardison, Jr.
Katherine Elizabeth Harper
Virginia Lee Harris
Melanie Frances Hart
Melissa Karinne Hart
Ryan Andrew Hart
David Ian Hauben
Jennifer Hawley
Dallas Dwayne Hawthorne
Emily Healy
Jason Scott Hershaf
Robert David Hicks
Jarod Michael Hill
Julia Claire Elizabeth Hohenstein
Scott Horowitz
Neel Chandra Hosamane
Courtney Chang-Yue Hou
Piampan Huang
Tina Hubbard
John Keener Hudson III
Elise Hummel
David Humphrey
Matthew Jing Hua
John James Irvine
Brent Jacobs
Urja Jai Jarwala
Deepak Jayachandran
Zuhair Jolal
Hannah Jane Jurgensmeyer
Megha Karthikeyan
Alex Michael Kash
Jacqueline Keene
Kristen Joan Kelly

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Abraaz Khan
Zumzum Anwar Khan
Anjali Khanna
Anchita Khullar
Dong Hyun Kim
Susie Kim
Daisy Shields King
Elizabeth Jane Kochard
Junghun Koh
Nicholas Patrick Koziolek
Jason Etain Kramer
Lucy Kate Krasker
Ellis Robert Kritzler
Grace Kulik
Bryce Hutton Land
Victor Garrett Layne
Alexander Lawson Lee
Anna Lee
Jodie Felicia Lee
Katherine Elizabeth Lee
Latrell Lewis Lee
Roman Tyler LeFebure
Holly Erika Leinz
Sarah Michelle Lewis
Christine Jin Li
John Li
Hannah Yoojin Lim
Jeanie Lim
Yi Fan Lim
Kirk Howland Lindberg
Sabrina Ann Lingenfelter
Scott Liu
Charles Farrell Long III
Elise Christine Lovett
Joseph Young Lu
Mary Catherine Lynch
Ryan Olavo Macedo
Kambham Reddy Mahathil
Yash Maheshwari
Mitchell Fergus Maison
Isaac Andrew Marr
Lauren Martin
Maisam Marzieh
Katharina Massenko
Nicholas Paul Mastrogiammi
Rebecca Lynn Mata
Virginia Abigail McCarthy
Edward Gordon McDonald
Rushion Smith McGarr
Conor McGrath
John Gupta McGreevy
Ryan Thatcher McKerman
Ryan John McNeill
Vaibhav Mehta
Serena Meintzschel
Selanet Girma Melaku
Matthew Balen Merrick
Charles G Meyer IV
Josef Clandening Millner
Kai Louis Millner
Connor Aidan Moses
Anne Catherine Mosheydi
George Christopher Moss
Omar Khaled Mostafa
Justin Daniel Moyer
Claire Parsons Moyle
Samantha Nicole Mueller
Michael Stewart Murphy
Faris Musa
Andrew Nguyen
Jannette Nguyen
Kyle Nguyen
Jade L. Njoku
Meredith Blair Nolan
David Andrew Nussbaum
Onyekachukwu Nwani
James Austin O'Brien
Ellis Robert O'Day
Kevin Burns O'Leary
Henry Waterfield Owen
Thomas John Paganucci
Raghava Panutla
John Harold Parcell
Gregory Gabriel Paredes
Kush Kirti Patel
Harrison Chung In Patzel
Ishani Milind Pendse
Sydney Ariane Peoples
George Everett Perry V
Courtney Elizabeth Peters
Walter Charles Pickell IV
Mattias Emil Pinto
Cassandra Nicole Plemmons
Rishi Pochiraju
Zoe Beatrice Pottow
Susan Emery Pratt
Winona Pritts
Annalee Catherine Rader
Melissa Kay Rallo
Alexandra Ramella
Aneesh Reddy
James Garnett Reid, Jr.
Yaxin Ren
Yincheng Ren
Matthew Edward Renk
Jason Edward Reynolds
Clarissa Ribeiro Bittes
Cameron Matthew Richter
Tasman Ray Ridgely
Victoria Joan Robertson
Ethan Ross
Casey Jo Elliott Rowzee
Russell Murat Rudd
Faith Anne Rannels
Sorab Singh Sandhawalia
Nathanial Karl Sandweiss
Anne Elizabeth Satterwhite
Raghav Raj Savara
Pearson Savarino
William James Sayre, Jr.
Harlan Weltner Schade
Tanya Renee Seibert
Adiya Seth
Tanisha Shah
Vadehi Pranav Shah
Andrew Vindel Shannon
Anne Conway Sharkey
Emily Cecile Shepherd
Jieru Shi
Nathan Eric Shirley
João Silva
Ryan Simard
Caroline Feher Smith
Chandler Elizabeth Smith
Micahjah Joseph Smith
Tyler Wilson Smith
Ana Patricia Solis
Rahul Soni
Matthew Blake Sonnenblick
Maria Soroka
Renee Marie Spillane
Lewis Springer
Mary Katherine Stanfield
James Linwood Straub
Caroline McCurry Stevens
Stephen Wesley Strickey
Eric William Stroud
Connor Swain
Haroon Tahir
Kathy Tao
Justin John Tennery
Nitisit Ganesh Thakur
Aftab Aziz Thobani
Jason Tyler Thomas
Jonathan Lucas Thomas
Nadav Tollman
Erik Vincent Toor
Elizabeth Brown Trull
Emma Lillian Tucker
Dalhanna Victoria Vaysman
Ivan Andres Vega Pazmino
George Michael Villacin
Frederico Rodrigues Lima Vivaquca
Chi-Quynh Nguyen Vo
Amanda Nicole Vollaro
Carolyn Vona
Sitaram Vuppuladadiyam
Sylvester Pierce Walmsley
Tyler James Walsh
Christopher Walters
Yuhua Wang
Zhitian Wang
Kyle Richard Ward
Brandon Scott Warren
Natalie Diane Weinberg
Alexander Garrett Weissman
Aaron Hughes Weller
Eric R. Weltz
Yuqing Weng
John Stone West, Jr.
John Mortensen Willey
Jordan Else Williams
Sophie Grace Wilson
Kathryn Ann Winner
Adam Samuel Wohlgemuth
Paige Cavanaugh Wood
Henry Harrison Woodward
Yonho Yixinhao
Xinya Zhang
Tianyu Zheng
Brett Christopher Zion, Jr.
Aaron Yang Zuo

1 Distinguished Majors Program

Abraaz Khan
Zumzum Anwar Khan
Anjali Khanna
Anchita Khullar
Dong Hyun Kim
Susie Kim
Daisy Shields King
Elizabeth Jane Kochard
Junghun Koh
Nicholas Patrick Koziolek
Jason Etain Kramer
Lucy Kate Krasker
Ellis Robert Kritzler
Grace Kulik
Bryce Hutton Land
Victor Garrett Layne
Alexander Lawson Lee
Anna Lee
Jodie Felicia Lee
Katherine Elizabeth Lee
Latrell Lewis Lee
Roman Tyler LeFebure
Holly Erika Leinz
Sarah Michelle Lewis
Christine Jin Li
John Li
Hannah Yoojin Lim
Jeanie Lim
Yi Fan Lim
Kirk Howland Lindberg
Sabrina Ann Lingenfelter
Scott Liu
Charles Farrell Long III
Elise Christine Lovett
Joseph Young Lu
Mary Catherine Lynch
Ryan Olavo Macedo
Kambham Reddy Mahathil
Yash Maheshwari
Mitchell Fergus Maison
Isaac Andrew Marr
Lauren Martin
Maisam Marzieh
Katharina Massenko
Nicholas Paul Mastrogiammi
Rebecca Lynn Mata
Virginia Abigail McCarthy
Edward Gordon McDonald
Rushion Smith McGarr
Conor McGrath
John Gupta McGreevy
Ryan Thatcher McKerman
Ryan John McNeill
Vaibhav Mehta
Serena Meintzschel
Selanet Girma Melaku
Matthew Balen Merrick
Charles G Meyer IV
Josef Clandening Millner
Kai Louis Millner
Connor Aidan Moses
Anne Catherine Mosheydi
George Christopher Moss
Omar Khaled Mostafa
Justin Daniel Moyer
Claire Parsons Moyle
Samantha Nicole Mueller
Michael Stewart Murphy
Faris Musa
Andrew Nguyen
Jannette Nguyen
Kyle Nguyen
Jade L. Njoku
Meredith Blair Nolan
David Andrew Nussbaum
Onyekachukwu Nwani
James Austin O'Brien
Ellis Robert O'Day
Kevin Burns O'Leary
Henry Waterfield Owen
Thomas John Paganucci
Ragha
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy

Conferred December 19, 2019
Masters of Public Policy
Aaron Brotman
Tianwei Qu

Conferred May 17, 2020
Masters of Public Policy
Haima Askari
James Rount Barber II
Christopher Barnett
Merwan Benamor
Andrew William Bishop
Anthony Robert Boese
Arielle Boguslav
Ashley Bultman
Tyler Eason Chandler
Jordan Elizabeth Chapman
Michelle Charochak
Ruth Miriam Checknoff
Trent Joseph Chinnaswamy
Bryan Richard Christ
Brent Clarke
Chloé Jifah Cohen
Tilden Lester Coleman
Alexandra Lee Connell
Justin Ronald Cooksey
Zachary Joseph Diamond
Catherine Michelle Farnsler
Connor James Gallagher
Hannah Kristine Gavin
LeAnn Renee Golding
Patrick Grant
Laura Daniela Gonzalez Guerreru
Cameron Nadim Haddad
Robert William Haggart
Anna Haritos
Saaqib Abbas Hasan
Rebecca Elyse Hattar
Alexander Hendel
Abigail Elizabeth Holland
Jordan Hollinger

Bachelors of Professional Studies

HEALTH SCIENCES MANAGEMENT
Jeanette Baber
Tyler Scott Dean
Stephanie Michelle Goin-Slapc
Judith A Grandinetti
Andrea Drake Justice
So Hwan Kim
Alexa Flynn Morin
Emily Driver Myers
Erica Raggio
Azzanna Eleanor Elizabeth Spicer

Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy

Conferred May 17, 2020
Masters of Public Policy

Bachelors of Arts

Gabriel Jose-Maria Aguto
Ryan Alexander
Amber Cason Arnold
Benjamin Baker
James Patrick Banks, Jr.
Alexandra Christine Blake
Grace Bird Blanchard
Charlotte Frances Brahe
Thomas Patrick Brennan
Isabelle Mia Burke
asha Talia Chadha
Grace Chapman Cogguillo
Chandler Collins
Tate Christine Connors
Anna Perrin Cox
Mary Craig
Michaela Jacinta Dahl
Andrew DeSantis
Hailey Amanda Disch
Megan Marie Dombrowski
William Ford Easley
William Pierce Edlich
Zachary Steven Estess
Lauren Alee Edmonsong
Campbell Scott Farina
Magdalena Ellen Ferran
Sarah Elizabeth Franklin
Lucia Moliner Gayley
Eva Bryce Gobourne
Joanna Lorwynn Goodman
Garrison Grow
Courtney Constance Halle
Caroline Leighton Hanes
Nina Cecelia Hankins
Balgol Bagol Hirshland
Leland Jackson Howell, Jr.
Brandon Scott Hylton
Karunya Iyappan
Aaron Lawson James
Jade Jennifer Tantoco James
Victoria Rose Kelley
Andrea Nicole Khattabi
Morgan Emily Kurst
Kaitlin Hae Lee
Lois Elinor Chun Lo
Samantha Mable Louque
Zoe Gabrielle Lunn
Keelyn Isabella McCabe
Alexandra June Milikien
Mark Allen Millsap
Caitlen Rose Moser
Albert Quentin Murray IV
Biruk Negash
Martha Cecilia Newsom
Harper Adele Andry
Sofia Stanislovna Olenicheva
Taylor Cole Overton
Matthew Miller Poliakoff
Katherine Purcell
Jessica Taylor Quesenberry
Jean Clare Recklau
Nicole Elizabeth Reeves
Helen Christian Roddey
Kristen Renee Ross
Sophie Marianne Rosen
Shireen Mohamadi Sarkar
Matthew Evan Schaeler
Hannah Marissa Semmes
Mairin Shea
Elyse Marie Sheppard
Julia Taylor Siegel
Hannah Kathryn Sobolevitch
Claire Lorraine Steinem
Josie Nola Suddek
Zackary Gil Slezevich
Eliza Nicole Tobin
Meghan Aislinn Tomner
Brooke Lawson Valentine
Maria Fernanda Wong Salas
Catherine Grace Wood
Christopher Michael Alexander Wood
Woodfolk
Brian Alexander Zuluaga

School of Data Science

Conferred May 17, 2020
Masters of Science
DATA SCIENCE
Ruslan Askov
Deepak Patel Chatterapadhyay
Sneha Choudhary
Dhruvender Roy Chowdhury
Nicholas Callaway Clifford

1 Distinguished Majors Program
Student and Faculty Awards

Alumni Association’s Ernest H. Ern Distinguished Student Award
Chesdin Reid Harrington

Gray-Carrington Scholarship Award
Aaron Lawson James

David A. Harrison III Undergraduate Research Awards
Jordan Blythe Becker
Sasha Bilal
Tina Shuqiao Chai
Joyce Mckenzie Cheng
Catherine E Collier
Sarah Frances Corning
Sarah Garzione
Connor Virginia Haynes
Andria Na Li
Chelsea Eileen Li
Benjamin Charles Neubert
Elsa Olivia Nylund
Lasyapriya Pidaparthi
Nushaba Rashid
Jacqueline Siegel
Carlín Taylor Smith
Samantha Marie Strohm
Abigail Joy Stuab
Sarah Ann Thomas
Mythili Vigneshwar
Eric Wang

Holland-Blackburn Scholarship
Christina Rosa Johnson

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Architecture
Michael Manfredi
Marion Weiss

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Citizen Leadership
Rajiv J. Shah

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Global Innovation
Ted Turner

Thomas Jefferson Foundation Medal in Law
Sonia M. Sotomayor

Raven Society Awards
Students
Omar Elhaj
Lachlan Stewart Hassman
Jessica Kansky
Jasmine Tyler Lee
Faculty
Robert Davis
Jacqueline Doyle
Alumni
Margaret Ann Brown

Walter N. Ridley Scholarships
Micah Harris
Christina Rosa Johnson
Sydney Desiree Williams

Seven Society Louis A. Onesty Award
Kiley Susan Banker

Seven Society James Earle Sargeant Award
undocUVA

Edgar F. Shannon Awards
Presented by the “Z” Society
School of Architecture
Taryn Wiens
College of Arts & Sciences
Caroline Elizabeth Conlan
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences
Zachary Ralph Carson
Frank Batten School of Leadership and Public Policy
Brian Alexander Zuluaga
School of Continuing & Professional Studies
Robin Fields Munson
Curry School of Education and Human Development
Sarah Elizabeth Holland
Darden Graduate School of Business Administration
Taison Durand Bell
School of Data Science
Melissa Chantal Phillips
School of Engineering & Applied Science
Anna Cerf

School of Law
Mariette Grace Peltier
McIntire School of Commerce
Victoria Joan Robertson
School of Medicine
John-Henry Lee Dean
School of Nursing
Tyler David Gaedecke

Algeron Sydney Sullivan Awards
Students
Kaitlyn Tatiana Diaz
Chesdin Reid Harrington
Community Member
Wayne D. Cozart

Posse Scholars
Termeh Ahi
Andrea Aragon
Alvin Mansul Barnes III
Matthew Coomer
Simone Lynnese McGowan
Jannette Nguyen
Khuong Doan Nguyen
John Perez
Sierra Nicole Ruiz
Nathanial Karl Sandweiss

School of Law

McIntire School of Commerce
Victoria Joan Robertson
School of Medicine
John-Henry Lee Dean
School of Nursing
Tyler David Gaedecke

Algeron Sydney Sullivan Awards
Students
Kaitlyn Tatiana Diaz
Chesdin Reid Harrington
Community Member
Wayne D. Cozart

Posse Scholars
Termeh Ahi
Andrea Aragon
Alvin Mansul Barnes III
Matthew Coomer
Simone Lynnese McGowan
Jannette Nguyen
Khuong Doan Nguyen
John Perez
Sierra Nicole Ruiz
Nathanial Karl Sandweiss
Honorary Societies

Alpha Omega Alpha
Honorary Medical Society
Meagan Elizabeth Briley
Anne Lewis Carlton
Alexandra Lilly Deal
John-Henry Lee Dean
Dhruv Mihir Desai
Michael Isaac Dougherty
Elizabeth Louise Gammon
Darian Leslie Hoagland
John Christopher Hulse
Christopher Jerome Kaperak
Tessa Marie Klumpp
Kristen Leigh Knapp
Joseph William Kocan
Brett Ronald Kurpiel
Paulina Bao Tran Le
Jonathan Edmund Lipsey
Shannon Browning May
Joseph Francis Mort
Joanna Odenthal
John James Popovich
Jeffrey Robert Ruland
Martha Elizabeth Stewart
Ryan Felix Sutyla
Benjamin Alfred Tran
Laura Frances Walsh

Alpha Sigma Lambda
National Honor Society
Angela Scott Brau
Gabriella Lena Marselian Edwards
Robin Fields Munson
Emily Driver Myers
Aidan John Swienton
Clifton Steven Tinsley

Beta Gamma Sigma
Commerce Honor Society
Keegan Everett Alston
John T Anderson III
Roberto Andrade
Pauline Winston Phillips Beasley
Nathan Kouchi Berry
Andrew David Brousard
Pengxuan Cao
Yijing Chen
Robert Cho
Tyler James Colan
Emily Mae Coppa
Bradford Gary Corbett III
Joseph Corrado
Alexis Nicole Curts
Christopher Joseph Dowdy
Vernon Bradley Elhart
John Nelson Grim III
Melanie Frances Hart
Christopher Paul Hatley
Jason Alexander Himarios
Zubair Johal
James Stephen Kockler
Nicholas Patrick Koziolek
Albert Sangjin Lee
Jason Lee
John Li
Johannes Van Lieshout
Yi Fan Lim
Michael Anthony Mehary
Courtney Modecki
Meredith Blair Nolan
James Patrick O'Brien
Kevin Burns O'Leary
Henry Charles Paul
Emily Jane Plante
Vincenzo Polverino
Alissa Inez Rabat
Carl Nolan Riley
Ethan Ross
Anne Elizabeth Satterwhite
Leo Sequeira
Adam James Sheehan
Qasim Ahmed Sheikh
Micajah Joseph Smith
Tyler Wilson Smith
Oliver Song
Matthew Blake Sonnenblick
Maria Soroka
Kevin Michael Spezia
Andrew Stanton
John Strohecker
Jackson Sutherland
Parichay Swarup
Benjamin Sehrell Sydnor, Jr
Haroon Tahir
Lauren Marie Van Nostrand
Amanda Nicole Vollaro
Tyler James Walsh
Brandon Scott Warren
John Mortensen Willey
Kathryn Ann Winner
Elizabeth Yoss
John Alexander Young
Connie Zhang
Aaron Yang Zuo

Beta Kappa Chapter of Sigma Theta Tau National Society of Nursing
Peyton Jean Allison
Jacqueline Noelle Anderson
Paula Chiaoditl Attuey
Kathleen Natalie Bailey
Destiny Desiree Baskfield
Trisha Bhattacharyya
Meredith McNair Bond
Allison Nicole Botkin
Meghan Margaret Bradshaw
April Joanne Burns
Juliana Lucas Butler
Colleen Lopez Bye
Kaitelin Cherie Campbell
Michelle Kensie Carroll
Harrrett-Beatrice Castelly
Ming Tak Chan
Sarah Chilson
David James Chvano
Curlene Clarke
Anne Catherine Codd
Ann-Marie Coleman
Olivia Louise Conn
Tor Nicole Cooke
Sierra Nichole Coronado
Cynthia Cox
Sarina Cherie Cumpian
Sarah Putnam Curry
Keith James Denny
Han Ding
Desiree Madlon Dixon
Farren Hume Dodson

Lauren Connelly Dorsey
Caitlin Nicole Dreisbach
Aubre Duggan
Andrea Dunshie
Michelle Ann Eckstein
Olivia Julianna Eichner
Shaila Naomi Escribano-Miranda
Gabriela Regina Fehles
Dawn Aimee Fisher
Tyler David Gaedecke
Kathryn May Gallanosa
Bradford Tyler Garmon
Arati Ghusing Tamang
Laura Elizabeth Habermeyer
Brittany H Harrison
Juliana Golden Heyward
Wendy Diane Hudspeth
Joshua David Hughes
BriannaRae Stout Hundley
Nekchimyere Chidebere Ilo
Thyra Eden Jensen
Christina Rosa Johnson
Edelmerya David Johnson
Shamara De'Sha Jordan
Lauren Elizabeth Kahle
Alexus McBride Keyser
Madeline Claire King
Katherine Kois
Alexandra Taylor Larosa
Elizabeth Lawwill
Emily Anne Ledbetter
Rebecca Louise Lesnoff
Jenna Levantin
Danny Arntette Mallory
Caitlin Michele Matzke
Cory Elissa Mayer
Elise Marie Mazzone
Tamela McGraw-Schenck
Kathryn Baker Moore
Lauren Kimberly Morrison
Audrey Morton
Reanna Kathleen Panagides
Carrie Stanton Pinkham
Caroline Elizabeth Porco
Giovanna Alyssa Potenza
Chuleeporn Promphakul
Jane Quinn
Anna Foster Ransone
Virginia Louise King Sargeant
Jessica Lee Shenk
Pamela Sue Sierschula
Patricia Davis Sites
Amber Lynn Smith
Robin Louise Smith
Millicent Ewuradjoa Stettler
Lindsey Pamela Sweet
Nana Agyetawa Tetteh
Tanya Dwan Thomas
Md Farid Uddin
Laci Waters
Julia Whitehead
Sydney Laine Wiles
Rachel Cameron Wilkinson
Schuyler Christopher Wong
Elle Meredith Wortley
Hui Zhao

Jefferson Scholars Class of 2020
Nathaniel Robert Abraham
Isabelle Ballard Andrews
Vilas Annavarapu
Parker James Bach
Mary Elizabeth Barksdale
Kristen Rochelle Barrett
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Wyatt Sanford Beazley V
Michael Theodore Benos
Anna Cez
Trent Joseph Chinnsawamy
James Coleman Chisom
Xara Natasja Davies
Clare Hill Draper V
Elizabeth Atterbury Fisher
Cassandra Mia Grelo
Xinlu Guo
Lance Tyler Hardcastle
Ceileigh Mae Holstein
Bradley Katcher
Chirag Kulkarni
Samuel Garland LeFew
Rohit Musti
Lindsey Andrews Page
Emmit Kellum Pert
Akshay Naga Venkata Pulavarty
Philip Michael Renkert
Kathryn Olivia Renneker
Ronak Rijhwani
Megan Claire Routhout
Tsering Yangsom Say
Colleen Marie Schinderle
Mazzen Samer Shalaby
Matthew Blake Sonnenblick
Alexandra Grace Spratley
Deniz Tuncel
Olivier Paul Weiss
Emma Westerhol-Shultz
Jackson Gillespie Wilkins
Eileen Ying

Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society
Javaria Khalid Abbasi
Erin Sheridan Adinolino
Cole Stevenson Aldrich
Summer Amanda Allen
Anahissa Almaraz-Camacho
Kritika Reddy Arrabothu
Umam Arshad
Griffin Michael Asnis
Hayley Anna Austin
Ian Alexander Ballbus
Madison Channing Ballman
Wynne Genevieve Barsanti
Michael Chryll Bateman II
Sallie Marie Blanks
Samuel Morris Borak
Grace Evelyn Bowie
Elizabeth Grace Brewer
Nicholas Karl Brozey
Avery Leigh Bullock
Austin William Bunting
Alexis Marie Catalan
Caroline Mills Chamberlain
Joyce Mckenzie Cheng
Yuqi Cheng
James Coleman Chisom
Elizabeth Chung
Brent Clarke
Anne Catherine Codd
Callie Jeanne Collins
Johnson Yates Congleton
Honorary Societies

Priscilla Amma Opoku-Yeboah
Layne McKenna Oram
Victoria Osinski
Basak Ozaslan
Savannah Grace Page
Jonathan Andrew Pan
Reanna Kathleen Panagides
Gabriela Emalyne Paniagua-Stolz
Zachary Michael Papin
Julia Methvin Payne
Robert Torr Pazhwak
Alyssa Nahir Perez-Melendez
Courtney Elizabeth Peters
Herman Otto Ira Pfaeffle
Thien Khoi Nguyen Phung
Jonathan Andrew Pan
Reanna Kathleen Panagides
Gabriela Emalyne Paniagua-Stolz
Zachary Michael Papin
Julia Methvin Payne
Robert Torr Pazhwak
Alyssa Nahir Perez-Melendez
Courtney Elizabeth Peters
Herman Otto Ira Pfaeffle
Thien Khoi Nguyen Phung
Andrew Gregory Hershaw
Dylan Scott Ishikawa
Sami Khatouri
Davis Todd Klemes
Nayiri Krzysztofowicz
Jacob Jeffrey Matriccino
Megan Teresa Mazatenta
Benjamin Charles Neubert
Nayiri Krzysztofowicz
Jacob Jeffrey Matriccino
Megan Teresa Mazatenta
Benjamin Charles Neubert
Andrew Bryan Oxford
Jesse Patterson
Jasraj Singh Raghuvanshi
Ryan Fernando Remias
Connor Grisier Roos
Zachary William Rosen
Alexander Berton Rudin
Michael Ivan Schapowal
Vincent Sciortino
Vikram Seshadri
Meredith Keleigh Sutton
Katherine Jane Taylor
Niphathat Wongwiset
Angela Yi
William Tiger Zhang
Jonathan Zheng

Faculty
David T. Auble
Pamela F. Cipriano
Dudley J. Doane
Martha Wynne Stuart
Kirt von Daacke

Alumni
James Allman-Gulino
Wendy Davis
William Uit
Robert Wadsworth
Richard Westphal
Mabel Wilson

Society of Fellows
Caleb Paul Agnew
Hamzieh Baharoudin-Rezandeh
Nicholas Richard Buttrick
Emily Elizabeth Cook
Brett Charles Evans
George F. Landor Gordon
Lily Tayye Greenway
Ryan Michael Grippo
Jessica Harger
Quinn Hirschi
Adam Chase Huckaby
Katherine Elizabeth Lantz

Tau Beta Pi
Engineering Honor Society
Daniel Samneh William Ayoub
Nathan Barefoot
Patrick James Beck
Emily Hope Davenport
Robert Connor Donnan
Amber Noel Eccelbarger
Lydia Erbaugh
Christopher Henry Fitzpatrick
Emma Hand
Alex Handy
Adam Gregory Hershaw
Dylan Scott Ishikawa
Arjun Iyer
Sam Khatouri
Davis Todd Klemas
Nayiri Krzysztofowicz
Jacob Jeffrey Matriccino
Megan Teresa Mazatenta
Benjamin Charles Neubert
Andrew Bryan Oxford
Jesse Patterson
Jasraj Singh Raghuvanshi
Ryan Fernando Remias
Connor Grisier Roos
Zachary William Rosen
Alexander Berton Rudin
Michael Ivan Schapowal
Vincent Sciortino
Vikram Seshadri
Meredith Keleigh Sutton
Katherine Jane Taylor
Niphathat Wongwiset
Angela Yi
William Tiger Zhang
Jonathan Zheng
The Good Old Song

That good old song of Wah-hoo-wah,
We'll sing it o'er and o'er;
It cheers our hearts and warms our blood
To hear them shout and roar.

We come from old Virginia
Where all is bright and gay;
Let's all join hands and give a yell
For the dear old UVA.